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Summary. 
Chapters 1 and 2 are both surveys of the current work in applying 
geometry to statistics. Chapter 1 is a broad outline of all the work done so far, 
while Chapter 2 studies, in particular, the work of Amari and that of Lauritzen. 
In Chapters 3 and 4 we study some open problems which have been raised 
by Lauritzen's work. In particular we look in detail at some of the differential 
geometric theory behind Lauritzen's defmition of a Statistical manifold. 
The following chapters follow a different line of research. We look at a new 
non symmetric differential geometric structure which we call a preferred point 
manifold. We show how this structure encompasses the work of Amari and 
Lauritzen, and how it points the way to many generalizations of their results. In 
Chapter 5 we define this new structure, and compare it to the Statistical manifold 
theory. Chapter 6 develops some examples of the new geometry in a statistical 
context. Chapter 7 starts the development of the pure theory of these preferred 
point manifolds. 
In Chapter 8 we outline possible paths of research in which the new 
geometry may be applied to statistical theory. 
We include, in an appendix, a copy of a joint paper which looks at some 
direct applications of differential geometry to a statistical problem, in this case it is 
the problem of the behaviour of the Wald test with nonlinear restriction functions. 
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Chapter One 
Geometry and Statistics. 
1.1 Preamble. 
The aim of this chapter is to describe the motivation and history 
behind the use of differential geometry in statistics. In writing this work 
we have a fundamental difficulty in the nature of the audience which 
might be interested in reading it. On one hand we have the pure 
geometers. In general the fact that differential geometric theory has 
found applications in statistics has not been noticed at all in the 
geometric literature. One reason for this is that very often a geometric 
audience has a limited grasp of even basic statistical theory, thus the 
applications are often meaningless to it. Since one of the aims of this 
work is to introduce the new geometric structures of Statistical 
Geometry to the wider geometric world we must start by explaining 
some of the most basic concepts of Statistical Theory. 
On the other hand we also have a statistical audience. Here the 
application and some theory of this geometric approach is much better 
understood. For example there are many papers describing the area to 
statisticians who may know little differential geometry, see for example 
[Amari] or [Lauritzen] and also the collections of papers [Amari 2] 
and [Dodson]. Because this is the situation at the moment we are 
going to take the opposite viewpoint from these works. We assume 
some familiarity with the more geometric defmitions and methods, but 
we shall be much more gentle with any statistical ideas. Therefore we 
shall make use of elementary statistical examples. We hope any 
statisticians will just skip quickly through these examples until the more 
geometric ideas appear. The geometric ideas with which we shall 
assume familiarity will include the basic notions of tensor analysis as 
well as calculus of many variables and topology. We shall also assume 
an understanding of the fundamental concepts of manifold theory. 
This introduction will be fairly informal and will not fill in all the 
details needed. The object being to introduce enough statistical theory 
to enable any differential geometer to understand the motivation and 
needs of the statistician. We also review some of the new uses which 
differential geometry is being applied. For much more detail and a good 
introduction to general statistical theory we refer to [Cox and Hinkley], 
[Silvey] and [Hogg and Craig]. 
1.1 
Geometry and Statistics 
Our approach throughout this work is to set up the statistical 
framework in which we shall be working, hopefully bringing in 
geometric ideas in a natural way. We try and let the underlying 
statistical structure detennine the geometry. This is particularly true of 
the new structures that we introduce in chapters 5 and 6. We start by 
introducing the existing statistical geometric work also in this way, 
trying to make clear the historical development at the same time. To 
fmish the chapter there will be a description of the rest of the thesis 
and the motivation for this work. 
1.2 Basic Statistical Objects. 
We shall be working with some finite dimensional manifolds 
which naturally occur in statistical theory. Before we start to study 
them however it is important to understand exactly what a point in one 
of these manifolds actually is. We shall, therefore, in this section 
describe some of the basic theory which will enable us to do this. 
As a basic reference for this section we shall use and often 
quote from [Clarke]. Although no doubt almost any standard 
introductory textbook on probability will contain all the following 
material. 
1.2.1. Definition and Axioms: A probability space, ( X, S, P) is a 
triple which obeys the following axioms of probability. X is a set which 
is called the Sample space and 5 is a collection of subsets of X called 
the Event space. We have two cases to consider, firstly if X is a 
discrete set then; 
5 = { all subsets of X } 
= P(X). 
If X is a continuous space then S satisfies the following; 
(i) XE S 
(ii) For any Ae 5 then X \ Ae ~ 
(iii) For {Ai }, a countable set of elements of ~ then 
U:1Ai E ~ and n:lAiE~. 
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The third element of the triple P is called a probability measure on 
(X, 3) and is defmed to be a map 
P:3 ~ [0,1] 
which satisfies the following; 
(a) P(X) = 1 
(b) If A, B E 5 and A~B = 0 then 
P(AuB) = P(A) + P(B). 
(c) For {A.} a countable set which is pairwise disjoint 
1 
then 
P(U:l Ai) = ~P(Ai) 
1=1 
Informally we see that the triple ( X, 3, P) consists of a set of 
events 3 to which the function P is attaching some idea of the 
probability of occurring. The axioms (i)-(iii) ensure that we can 
describe the probability of all the events in which we are interested. 
While the axioms (a), (b) and (c) define the set 3 to be complete in the 
sense that we are certain that one element of X will happen and that 
the probability measure is additive in an intuitively nice way. The set X 
is the set of objects which make up whatever events we are interested 
m. 
We will very often be using the case where X is the real line R 
and 3 the set of Borel sets on the real line. 
1.2.2 Definition: A real valued function cp on X is measurable with 
respect to the probability space ( X, 3, P) if for all a E R we have that, 
{x I cp(x) ~ a} E 5 
1.2.3. Definition: A random variable cp is a measurable real-valued 
function 
<1>: X ~ R. 
on ( X, 5, P), a probability space. 
1.2.4. Definition: IT cp is a random variable on ( X, 3, P) then we 
defme its Probability Distribution Function F cp by 
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Fcj)(a) = P{cj) < a} =p[cj)-l{(_oo,a]}] 
1.2.S. Definition: If cj) is an absolutely continuous random variable 
then we can defme its probability density function f cj) by the following 
property 
where the derivative exists. 
1.2.6. Example: One of the most important examples of a probability 
density function is the standard normal density. This is defmed to be 
. 1 x 2 
-exp{--} 
21t 2 
on the probability space which is given by {R, B, Jl} where R is the 
real line B the Borel sets and Jl is the standard Lesbegue measure. 
In general, in this work and in most of the literature, the points 
which will make up our geometric manifolds will be these density 
functions. Thus we shall be looking most of the time at finite 
dimensional function spaces which we can sometimes view as 
embedded in Coo(R,R) or Ll(R) or some other infinite dimensional 
function space. 
1.3 Parametric Families. 
We shall now look at the manifolds that we shall be studying in 
the rest of this work. For an introduction to basic manifold theory for 
the statistician we refer to the survey paper by Bamdorff-Nielsen, Cox 
and Reid, [B-N,C&R] and also [Kass] or [Murray]. These papers have 
a particularly statistical viewpoint. For a more general view we shall 
often refer to the comprehensive [Spivak], alternatively for a good 
introduction to the differential geometry of surfaces we refer to [do 
Carmo]. 
The age and size of the differential geometric literature means 
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that the style and standard notations which get used in textbooks can 
vary enonnously. We shall mostly work, in the slightly old fashioned 
way, in explicit coordinate systems rather than the newer, slicker 
coordinate-free methods. We do this partly because we feel that this 
makes the material much more accessible to the non-specialist 
geometer who, we hope, will find this work useful. Also, since this 
work will have applications in mind, there will often be no choice but to 
use a concrete coordinate system in which to make our calculations. 
This approach means that standard theorems which we refer to will 
often be more easily found in the slightly older texts. 
1.3.1. Definition: We have defined a probability density function, 
p(x), for a random variable. We shall defme a parametric family, 
M={p(x,9)} to be a set of such densities all with respect to a fIXed 
measure P. They shall be smoothly parametrized by a p-dimensional 
vector parameter often denoted by 9 (= (91, ... , 9p». 
We see that since we are dealing with a set of densities then 
they sit naturally in the Ll space of integrable functions of x. A 
reference for this and the structure of an LI space is [Weir]. 
1.3.2 Regularity Conditions: All the parametric families, that we 
shall study will satisfy the following regularity conditions, most of which 
will ensure that we shall be working on a regular manifold at all times. 
(R I) The domain a of the parameter 9 is homeomorphic 
to a p-dimensional Euclidean space RP . 
(R2) The topology of the parametric family, M, induced by 
the parametrisation is compatible with the relative 
topology of M from its embedding in LI. 
(R3) The support of p(x,9) is common for a1lge a, so that 
p(x,9) are mutually absolutely continuous. 
(R4) Every density function p(x,9) is a smooth function in 
9, unifonnly in x, and the partial derivatives aa 
9· 1 
and integration of In p(x,9) with respect to the 
measure P are always commutative. 
a (R5) The moments of the score function as. lnp(x,9) 
1 
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exist up to the third order and are smooth in 9. 
(R6) The Fisher information matrix is positive definite. 
In (R6) we refer to the Fisher infonnation matrix. This is one of 
the most important object in geometrical statistics. We shall defme it 
here but we shall not consider any of its properties until later sections 
of this chapter and in Chapter 2. The geometric significance of both 
conditions (R5) and (R6) will become clearer as the chapter 
progresses. 
1.3.3 Definition: The Fisher infonnation matrix is defined to be the 
matrix given by 
a a [ J ~ lnp(x,9);-ln p(x,9). p(x,9) dP hSi.~P 
X a9· 09· I J 
We want to show that we have defined parametric families to be 
regular in such a way that they will form p-dimensional manifolds 
which lie inside the function space Lt. To do this we need to show that 
the map from e to the parametrised family is of full rank. This is a 
consequence of (R6), for details see [Amari]. 
1.3.4. Example: One the the most important parametric families in 
statistics is the family of normal distributions of which example 1.2.6 is 
a member. The family is defined by the following set of density 
functions with respect to the probability space given by {R, B, J.l}; 
1 -(x - Jl)2 
p(x,J.l,o) = .v exp{ 2) 
21t02 20 
where a=(Jl,o). 
This family does fulfill the conditions (Rl)-(R6) as can by see in 
the reference [Amari]. 
1.3.5. Example: Another important example IS the multinomial 
family. Here we have ai' ... ,9p+l such that 
a1+ ... +9p+l= 1 
Then with the sample space being the discrete set { 1, ... ,p+ I} we 
have the density function 
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p(m 9) = rr~ 9~(m.i) 
, 1=1 1 
where S(m,i) is the Dirac delta function. 
These examples illustrate the way in which geometry starts to 
play its part in statistics. Parametric families are natural statistical 
objects. However the particular type of parametrisation used to name 
each member of each family is of no statistical importance. Statistical 
results should often have the property that they are invariant to 
reparametrisation. It is, however, this property that can be used almost 
as the defmition of geometry. Thus in this fundamental sense we see 
the basic relationship between geometry and statistics. 
Although, as we have stated, the property of invariance is one 
which we would like to have, in fact, statistical tests do not always. 
The reason for this is the need for formulas in practical statistics to be 
tractable. Thus the fonnulas are frequently approximations and in the 
approximation invariance can sometimes be lost. One example of this 
is the WaId test. In the appendix it is shown how a geometric approach 
can still be used to analyse this lack of invariance and various solutions 
are proposed to this problem. Thus, even if invariance is not possible to 
attain, a geometric understanding of the underlying structure can still 
be very important. 
In the regularity conditions (1.3.2) we see that (Rl) states that 
we have parametrised the whole family by a copy of RP. We therefore 
see that, although we have described the result as a manifold, in fact 
we are dealing with the very simple case of a manifold with a single 
chart. All of the geometry in this work, and indeed in all of the 
literature, is of a local nature. It is not clear as yet whether a non-trivial 
topology can have statistical significance. It is possible to have a 
manifold with singularities if we relax the condition (R6). It is well 
known that there is a relationship between identifiability and non-
singularity of the Fisher matrix. Therefore it would seem that both a 
more global type of geometric theory, and the possibility of allowing 
singularities might be useful extensions of current ideas. However we 
shall restrict ourselves to a purely local, non-singular analysis of the 
geometry until the last chapter. In that chapter we shall reconsider this 
issue when we deal with possible future work. 
1.7 
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1.4 Moments and the Fisher Information. 
Before we go on with the introduction of the use of geometric 
structures in statistics it is necessary to have a short review of some 
statistical objects which we will use later. These objects have a 
geometric existence and we shall show how Barndorff-Nielsen uses 
geometric techniques in order to deal with them. A good reference 
here is [Bamdorff-Nielsen and Cox] 
1.4.1. Definition: If p(x,9) is a density function and f(x) is a random 
variable then we define the expected value of f(x) to be 
Ep(x.8)[f(x)] = Ix f(x). p(x,9)dP 
We shall often denote this by Ee[f(x)]. 
1.4.2. Definition: We define the first moment of the random 
variable, x, which has a density function p(x,9), to be the expected 
value x, i.e. 
I x.p(x,9)dP 
x 
1.4.3. Definition: We similarly define the nth moment of x with 
respect to p(x,8) to be 
1.4.4. Definition: If we denote the first moment of p(x,8) by ).1, then 
the nth central moment of x with respect to p(x,9) is defined as 
E9[(x-).1)n] 
We call the first moment and the second central moment the 
mean and variance respectively. 
These definitions extend to the multivariate case of which we 
are mostly interested. In particular we shall be interested in the 
moments of the derivatives of the log likelihood function. We shall see 
this function later in this chapter, for the moment however it is its 
relationship to the Fisher information and tensor analysis which 
interests us. 
We shall denote the derivatives of the log likelihood function by 
the following notation; 
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l(x,9) = In p(x,9), and 
Barndorff-Nielsen, in [B-N], considers the transformation rules 
of the moments of the derivatives of the log likelihood function. He 
fmds in this work how the geometric tool of tensor analysis can be 
very useful in the large calculations in which these objects frequently 
occur. This work can be viewed as seeing how these objects, which 
are statistical in origin, behave when viewed geometrically. We shall 
see more of this work in section 1.7. 
There is one very important result here, however, which is 
relevant to our discussion. 
1.4.5 Lemma. The Fisher information transforms as a 2-tensor 
under a change of coordinates (parameters). 
Hence the Fisher infonnation is a geometrically well defined 
object if we wish to use it as a means of measurement. It is in fact a 
metric. 
1.5 Riemannian Structures. 
We have seen how differential geometry can have applications 
to the understanding of the problem of invariance in statistics, also how 
many objects in statistical theory behave like geometric ones. This is 
however only the beginning of the application of geometry to statistics. 
What we have seen so far is purely the geometry of differential 
manifolds. Essentially it is just concerned with how we deal with 
different ways of parametrising the same geometric objects. There are, 
of course, many more complex structures in geometry than a manifold. 
In this section we shall see how Riemannian Geometry, that is the 
geometry of a manifold plus a metric. can be used in statistics. 
1.5.1. Definition: A Riemannian Structure is a pair (M,g), where M 
is a manifold and g is a positive definite symmetric 2-covariant tensor. 
For details of this structure we refer to [Spivak]. 
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The question of how to give some idea of the distance between 
points in parametric families, or between any two distributions, is a 
very natural one in statistics. Attempts have been made to answer this 
question by the introduction of various divergence functions (see 
[Chentsov D. That is any function which, given two distributions, will 
give the distance between them. One of the early works in this area is 
[Jeffreys]. He showed that given a particular divergence function, 
which we shall call the Jeffreys divergence. 
then the infinitesimal version is given by the Fisher infonnation. Some 
other well known divergence functions which have been much studied 
are the Kullback- Leibler 
J[lnp(x,9 1)-lnp(x,9)]dP 
x 
and Hellinger 
J[ .Jp(x,91) - .Jp(x,9) ] dP 
x 
These all give the divergence between the two distributions p(x,9) and 
p(x,91)· 
It was Rao (see [Rao I]) who proposed the using the structure 
of a Riemannian Manifold to extend these ideas of divergence. From a 
geometric point of view this is the natural structure with which to study 
distances on parametric families if they are being regarded as 
manifolds. He proposed th.e Fisher information matrix as a possible 
metric and studied some of the Riemannian structures which this 
produces in examples. Jeffrey's paper [Jeffreys], as we have said, 
shows the relationship between the Fisher information and his 
diverence function. In [Rao] the metrlcs generated by other divergence 
measures are studied. 
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In the previous section we have shown that the Fisher 
infonnation matrix does in fact behave as a metric on a parametric 
model. 
Given any metric on a manifold then we can defme the path 
length of any regular curve with respect to the metric. All Riemannian 
distances are based on these path integral measures. 
1.5.2. Definition: If we have a Riemannian manifold (M,g) and a 
path on the manifold ;<t), i.e. a smooth map 
y: [0,1] ~ M 
whose derivative is nowhere zero, then the length of the path is dermed 
to be 
1.5.3. Definition: If a and b are two points on a Riemannian manifold 
(M,g) then the shortest pathlength between them is called the 
geodesic distance between a and b. The path which gives this 
distance is called the geodesic connecting a and b. 
1.5.4. Remark: As we remarked earlier on we will almost always be 
working locally therefore shall not consider here questions of the 
uniqueness and existence of geodesics. Instead we shall rely heavily 
on the result that in a small enough open region there always exists a 
unique geodesic connecting any two points. For more details see 
[Spivak] 
Rao in his early work calculated, in particular examples, 
formulas for the geodesic distance in the geometry induced by the 
Fisher metric. Other work in this area includes that by Atkinson and 
Mitchell [A&M], Burbea and Rao [B&R] also the papers [Skovgaard] 
and [Eriksen]. However it must be said that apart from particular 
cases the determination of geodesic distance is not at all an easy 
problem and in general numerical methods to obtain approximations 
have to be used. 
The Riemannian geometry induced by the Fisher information is 
one of the most widely studied in the literature. In particular it is the 
structure studied by Amari. Because the metric is based on the 
expected information matrix we shall call such a geometry the 
expected geometry of a parametric space. We shall study the results 
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of using such a structure in Chapter 2. There we shall explain the 
motivation in using such a metric and also describe the theory and 
practical applications of the expected system. 
This is not, however, the only type of metric which has been 
studied. Barndorff-Nielsen has produced a geometric system which is 
based on the observed infonnation matrix. To understand this metric 
we must look at the concept of likelihood and the maximum likelihood 
estimator. 
Let p(x,9) be a density function. We have been looking at it so 
far as a real function valued function of 9. We would now like to 
reverse this viewpoint and treat it with fixed 9 as a function of the 
observed data x. That is we see how p(x,9) behaves as we get 
different values of the random variable x drawn from the sample 
space. Hence, 
1.5.5 Definition: The likelihood of p(x,q) at a particular x to be 
lik(p, x) = p(x,9) 
For reasons that will become clear later it will in fact be more 
convenient to work with the log likelihood function which is the 
natural logarithm of the likelihood, i.e. 
l(p,x) = In lik(P,x). 
For more details on the definition and importance of the likelihood 
function in statistics we refer to [Cox and Hinkley]. 
One of the most important problems in statistics is that of 
estimation. Suppose we have a parametric family as our model. That 
is, we assume that a data generation process lies within our model and 
is detennining the flow of observed data. We also have some fixed 
observed data from our sample space. The estimation problem is to 
detennine which particular element of the parametric family was the 
one which governed the data generation process. For details of 
estimation procedures and theory we refer to [Silvey]. 
1.5.6. Example: An example of such a problem would be that of a 
scientist using a theory which predicts the form of probability 
1.12 
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distribution which governs the flow of data from his experiment. Let us 
say that he knows that the data should fit some normal distribution 
curve. Then the inference problem is to detennine which particular 
normal distribution curve gives the data generation process. 
Any procedure for going from a sample to an element of a 
parametric family is called an Estimate. We shall look at a particular 
estimate as a map from the sample space X to the parametric family 
M. Perhaps the most important of these estimates is the maximum 
likelihood estimate. 
1.5.7 Definition: Let the observed sample be XE X. Then the 
maximum likelihood estimate (m.l.e.) is the map which takes x to the 
element of the parametric family M which has the greatest likelihood 
value for x, i.e. 
x ~ { e(x) Ilik(p(., e(x»,x) ~ lik(p( . ,9),x) for all 9 E 9}. 
Where the m.l.e. for the sample x is a(x). 
Since the natural logarithm is a monotone increasing function the 
parameter which corresponds to the maximum likelihood function will 
also be the one which corresponds to the maximum log likelihood. 
Because of this fact the maximum likelihood estimate is often to be 
found by solving the likelihood equations 
al a 
-;-=-a lnp(x,9)=O 
aG· 9· I I 
(i=l, ... ,p) 
We, of course, have to show that the solution to the likelihood 
equations are a maximum and a global maximum. For regularity 
conditions and further discussion of the m.l.e. see [Cox and Hinkley] or 
[Silvey]. 
We can now see what is meant by the observed information 
which Bamdorff-Nielsen uses as a metric. 
I.S.8. Definition: The observed information of the m.l.e. e(x) for the 
sample x, is the Hessian of the log likelihood function at e(x), Le. 
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We can view this as a measure of the credence we should give 
to the maximum likelihood estimate. The larger the information then, 
informally, the sharper the maximum is. Hence the better the m.l.e. will 
be in picking out the true data generation process. 
Bamdorff-Nielsen in [B-N] shows that this is indeed a metric 
since it transforms under a change of coordinates correctly. 
There are major differences between this metric, which we shall 
call the observed information metric and that of the expected 
information which we saw earlier. The main one is that the observed 
infonnation metric is dependent on the observed sample x. Because of 
this it is not clear how to define this metric on the whole manifold M 
rather than just at the maximum likelihood estimate. Barndorff-
Nielsen's solution to this problem is to replace the sample x with the 
pair (s,a) where s is a sufficient statistic and a an ancillary. For details 
of this construction see [Cox & Hinkley]. He can then produce a global 
metric on the parametric family by picking a fixed value for the 
ancillary statistic. 
To end this section we will point out the relationship between the 
expected and the observed infonnation matrices. 
1.5.9 Lemma: The following two expressions are equivalent: 
and 
Proof: For a proof see [Amari] 
Thus we see that the expected information is the expected value of the 
observed infonnation. 
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1.6 Curvature in Parametric Models. 
Given the existence of a Riemannian structure on a parametric 
space we have the associated concept of curvature induced by the 
metric. Curvature is a very involved and complex subject and we shall 
have to restrict our consideration of it to the simpler issues. We can 
divide our attention in two ways. The first is the consideration of the 
curvature of lines and submanifolds within the parametric family itself. 
This is the so called covariant curvature. The other type of curvature 
we shall consider is the curvature of the manifold itself. We shall look 
at the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor to study this. It is here 
that we miss out a lot of the subtler areas of study in curvature theory, 
for instance we do not consider in any depth many of the different 
measures of curvature that exist as contractions of the curvature 
tensor. The only attempts to do this in the literature are by Lauritzen 
and Amari who do consider the statistical implications of the scalar 
curvature. We shall look more closely at this in Chapter 2. 
We look first at the induced covariant curvature. For details on 
this subject a good reference is [Dodson & Poston]. To define this 
curvature we shall in fact define the connection which the metric 
induces. This is the so called Levi-Civita connection. We shall not go 
into much detail here about the geometric nature of a connection in 
general, instead we shall refer to the above reference or to [Spivak]. 
Here are however some basis definitions and properties. 
1.6.1. Definition: In a particular coordinate system a connection is 
defined by its Christoffel symbols ri~. These obey the following 
transformation rules for a change of coordinates given by 
then the Christoffel symbols transform as 
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"'s 
where r qrare the new symbols. 
We defme the covariant derivative from the Christoffel symbols 
by the following formula. If y( t )=(-Y l' ... , y p) is a curve in (M,g) 
parametrised by t then in the (el' ... ,ep) coordinate system the 
covariant derivative is defmed by 
D ~Ii de· de 
r() v r J rt s 
-1 t =--- e-dt de j dt rs t dt 
If we are in a Riemannian manifold there is a particular 
connection which is called the Levi-Civita connection of the metric 
which is defmed below. 
1.6.2. Definition: The Christoffel symbols for the Levi-Civita 
connection of the metric g are given by; 
r k - ks r _ ks 1 (dg js ag is ag ij J ij - g ijs - g . '2. da. + da. - aa 
1 J S 
where gij is the inverse of the metric representative and we are 
working in the a-coordinate system. 
If a line has zero covariant curvature with respect to a 
connection then it is said to be a geodesic with respect to that 
connection. The relationship between these geodesics and the ones 
we have already seen is made clear by the following theorem. 
1.6.3. Theorem: If we are in a Riemannian manifold (M,g) then the 
geodesics with respect to the Levi-Civita connection of g are curves 
which have minimum length between points. 
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Proof. See [Spivak] 
While the Levi-Civita connection is in many ways geometrically 
the most natural it is not the only possible connection. There are many 
other connections on a Riemannian manifold which are not derived in 
this way from the metric. These connections play a very important part 
in the use of geometry in statistics. 
It was Efron (see [EfronD who frrst introduced the concept of a 
non-metric connection in a Riemannian structure for applications to 
statistics. He introduced and worked with the family of parametric 
models which he called curved exponential models. The curvature 
which he defmed came about as a measure of infonnation loss in these 
models. We shall consider this work and the idea of curved exponential 
families in much greater detail in Chapter 2, where we shall consider it 
in the context of Amari's framework for non-metric connections in an 
expected geometry setting. 
Independently Chentsov and Dawid introduced a complete 1-
parameter family of connections in an expected geometry. For a 
reference to this we refer to [Chentsov] and [Dawid] and [Dawid 2]. 
These non-metric connections extend the Efron connection. Again we 
shall be dealing with these connections and their uses in Chapter 2. 
Briefly, however, they are the main new tools that geometry has given 
to statistics. They have be used in the higher order theory of 
asymptotic expansions, to study the question of how to parametrise a 
parametric model (see [HougaardD and in the study of divergence 
functions. The theory of such families of connections is new to pure 
differential geometry theory and so they may have a role to play in 
further developments there and also perhaps in applications outside 
statistics. 
Bamdorff-Nielsen has also developed an observed version of the 
Chentsov connections. 
The other type of curvature which has been considered is the 
curvature of the whole space or manifold. This use, although clearly 
connected to the previous ideas of curvature, has had a slightly 
different history. Curvature in this context has been used to study non-
linearity in various models particularly when a theory for a linear model 
has already been well developed. Bates and Watts (see [B&W]) 
propose the idea that in a non-linear model care must be taken to 
differentiate between what they call the parameter effects curvature 
and the intrinsic curvature of the model. By this they mean that some 
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non-linearity can be introduced by the particular form of 
parametrisation which has been used and this can be eliminated by 
choosing a better parametrisation. There can also be some non-
linearity due to the geometric nature of the manifold itself. They 
recognised that this can be understood by looking at the Riemann-
Christoffel curvature tensor and by trying to fmd affme coordinates. For 
more details on this and how the discussion of non-linearity effects an 
essentially linear test such as the Wald test see appendix. 
The existence of a one parameter family of connections also 
induces a one parameter family of global curvature tensors. These 
have been used in the study of the reparametriation problem as we see 
in Chapter 2. These curvatures have also been used a great deal in 
the study of the embedding of curved exponential families in full 
exponential families. Again for more detail see Chapter 2. 
1.7 Other Work Involving Geometry in Statistics. 
In this section we shall describe other developments in this field 
which lie a little outside the main body of the literature. We shall not 
deal with any of this work in the rest of the thesis and so we shall be 
very brief in the references here. 
In his work on observed geometry and on the uses of geometric 
techniques to handle cumulants, which we have described earlier, 
Barndorff-Nielsen has also developed a theory of coordinate strings 
these are statistical objects which are generalisations of tensors and 
other geometric objects. In this work he introduces various operations 
on these partially geometric objects which he calls intertwining 
operations. These operations have both a statistical and geometric 
significance. See for more details [B-N] 
Murray (see [Murray] and [Murray and Rice]) has developed 
work which extends the concepts of Taylor series type expansions to a 
curved manifold structure. Since use of power series methods is very 
common in statistics this work clearly has many applications. 
There have been a number of papers on the uniqueness of the 
geometric structures which we are introducing. Various reasons as to 
why the Fisher information is the only plausible (expected) metric and 
the a-connections are the only non-metric connections, have been put 
forward. We referred to [Amari] and [Picard]. However, with regard 
to this work our new structures introduced in Chapter 5 do throw 
considerable light on these results. 
For some collected papers on this subject we can refer to the 
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two books [Dodson] and [Amari 2] which both contain connected 
work which we do not describe here. 
1.8 Structure of the Thesis. 
This thesis can be seen to exist in two distinct, although related, 
halves. The first half is work which is motivated by the paper 
[Lauritzen]. In Chapter 2 we look in detail at the expected geometry of 
Amari and Lauritzen. It is in this framework that Chapters 3 and 4 are 
set. The work there is involved with the theory of Statistical manifolds 
(see Chapter 2) and can be seen as answering some questions in the 
underlying differential geometry which describes the theory. The 
statistical motivation for this work is set out in Chapter 2 and thus 3 
and 4 are mostly pure geometric theory. 
The second half of the thesis starts in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. In 
these chapters we diverge from the current literature and construct 
what is an essential new geometric structure which we feel is 
particularly suited to applications to statistics. This geometry, which we 
call preferred point geometry, has the property that it is a non-
symmetric structure which reflects the underlying statistical 
framework. In Chapter 5 we define this structure, using statistical 
theory to guide the geometry. We show how the new theory is a 
generalisation of Statistical manifold theory and how it can explain 
many aspects of the older structure in natural geometric terms. In 
Chapter 6 we produce some explicit examples of our new geometry 
and in each case we show the relationship with the expected geometry 
of Chapter 2, and calculate what the geometry gives us in particular 
cases, frequently the exponential case. Chapter 7 is concerned with 
the beginnings of the development of the pure theory of preferred point 
geometry. We compare aspects of its theory with both Riemannian and 
Statistical manifold theory and show how the new structure gives 
useful generalisations of both in a naturally geometric way. 
The last chapter of the thesis describes possible future work, in 
particular new ways of applying our preferred point structure directly 
to statistics. Also it discusses the ways in which our new geometry 
does not yet explain all of the previous work and proposes ways in 
which this might be done. One important area which is discussed is the 
role of geodesics in statistics and the way in which our new geometry 
might be able to produce some powerful applications of them. 
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We include in the appendix the paper [C M & S 1] . This was 
joint work in which I was involved which analyses the behaviour of the 
Wald test in the non-linear restriction function case. This work show 
how geometric analysis can be very useful in direct applications to 
statistics and it uses the notions of Geodesic inference which we 
mention in Chapter 8. In this joint work I was responsible for the 
geometric analysis. 
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2.1 Introduction. 
Chapter Two 
Expected Geometry. 
In this chapter we are going to review in greater detail than in 
Chapter 1 the results and motivation behind the theory of expected 
geometry. The first half of the chapter will be a review of the work of 
Amari. Many of the proofs and much more detail will be found in his 
book [Amari] and [Kumon &Amari]. We follow his work in detail here 
since the results in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 can be seen as generalisations 
of Amari's theory of Statistical geometry and his work provided the 
motivation for ours. 
The second half of this chapter is a review of the work on 
statistical geometry by Lauritzen. This follows very naturally from the 
work of Amari and seeks to provide a framework which will contain 
both the expected and the observed theories. The reason for looking at 
this work in detail is that at the end of the paper [Lauritzen], Lauritzen 
poses some open problems, two of which we solve in Chapters 3 and 
4. 
2.2 The Expected Metric. 
We have seen in Chapter 1 how the Fisher infonnation can be 
seen as a metric on a manifold which is given by a parametric family. 
Before we start to study the results of this expected geometry we shall 
look at the statistical motivation for using the Fisher infonnation metric. 
We have seen that one viewpoint is to note that the Fisher 
infonnation is the local version of some already existing divergence 
function. This is the result of the papers by Rao and by Jeffreys. 
We shall look at two other ways of seeing the statistical 
behaviour of the Fisher infonnation. The first based on the behaviour of 
estimates and the Cramer-Rao theorem. The second based on the 
asymptotic perfonnance of various estimators. The above three ways 
of viewing the Fisher infonnation are reflected in the applications of the 
expected geometry which it generates. 
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2.3 Estimators and the Cramer-Rao Theorem. 
We have already seen one example of an estimator in Chapter 1. 
That was the maximum likelihood estimator. This has become the most 
important estimator in statistics. To understand why this is so and how 
to compare the performance of different estimators we need to study 
the Cramer-Rao theorem. A good reference for this topic is the book 
[Silvey]. 
We shall first give an example of another commonly used 
estimator for comparison. 
2.3.1 Definition: The method of moments is a method of estimating 
parameters based on equating population and sample values of certain 
moments of a distribution. For example, in the univariate case the h 
parameters 91, .. 9h of the density f(x;9) have moment estimates given 
by solving 
r=I, ... ,k 
where m'r is the rth noncentral sample moment and 
J.1.;(9} = J:x r f(x,9)dx r=I, ... ,k k~h 
is assumed to exist. If k>h then the values of r used above need not be 
consecutive. For more details see [Kotz and Johnson]. 
Given that there are different estimators used in statistics the 
question arises as to which is the 'best'? To make sense of this we 
have to clarify what we mean by such a question. Once answered we 
can use the solution to give a form of distance measurement on our 
manifold. 
For the moment to avoid pathological estimators which 
have no statistical use we shall restrict the possible estimators to an 
important subclass. We shall look at the class of unbiased estimators. 
Where we define an estimator to be unbiased if the expected value of 
the estimator, with respect to a particular distribution, is the parameter 
of the distribution itself. This is summed up in the formula 
V'ge9, Ee[9(x}]=9 
where 9(x}e e is our estimator for the data x. 
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In this subspace of unbiased estimators we have a statistical 
theorem which tell us how good an estimator can be. This is the 
Cramer-Rao theorem. We shall state it and then describe what it 
means in this context. 
2.3.2 Theorem (Cramer-Rao): Let 9 be an unbiased estimate and 
e the true parameter. Denote the variance-covariance matrix of 9 by 
var
e
(9 ). Then the Fisher Information, which is defined to be the 
matrix, 
has the property that (vare(9) - Ie-I) is a positive semi-definite matrix. 
We should view the above result as giving a bound to the 
variance of any unbiased estimator. The variance measures the 
'spread' of a distribution and we want estimators to have as small a 
variance as possible. Hence the theorem gives us a bound for the 
variance of the 'best possible' choice of estimate. 
The question remaining is, when can this bound be obtained? It 
is not true, in general, that it can always be reached. However as the 
sample size tends to infmity we do know that the maximum likelihood 
estimate tends to this bound. For more details of this see [Silvey]. 
We can now get an intuitive feel for the use of the Fisher 
information as a basis for making distance measurements on our 
parametric family. Let us suppose that we have an inference problem 
on our family and that the true parameter eo represents the data 
generation process. Now the Fisher infonnation at eo will give a 
measure of how well the best possible estimator will be able to 
distinguish between eo and any nearby point. Thus the 'distance' that 
the Fisher information is giving is a measure of how well we can 
distinguish between the true parameter and any other if we are using 
the best possible method of separating the two distributions. 
We should view this distance as a theoretical best case, which 
mayor may not be relevant to a particular statistical problem. One 
reason for this is because we are dealing with an expected measure. 
Thus we are thinking all the time about an expected type of distance 
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measure. Areas where this measure may not be relevant are the so 
called finite sample problems and also when the variance of the actual 
best possible estimate is bounded away from the Cramer-Rao lower 
bound (see [Silvey]). 
As long as we are aware of its restrictions we still fmd that the 
Fisher information is an extremely useful tool for the statistician. 
2.4 Limit Theorems and Asymptotic Analysis. 
We shall in this section look at another purely statistical use of 
the Fisher information which will give us the motivation for using it as a 
metric. In order to do this and to understand much of the work of 
Amari we look at some statistical theory to which the geometric 
approach can give very useful insights. 
The first topic we shall look at is repeated sampling. We shall 
have an underlying probability space ( X, 5, P) where the associated 
density function p(x,90) lies in a regular parametric family M. We shall 
call 90 the true parameter. Suppose now that rather than just take one 
element of our sample space x, we repeatedly take samples and get a 
sequence { Xi }. We shall denote the (finite) sequence {Xi} by the n- . 
vector! (or !n) and we shall let !nE Xn , say. We now want to find 
the function detennining the probability density of !. Since each 
element of ! has the same density function p(x,90) the sequence is 
called independently identically distributed (i.i.d.). For this situation the 
density function of! is easy to calculate as 
n 
p(!o' 90) = II P(xi' 90) 
i::;l 
If we work with log-likelihoods, as in Chapter 1, then the formula is 
even simpler 
n n 
l(!n,90 ) = In P(!n,90 ) = LIn P(xi' 9 0 ) = L l(xi ,90 ) 
i=l i=l 
This is, in fact, one of the reasons for using log-likelihoods rather than 
just the likelihood function. 
2.4.1. Example: Recall example 1.5.6 about estimation. We would 
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have i.i.d. sampling if the scientist takes repeated readings from his 
experiment and then works with the assumption that the distribution 
which governs the variability in these readings does not vary with time. 
We shall now look at the most basic behaviour of sequences of 
random variables. In particular here and, in fact, for the rest of the 
thesis we shall work with the assumption that we have i.i.d. sampling. 
This is a very common assumption in all the literature on the expected 
geometry in statistics. 
We shall fU'St look at the types of convergence in statistics. For 
more details about this and indeed this whole section see [Prakasa 
Rao] 
2.4.2. Definition: A sequence of random variables {<Pn} which 
have distribution functions Fn is said to converge in law (distribution) to 
<P with distribution function F if 
lim Fo(x) = F(x) 
0-+00 
at all continuity points x of F. 
We denote this convergence by 
<Po law) <p. 
and Fn is said to converge weakly to F (Fo w) F). 
As we increase the sample size in our Li.d. distribution of ! it is 
a very important issue in statistics to see how the distribution 
converges. We shall now quote the most important of all the results in 
this area which is called the Central Limit Theorem. 
2.4.3. Theorem:(The Central Limit Theorem) Let { 4>n I n ~1} 
be i.i.d. random variables with mean J.l and variance 0 2. Let 
then 
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law ) N(O,I). 
Where N(O,I) is the standard normal (multivariate) distribution dermed 
in 1.2.6. 
This limit theorem is the basis of what is known as asymptotic 
analysis. The idea is to get asymptotic expansions of the distribution of 
objects like Sn in terms of powers of (1/n)1I2, where n is known as the 
sample size. These expansions enable us to get a better understanding 
of the distributions of sums of i.i.d. random variables by taking higher 
order terms. The limit theorems we have just seen can been 
understood as giving us the first (and limiting order) terms of these 
expansions. 
The most important of these expansions is known as an 
Edgeworth expansion. 
2.4.4. Definition: Using the notation of 2.4.3. we have the following 
asymptotic expansion of Fn ' the distribution function of the nonnalised 
sum of i.i.d. random variables with mean Jl and variance 0 2. 
Here <I>(x) is the standard normal distribution, <I>(k) denotes the kth 
derivative of <I> and A.j denotes the jth order cumulant of p(x,8o) the 
underlying distribution. Pj is a polynomial of degree 3j whose 
coefficients depends on the cumulants A.. 
For more of the exact details which do not concern us here see 
[Prakasa Rao] or [Amari]. 
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2.5 Representations of the Tangent Space and the Fisher 
Metric. 
We can now return to the geometric development and look at 
the third of our ways of viewing the Fisher information as a metric. We 
shall look here at the tangent space to our manifold and see how the 
Fisher information acts on it. 
As with the likelihood we shall find that working with the 
logarithms has many advantages. Therefore, instead of considering the 
manifold given by the family 
{ p(x,9) } (N) 
instead we consider 
{ In p(x,9) }. (1) 
There is clearly an isomorphism between the corresponding 
tangent spaces. We shall deal with the tangent space to (1). We follow 
Amari in that we call this the l-representation of the tangent space. 
We can see that there is a direct use of the Fisher infonnation as 
a quadratic fonn on the I-representation of the tangent space. This 
comes from the asymptotic behaviour as the sample size tends to 
infinity. 
The I-representation of the tangent space means we are dealing 
with the linear space at 8 generated by the functions; 
a 
{ae. lnp(x,9)}i=ltoP 
1 
where we are working in the a-coordinate system. 
Rather than just working with the single observed sample we 
are working in the i.i.d. repeated sample. Thus we are looking at the 
manifold still parametrised by 9 except with the densities {P(!n ,9)}. 
This is, as we have said in section 2.5, a very common occurrence and 
for the rest of this work this is the situation that we are interested in. 
The I-representation of the tangent space of this new manifold has a 
very simple relationship to the original since, 
n n 
l(!n' 90 ) = In P(!n,80) = LIn P(xi' 90 ) = L l(xi,8 0 ) 
i=l i=l 
hence, 
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Therefore an element of the tangent space is a sum of LLd. 
random variables. Hence we can apply the central limit theorem of 
Section 2.4. In the asymptotic limit the vectors in the tangent space at· 
90 have a nonna! distribution with variance which when calculated is 
the Fisher information. 
This gives us the third way of viewing the Fisher information as 
a metric on a manifold. The variance of the distribution of the tangent 
vectors is frequently taken as a measure of the spread of the 
distribution in statistics. Hence it is natural to use it as a measure on 
the tangent space at the true parameter. 
To sum up the previous four sections, we can see that the 
Fisher information or expected geometry can be seen in various lights. 
Firstly, following Rao, as an infinitesimal version of already existing 
divergence functions. Secondly, as a geometry which is determined by 
the (expected) indistinguishability of densities. When in this case we 
are doing estimation, the Cramer-Rao theorem gives us the motivation. 
Thirdly the viewpoint is an asymptotic one where we are viewing the 
behaviour of elements of the tangent space 
2.6 Statistical uses of the Fisher Information metric. 
After this general discussion of the statistical role of the Fisher 
information and its geometric significance we shall continue with the 
applications of expected geometry. We shall be following the work of 
Amari in the next few section and for more details we refer to the 
book [Amari]. 
To start with we shall introduce the classes of parametric 
families, where most of Amari's work has its natural setting. These 
classes are known as full and curved exponential families. While the 
class of full exponential families has been well known and important in 
classical statistics, it was Efron (see [Efron]) who first set out the 
generalisation to the curved case and started the analysis of it in 
geometric terms. 
2.8 
2.6.1. Definition: The exponential families are characterised by 
having probability density functions of the fonn: 
p(x, 00) = a( co)b(x)exp{O( co). t(x)} 
where 00 is a parameter and O(co) and t(x) are vectors of common 
dimension, k say, and . denotes inner product. Let P denote the 
exponential family of distributions with density functions p(x,9). The 
probability functions are all densities with respect to the same measure 
Jl, which is typically a Lebesgue measure. Let 0 be the domain of 
variation for 9 and let 8=9(0) denote the canonical parameter domain 
for P. Let 
8 = {9: Jb(x)exp(9. t} dJl < oo} 
which is a convex subset of R k. Then P is said to be full if 8=8 and P 
is regular if it is full and an open subset of Rk. For more details see 
[Kotz and Johnson] 
'" 2.6.2. Definition: If 8 is a smooth submanifold in e then it said to be 
a curved exponential family. We denote it by the set of densities 
p(x,9) = exp{ ui(9)x i + b(x) - "'(9)} (i = 1 to m) 
where u(9) is an m-dimensional function of the p-dimensional 
parameter 9 and p ~ m. The sample space X is m-dimensional and 
XE X has the fonn x = (Xl' ••• , xm ). 
The function 9 ~ u(9) defines an immersion of the curved 
exponential family into a larger dimensional full exponential family. 
Thus a curved exponential family is (modulo regularity conditions) a 
submanifold of a full one. 
Examples of the families include the normal and multivariate 
normal which we have already seen. 
Since the Fisher information induces a Riemannian structure we 
can do the usual calculations on any of our parametric families. For 
example we can calculate the induced Levi-Civita connection, and the 
Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor for the manifold. 
Amari has done this for many cases. One particularly interesting 
result, from a geometric point of view, is the fact that a simple 
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calculation shows that the family of nonnal distributions which we 
dermed in 2.1.4 is a manifold of constant negative curvature. 
Since the nonnal family is a hyperbolic space its geometry is 
well known. In particular its geodesics, and the corresponding geodesic 
distances, have been calculated. This is not true of many other families 
although the geodesics for the multivariate case have been studied in 
[Dodson]. 
Another use for the induced curvature tensor for the Fisher 
geometry has been its role in seeing how good a parametrisation can 
be achieved. This was studied in [Jeffreys] where a zero curvature 
tensor was used to indicate the existence of a covariance stabilising 
coordinate system. 
Apart from these results on the curvature of the Fisher geometry 
the metric itself has its uses in the calculation of the efficiency of 
estimators in curved or full exponential families. This is the approach to 
geometry put forward mostly by Amari, see [Amari]. We shall briefly 
describe the basic results here. 
The term efficiency refers to the asymptotic efficiency of an 
estimator on a curved exponential family. 
Geometrically a curved exponential family is embedded in a full 
exponential family. We look at the case where we are doing estimation 
on the curved submanifold. The method which Amari analyses is to 
use the m.l.e. in the full exponential family in all cases. All estimation 
maps from the sample space to the curved exponential submanifold are 
thought of as factoring through the m.l.e. estimator to the full family. In 
other words the estimator must belong to the following commutative 
diagram; 
Sample space X 
estimator 
m.l.e. F . I -----I.~ ull exponentla /familY 
Curved exponential 
family 
Let the full exponential family be M and the curved submanifold 
be N. The commutative diagram above defines a map <I>:M -7 N for 
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each estimator CI»:X -7 N. CI» maps a manifold onto a submanifold 
hence to each point v on the submanifold there exists an ancillary 
submanifold consisting of all the points mapped to v (see figure below 
). That is the fibre of CI» which is 
A(v)={(J)-l(v)1 yeN}. 
The following diagram shows a two dimensional curved 
exponential family embedded in a three dimensional full exponential 
family thus the fibres A(v) are one dimensional. 
ancillary 
submanifoldA(v) curved exponential 
family N(v) 
Amari makes use of the correspondence between the ancillary 
submanifolds through N and the estimators of N. He proves results on 
the behaviour of the estimators of N by proving geometric results on 
the corresponding ancillary families. 
We shall now state Amari's results concerning Fisher 
information and estimators. 
2.6.3 Theorem: An estimator is consistent, when and only when for 
every point, ve N, the submanifold, is included in the associated 
ancillary submanifold A(v) attached to v. 
2.6.4. Definition: Let the mean square error of a consistent 
. h th & 11 . . . -1/2 estImator ave e 10 owmg power senes expanSIOn in n 
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The estimator is said to be first order efficient when it has a minimal 
fIrst order tenn among all other consistent estimators. 
Again for details see [Amari]. 
2.6.5. Theorem: A consistent estimator on N is first order efficient if 
and only if its associated ancillary family cuts the submanifold 
orthogonally in the Fisher metric. 
Thus we see that it is the metric on the submanifold which 
detennines the statistical efficiency of an estimator. 
2.7 Non-metric Connections. 
We have introduced a way of producing a Riemannian structure 
on a statistical space. However it has been one of the major results of 
the geometrisation of statistics that this structure alone wasn't enough 
to contain all the statistical information in a parametric space. It was 
realised that a Riemannian structure was not enough and the 
geometric concept of a connection had to be added if we wished to 
extend and generalise the previous results. The connections which are 
added are not the induced metric connection for the Fisher metric but 
are related to the metric in an interesting way. 
Following Amari we shall introduce the idea of a one-parameter 
family of connections on a manifold. These connections can be 
parametrised by (X which is a real number. Thus we talk about the 
a-connection on the manifold. All proofs in this section are 
straightforward calculations and can be found in [Amari]. 
2.7.1 Notation: In the a-coordinates we denote the Christoffel 
symbols for the Levi-Civita connection for the Fisher metric by; 
( 1 ~i,j,k~p ) 
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2.7.2 Definition: We defme the skewness tensor T by the following, 
T. (9)=fdlnP(x,9) dlnp(x,9) dlnp(x,9) ( 9)dx Ijk 09.· de. . de .p x, 
X 1 J k 
where we are integrating over the sample space. Alternatively this can 
be written as 
T. (9) = E [alnP(X,9) alnp(x,e). alnP(x,e)]. 
IJk 8 de. ae. ae k 1 J 
2.7.3 Lemma: T is a symmetric 3-tensor. 
We can now define the a-connection by its Christoffel symbols 
in this coordinate system. 
2.7.4 Definition: For a E R we define the Christoffel symbols of the 
a-connection by 
2.7.S Lemma: The above definition does define a set of Christoffel 
symbols for a well-defined connection i.e., the definition does not 
depend on the coordinate system chosen. 
The one parameter family of connections enables us to define a 
corresponding family of geometric objects. Thus for each a we have a 
set of corresponding geodesics and also we can define the curvature 
tensor for each connection. In the obvious way these are called the a-
geodesics and a-connections. 
2.7.6. Definition: We recall the curvature tensor with respect to the 
a-connection is defined to be 
We see that although none (except for a =0) of these 
connections are metric, however the Fisher metric is tied up closely in 
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their definition. We see, first, that the O-connection is the Levi-Civita 
connection for the Fisher metric. We shall now state more of the 
purely geometric results on the family of connections 
2.8 The Geometry of the Family of a-Connections. 
The family of a-connection has a rich internal structure which is 
new to pure differential geometry theory. We shall in this section state 
the most important results concerning the relationship between the 
non-metric connectior:t and the metric and also the new topic of 
duality in such a family. 
2.8.1. Definition: For each a (E R) the -a -connection is said to be 
the dual connection to the a-connection. 
2.8.2. Note:The O-connection, which is the Levi-Civita connection for 
the Fisher metric, is therefore the only self-dual connection in the 
family. 
We denote the metric at a point 9 by the inner product 
where TMa denotes the tangent space to the manifold at 9. Further, we 
denote the parallel displacement with respect to the a-connection of a 
tangent vector, v, along a path 'Y by 
Then we have that the a-connections obey the following form of 
duality. 
2.8.3. Theorem: For all a E [-1,1] and for all paths y( t) which start 
at 9, if v and w are two tangent vectors in the same tangent space T e 
then, 
Proof. See [Amari] Chapter 3. 
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For each a we have a geometric structure. In particular we 
have a curvature tensor -ra which is induced from the a-curvature in 
the natural way. The duality relationship between the a and -a case 
extends to the a-curvature in the following way; 
2.8.4 Theorem: If the a-curvature of a parametric family is zero 
then the -a-curvature of the family is also zero. 
Proof. [Amari] Chapter 3. 
2.9 Statistical Applications of a-Connections. 
We have seen some of the basic geometry of the a-connection. 
We shall now list some of the applications which these connections 
have been put to in statistical theory, again leaving out most of the 
proofs and giving references where they can be easily found. 
The first application we shall look at is Amari's use in the higher 
order theory of asymptotic expansions. We have already seen in 2.6.1 
how the Fisher metric has been used to calculate the first order 
efficiency of an estimator for a curved exponential family embedded in 
a full exponential family. Amari shows to extend this theory to the 
higher order terms of the asymptotic expansion. The pure Riemannian 
structure is not sufficient and it is necessary to introduce the a-
connections to extend the geometric theory. We shall state here his 
results. 
We work in the same framework as in 2.6.3 and 2.6.5 and look 
at the higher order terms of that expansion in a geometric way. 
2.9.1. Definition: If a first order efficient estimator has a second 
order term in the expansion of 2.6.4 which is minimal among all first 
order efficient estimators, then the estimator is said to be second 
order efficient. If the third order term is minimal among all second 
order efficient estimators then the estimator is said to be third order 
efficient. 
2.9.2. Theorem: A bias corrected first order efficient estimator is 
always second order efficient. 
2.9.3 Theorem: A second order efficient estimator is third order 
efficient if and only if the -I-curvature of its associated ancillary family 
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is zero. 
Thus here we can see one use of the a-connections. Their use 
has, however, not been restricted to the analysis of asymptotic 
expansions. We shall see how the induced a-curvature can be used as 
a measure of whether or not certain reparametrisations are available 
for parametric families. 
If, for some value of a, the a-curvature tensor is zero then, by a 
standard theorem of differential geometry (see [Spivak]) we know 
there exists a set of coordinates which are affme with respect to this 
connection. Amari shows how these affine coordinates have 
particularly nice properties when they are use to parametrise a family 
of distributions. We list here the results for the values of a that Amari 
considered. 
2.9.4. Theorem: Characteristic features of a-affine parameters for 
an exponential family are 
1) When 0.=1 it is a (locally) natural parameter. 
2) When a=1{3, it is a (locally) nonnallikelihood 
parameter 
3) When 0.=0, it is a (locally) covariance stabilizing 
parameter. 
4) When 0.=-1/3, it is a (locally) zero skewness parameter. 
5) When 0.=-1, it is a locally minimum covariance 
parameter. 
The role of the duality, which is implicit in the geometry of the 
family of a-connections, has an interesting parallel in applications for 
particular statistical families. In particular we note the following facts; 
2.9.5 Theorem: The natural parameters for an exponential family 
(see [Amari]) are affine parameters for the connection induced for 
0.=1. 
2.9.6 Theorem: The natural parameters for a mixture family, i.e., the 
mixing parameters, are affine for the connection induced for 0.= -1. 
Thus we see that, in this sense, the exponential and mixture 
families, which are two of the most important sets of families of 
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distributions in statistics, are dual. 
We also have, directly from the above theorems and Theorem 
2.8.4, the following result. 
2.9.7 Theorem: Any exponential family and any family which is 
parametrised by linear mixture coefficients, is flat in the geometry 
induced by the I and the -I-connections. 
We also have another interesting result along these lines about 
the family of nonnal distributions. 
2.9.8 Theorem: The 2-manifold which is given by the family of 
nonnal distributions N(J.l,cr) has constant scalar curvature for the a-
curvature tensor for all values of a. 
This is another result for which it would be interesting to have a 
statistical interpretation. 
The other main use of the a-connections, in Amari's work, has 
been in the study of divergence functions. He shows that in an a-flat 
family there exists a divergence function which is consistent with the 
a-structure in the following sense. Let M be an a-flat family and N a 
submanifold. For a point 9 E M sufficiently close to N there is a unique 
projection from 9 to N using the a-geodesic from 9 which cuts N 
orthogonally. Amari shows that this projection minimises the 
divergence function evaluated at 9 and any point of N. He goes on to 
show that for a -I-flat family, sayan exponential one, the divergence 
function which corresponds to this connection is the Kullback-Leibler 
divergence. 
2.10 Lauritzen's Work. 
We shall now look at the work of Lauritzen in the field of 
statistical geometry. While his work does encompass the expected 
geometry that we have been looking at here it also provides a unifying 
framework to include both expected and observed geometry. We 
include it here partly because it proposes a new theory which is 
directly applicable to the expected geometry theory. Also, however, in 
[Lauritzen] there are a number of open questions about this framework 
which we tackle in Chapters 3 and 4. 
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2.10.1. Definition: We define a Statistical manifold to be a 
Riemannian manifold with a symmetric covariant 3-tensor D. We write 
it as (M, g, D) where M is the manifold and g is the metric. We call D 
the skewness of the manifold. 
Thus we see immediately that Amari's structure fits into this 
framework where the metric is the Fisher metric and D is given by the 
tensor 
T .. (9) = E [aln P(X,9) dlnp(x,9) dln P(X,9)] 
IJk 9 ':\J\ :\ .:\ • 
au· ua· uak I J 
Also, however, the metric could be given by the observed information 
and the skewness by the observed skewness to include in this 
structure the work of Bamdorff-Nielsen. 
All the proofs of the following results will be found in [Lauritzen] 
unless otherwise stated. 
2.10.2 Definition: Given a Statistical manifold (M, g, D) we shall 
defme the tensor field given by D ( X, Y) implicitly by; 
g(D(X, Y),Z) = D(X, Y,Z) 
2.10.3. Definition: We define the (X-connection of the Statistical 
manifold by 
a - a-VxY=VxY--D(X,Y) 
2 
where V is the Levi-Civita connection of the metric g and X, Y and Z 
are vector fields. 
2.10.4. Theorem: If we define the (X-connection as above then it is 
the unique torsion free connection which satisfies 
(V~)g(Y, Z) = aD(X, Y, Z) 
We shall now define the conjugate connection of any affine 
connection V. 
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2.10.5. Definition: We defme the conjugate connection V* to the 
connection V by the formula 
* g(Vx Y,Z)= Xg(Y,Z) - g(Y, VxZ) 
where X, Y and Z are vector fields. 
We get the following result about conjugacy; 
(V*)* = V. 2.10.6. Theorem: 
If we let the operator II y denote the parallel transport of a 
vector along the path 'Y with respect to the connection V. Then lly * 
denotes the parallel transport with respect to V *. The conjugate 
connections are dual in the sense that 
* g(llyX,lly Y) = g(X, Y) 
If we now consider the a-connections we see that; 
2.10.7. Theorem: (Va)· = V-a 
Since any connection defines a curvature tensor we shall use the 
notation that V induces the tensor R and V* induces R *. Then we have 
the following result. 
2.10.8. Theorem: R(X,Y,Z,W) = -R*(X,Y,W,Z). 
Also we have the following two corollaries 
2.10.9. Corollary: The following conditions are equivalent 
i) R=R* 
ii) R(X,Y,Z,W) = -R(X,Y,W;Z) 
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2.10.10. Corollary: The connection V is flat if and only if V* is. 
We can now define the following two tensors; 
- . DI(X,Y)=Vx Y - Vx Y 
and 
So we also have the following equivalences. 
2.10.11. Theorem: The following are equivalent; 
i) V* is torsion free 
ii) D1 is symmetric 
iii) V = t(V + V·) 
We can now view the Statistical manifold structure in a different 
way. Suppose that V is given and V* is torsion free. We can then 
define a family of connections as 
2.10.12. Theorem: We have the following identities 
(Va)· = v-a, VI = V and V-I = V·. 
Also, 
g(V~ Y, Z) - g(V~ X, Z) = g(V xY, Z) - g(VyX, Z). 
We defme the following tensor F by 
F(X, Y,Z, W) = (VxD)(Y,Z, W). 
and then we get, 
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2.10.13. Theorem: The following are equivalent 
i) Ra = R-a for all aeRo 
ii) F is symmetric. 
2.10.14. Definition: We shall define a Statistical manifold which has 
the above property to be a conjugate symmetric manifold. 
These manifolds form an important subclass of the set of 
Statistical manifolds and the following theorem gives us an easy way to 
classify them. 
2.10.15 Theorem: The following are sufficient for a statistical 
manifold to be conjugate symmetric 
(A) there exists a¢O such that R a = 0 
i.e. the manifold is a-flat for some a. 
(B) there exists a~ such that R a = R-a 
As we have seen the exponential families are I-flat so this 
important class is in the set of conjugate symmetric manifolds. 
There is another example of where knowledge of the behaviour 
of the geometry for one or two values of a is sufficient to understand 
behaviour for all a. 
2.10.16. Theorem: A regular submanifold N is totally geodesic with 
respect to the a-connection for all a if and only if there exist two 
distinct a 1 and a2 such that N is totally geodesic with respect to the 
a I and the <X2 connections. 
This property that the structure is detennined by two values of a 
is not a general one however as the work in Chapter 4 shows. 
Lauritzen also looks at the geometry of particular models which 
we see in Chapter 4 as well. 
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2.11 Conclusion. 
In this chapter we have considered expected geometry from two 
points of view. The theory of Lauritzen and the applications of Amari. 
The applications we have seen fall into three types. Firstly the analysis 
of asymptotic expansions, secondly the work on divergence functions 
and thirdly, applications to reparametrisation theory. We shall see these 
areas in a geometric framework again in Chapter 5. For the next two 
chapters however we shall follow the theoretical path of Lauritzen. 
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Chapter Three. 
Characterisation of Statistical 
Manifolds 
3.1 Introduction. 
As we have seen in Chapter 2 Lauritzen has introduced the 
concept of a Statistical Manifold. Towards the end of his paper he 
suggested that there were a number of open theoretical questions 
concerning the geometry of these manifolds which were of interest. 
This and the next chapter discuss a couple of these questions. 
Lauritzen asks the question of how to extend to statistical 
manifolds the classical result from Riemannian Geometry that states 
that, locally, the curvature determines the metric. He points out the 
example that although the Gaussian and Inverse Gaussian distributions 
when looked at as Statistical manifolds, have the same <x-curvature for 
each <x, they are not, in fact, isomorphic even locally. From this 
example it is clear that the (X-curvature is not a sufficiently strong 
indicator to characterise Statistical manifolds locally. To extend the 
classical result to our case we will have to look for a stronger 
invariant. 
3.2 Classical Results. 
First it is helpful to look at the classical results which we wish to 
extend. We quote here from [Spivak]. In the introduction they are only 
stated informally and it should be pointed out that the standard results 
are a little more complicated than they first appear. 
In this theorem X is a vector field on M , V is a 2-dimensional 
subspace of the tangent space at p, which is written as TMp' and 
L(X, V) is the sectional curvature of the parallel translate of V carried 
along the vector field X by the exponential map t ~ exp tX. We recall 
that if R is the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor and vi,ui are two 
tangent vectors. The sectional curvature is defined to be 
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k( ) = R(u,v,u,v) u, v lIu, vii 
where /I /I denote the area of the parallelogram defined by the vectors 
u,v. This curvature is well known to depend only on the plane defined 
by u and v (see [Dodson & Poston]). 
3.2.1. Theorem Let (M,g) and (M', g') be two Riemannian manifolds, 
and let 
T:TMp ~ TM 'p' , 
be an isometry for some p E M and some p' EM'. 
Suppose that 
L(X,V) = L(T(X),T(V» 
for all 2-dimensional subspaces V c TMp and all sufficiently small X. 
Then there is an isometry from one neighbourhood of p c M to a 
neighbourhood of p' c MI. 
We can see that this result tells us, under the above 
circumstances, that the two manifolds are isometric. However the 
proof also tells us exactly what this isometry is. If the isometry 
between the tangent spaces is given by q,:TM ~TM' then this extends 
to a local isometry between the manifolds given by 
-1 
cI> = (expp' )(q, )(expp) : M ~ M'. 
It is important to understand that the theorem does not say that 
any map between manifolds which preserves sectional curvature is an 
isometry, and indeed Spivak points out that this is not true in general. 
This is the result for Riemannian manifolds, i.e. manifolds with a 
metric, we also will want to look at a more general result for a 
manifold with any connection. We quote here the local version of the 
Cartan-Ambrose-Hicks Theorem (see [Wolf] ) 
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3.2.2 Theorem: Let M and M' be manifolds having the same 
dimension, n. Let each have a connection on its frame bundle. Let 
XE M and x'e M' and choose a linear isomorphism 
cp: ™x ~ TM'X' . 
Let U and V' be nonnal coordinate neighbourhoods corresponding 
under cp. We shall let 
4»: V ~ V' 
be the diffeomorphism defmed by (expp' )(cp )(expp)-l. 
For every z e U let 
-1 be the map defined by 't'.cp.t , where 't and t' are the parallel 
displacement maps corresponding to translation along radial geodesics. 
Let R, T and R', T' denote the curvature and torsion tensors for M and 
MI. 
Suppose for every z E U that CPz sends Rz to R'<I>(z) and T z to 
T'<I>(z)- Then 
4»:V ~ VI 
is an affine diffeomorphism. 
is just CPz' furthennore <I> is the only affine diffeomorphism U ~ UI 
which induces cp on Mx I. 
In other words if the map which we previously called 
is one which preserves the curvature and torsion tensors then it is an 
affine diffeomorphism, that is to say it preserves the connection. 
Furthermore, in some sense, it is unique in this respect. 
We can now look to see what we must do to extend such results 
to the case of Statistical manifolds. 
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3.3 Extension to Statistical manifolds. 
We recall one of the defInitions in Chapter 2. 
3.3.1. Definition: A Statistical manifold (M, g, V+l) is a manifold 
with a metric g, and a torsion free connection V+l whose conjugate 
cOlmection V-I is also torsion free. 
3.3.2. Definition: We shall defme an isomorphism between Statistical 
manifolds to be a map'll: (M, g, T) ~ (M', g', T') which preserves 
both the metric and the skewness tensor. 
3.3.3. Note: This is clearly the same as the condition that 
preserves the a-connection for all <X. 
We cannot directly extend the previous theorems to Statistical 
manifolds by using the <x-curvature as our invariant. Although, for each 
a, we can find a map (f)<X which preserves the <x-connection we need 
one single map which preserves it for all <x, instead of a family of affine 
diffeomorphisms. 
Although the <x-curvature isn't the invariant we are looking for, 
we can defme another invariant related to it which will work. To each 
Statistical manifold we shall define an associated manifold with 
connection in which we shall combine all the infonnation of the one 
parameter family of connections into a single connection on a higher 
dimensional manifold. 
3.3.4. Definition: If (M, g, Va) is a Statistical manifold, we define 
(M+, V+) to be the manifold M+ = M x R. 
3.3.5 Definition: We will define a metric on our manifold M+ by; 
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where gij is the metric on M with respect to a set of coordinates ( ei ) 
(i=1 to n) and we are using the coordinates on M+ (=M x R) given by 
where a any real number. 
On this Riemannian manifold we put the connection defined as follows: 
Pick some coordinate system for M, (ei) (i=l to n) say. Then 
with respect to this coordinate system we write down the Christoffel 
symbols for each of the a-connections. Let us denote these by ra~ . 
We then defme the connection V+ by writing down its Christoffel 
symbols with respect to the coordinate system on M+ given by 
These symbols are; 
if any of i j k =n+l. 
Thus the connection has been defined so that its restriction on 
the submanifolds given by M x {a} is the precisely the a-connection. 
We shall therefore try to study the Statistical manifold structure by 
studying the single connection V+. 
3.3.6. Lemma: (i) V+ is a natural connection in the sense that is 
does not depend on the choice of basis for M used in the definition. 
(ii) V+ is a torsion free connection. 
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Proof: (i)To show that V+ is a natural connection we will change the 
basis on M and show that the Christoffel symbols for V+ transfonn in 
the correct way. 
H our new basis for M is given by (ei ) then 
So as the old coordinate system for M+ is (e l , ~, ... ,en' a), the 
new coordinate system is given by (e ,e , ... ,en ,a). Therefore we need 1 2 
to check that 
We shall go through the various possibilities for the values of p,q, and r 
to check that the required fonnula holds. We shall take two cases. 
(a)For 1 ~p,q,~ the result follows because 
+ n+l + k + k 
r ij = r n+lj = r i n+l = 0 
For the case when r=n+ 1 and any value for p and q we have 
aa r+ n+1 
- = 0 for 1 < i < n, and ij = 0 
ae· I 
therefore the first summand is zero. 
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a2e 
We see that the second summand will equal J.L where 
aeae p q 
da d2e J.1=n+ 1 because - = 0 for 1 SiSn. However J.L will be 
~i ~p~q 
zero for p or q not equal to n+ 1 since a is independent of the 
other ep 's and for p=q J.1=n+ 1 it is also clearly zero. 
(b )For the case where p (or q) is equal to n+ 1 we have that 
0+1 ':\ de ':\~ 0+1 02 e :\~ t+~ = 2, r+~. U~i .~.~+ 2, ,. ~.~ 
ijk=l de p de q de k J.L=1 De pas q oe J.L 
0+1 k de, de 
- ~ r+ I' 1 J r 
-.LJ n+ J •• ~.~
jk=l ue q uek 
= o. 
(ii) The lack of torsion on V+ comes from the symmetry of the 
lower indices in its Christoffel symbols. This in tum is because all the 
a-connections are themselves torsion-free. 
Q.E.D. 
We shall now look at the relationship between the geodesics of 
our new extended connection and the geodesics of each of the a-
connections. 
3.3.7 Lemma: If y(t) is an a-geodesic then (y(t),a) is a V+ geodesic. 
Also all curves of the form ( mi ,t ), where (mi ) E M is a constant, are 
geodesics. 
Proof: Since y(t) is an a-geodesic we know for 1 ~ k ~ n and if t is 
arc length, then 
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So since 
+k +k 
r 11+1j = r i 11+1 = 0 
we have for lSkSn 
d2(X 11+1 
and for k=n+ 1 since -2-=0 and r+ ij =0 for all i and j ,we have 
dt 
that the curve (j'(t) , a) is a V+ -geodesic. 
Similarly (mi, t) is a geodesic since the geodesic equations hold; 
for 1~~, 
n+l +k dyi dyj 
0+ Lr ij'-'- -
.. 1 dt dt 
n +k +k Lr ij .0.0 + r n+ln+l.1.1 =0 
1)= ij=1 
2 
. d t =0 r+ n+l for k=n+ 1, SInce 2 - and .. =0. 
dt 1J 
Q.E.D. 
3.3.8. Definition: We shall call geodesics of the form (y(t),a) 
horizontal geodesics and those of the form (mi' t), vertical geodesics. 
We are now in a position to extend to Statistical manifolds the 
earlier classical results. 
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3.3.9. Theorem: Let (Ml, gl, Tl ) and (M2, g2, T2 ) be two 
Statistical manifolds, and (Mt+,Vt+), (M2+,V2+) the corresponding 
manifolds with connections. H 
+ + 
cj):TMI (ml,O) ~ TM2 (m2,O) 
is an isometry which respects the vertical and horizontal components 
of Mi+ , and if parallel transport preserves the curvature tensor of M+, 
then cj) can be extended to a local isomorphism of Statistical manifolds. 
Proof. First of all we note that since cj) respects the horizontal 
components of M+ i at mi we can look at it as a map from TM 1 to 
TM2. Hence (Ml,gl) and (M2,g2) are locally isometric by the map 
-1 (expp')(cj»(expp) =<1>0 
I.e. where <1>0 is defmed through the diagram 
The exp maps are on the Riemannian manifolds (M I ,g 1) and (M 2 ,g 2)' 
This result comes from Theorem 3.2.1 
Now <1>0 sends O-geodesics to O-geodesics and so by Lemma 
3.3.7, looked at as a map between M+ 1 to M+ 2, it sends the V 1 + -
geodesi.cs in M+ 11 a=O to the V 2 + -geodesics in M+ 21 a=O . 
Further by Theorem 3.2.2, since torsion is always zero, <I> also 
extends to a map from M+ 1 to M+ 2 ,which we shall call <1>. This is an 
affine diffeomorphism. So that the geodesic of the form (m 1 ,t) will go to 
the geodesic in M+2 of the form (m2,t), 
It is clear that because <1>0 and <I> are of the same fonn i.e. 
-1 (expp')(cp)(expp) 
then the relationship between them is given by 
<1>0= <1>1 + 
M 11«1=0) 
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i.e.cI>o is just <I> restricted to M+ 11 a::{) (== (M 1 ,gI ». 
We shall show that all vertical geodesics in M + 1 are sent by <I> 
to vertical geodesics in M+ 2. 
By the uniqueness of a geodesic with a particular initial tangent 
direction (see [Spivak]) it is enough to show that the tangent vector in 
the vertical direction at (m, 0), which is 
d 
aa (m,O) 
is sent to the tangent vector in the vertical direction in M+ 2 which is 
based at (<I>o(m), 0). 
We compare the tangent space at (m, 0) with that at (ml,O). To 
do this we pick a basis at (nil, 0) which contains 
a 
da (ml'O) 
{B} say, and parallel-transport this basis to (m, 0) along the geodesic, 
a(t), connecting them. (We are of course only working in a local 
neighbourhood of (m I, 0) so this is always possible.) 
Now since <I> is defmed to be (expp.)(cp)(exppf1 we see that the 
corresponding basis in M+21 a=O i.e. the parallel transport of cp({ B}) 
along the geodesic <I>(a(t» will be preserved under the map <1>. 
So at (m }to) and (<I> oem 1 ),0) we have corresponding bases 
under <I> and we need to know the coordinates of the vertical tangent 
vectors, 
in both cases. We get these coordinates by calculating the covariant 
derivative of the vector field ~ along the geodesic aCt) and <1>( aCt»~ . 
aa 
If the coordinates are given by (i, r, ... ;'(+1), then the covariant 
derivative is given by 
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· ... (1) 
We claim that everything in this expression is preserved by <l>. 
k 
For I S k < n, r+ ij is preserved because ~ is an isometry. For any 
k 
other ij,k r+ ij = 0 by construction thus is also preserved. 
So far we have shown that ~ sends M+II a=O to M+21 a=O and 
vertical geodesics to vertical geodesics. 
In the same way we show that <l> sends the horizontal subspace 
M+ lla=). to horizontal subspace M+ 2Ia=). for all A.. 
We shall use the fact that by lemma 3.3.8 both M+ll a=l and 
M+ 21 a=l are totally geodesic and generated locally by the geodesics 
starting at a single point. Again by the local uniqueness of geodesics it 
is enough to show that the map T<l> respects the horizontal 
decomposition of M+ 1 and M+ 2. That is, it sends TM + lla=J,l to 
TM+21a=J,L' 
We use the same method as before by constructing two 
corresponding bases for TM + 11 a=J,l and TM +21 a=J,l and parallel 
transport the tangent spaces at a=O, where we have the correct 
decomposition. Again since the coordinates of any vector can be 
calculated with respect to these bases by equation (1), and because of 
Theorem 3.2.2, ~ is an affine diffeomorphism. As everything in 
equation (1) is preserved we get the result. 
Derme <l>v to be <I> restricted to M+ Ila=v, then by above 
and is of the form (expp')(~)(exppfl which is for each v is an affine 
diffeomorphism. 
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Thus, 
is an affme diffeomorphism for each a. 
Let 4>a(x,a)= (a,a) and 4>Ii(x,Ii)= (b,Ii). Since vertical geodesics 
are preserved the line (a,t) is sent to (a',t). It follows that a=b. In other 
words 4>a(a,a) = ('I'(a),a) where 'I' is independent of a. 
Hence we have a single affme diffeomorphism 
which is independent of a, i.e. 'I' is locally an isomorphism of statistical 
manifolds. Q.E.D. 
We have therefore found a solution to the problem of Lauritzen. 
We can see that it is not the a -curvature which characterises 
Statistical manifolds rather it is the curvature of the associated 
manifold M+. 
3.4 Conjugate Symmetric Spaces. 
We shall now consider the special case of what Lauritzen called 
conjugate symmetric spaces (see Chapter 2). In these spaces he 
shows that, as in the case of Riemannian connections, the total 
curvature is determined by the sectional curvature. Examples of 
conjugate symmetric spaces are very common and include the 
exponential family of distributions. First we must set up a little 
structure. 
3.4.1 Definition: We define a metric on our manifold M+. With 
respect to our usual coordinate system let the metric g+ be defined 
by; 
g+ij = [~j ~] 
where gij is the metric on M. 
3.4.2. Lemma: If we have a tensor on M+ which restricts to a tensor 
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on one of the submanifolds given by M+, a=J.1 then raising (or lowering) 
indices using g+ and then restricting to the submanifold is compatible 
to using g on the restricted tensor to raise the corresponding indices. 
Proof: This is an easy calculation using the fact that gij and gij are 
zero if either i or j is equal to n+ 1 
Q.E.D. 
3.4.3.· Theorem: H ( M, g, T ) is a conjugate symmetric Statistical 
manifold then the curvature of the associated manifold (M+, V+) is 
determined by its sectional curvature. 
Proof: H the curvature tensor is given by 
R:t:kl lJ for 1 S ij,k,l S n+ 1 
with respect to the usual coordinate system, (ei,a), then by a well 
known result (see [Spivak]) all we need to prove is that 
R+ - R+ "kl- - 'ikl lJ J 
Since (M, g, T) is conjugate symmetric we know, from 
[Lauritzen], that 
Ra - Ra ijlcl - - jild 1 <ijkl Sn for all cx. 
To calculate R+ijkl we use the fonnula; 
R+ + ( () (r+S ) () (r+ tc») (r+ r+r r+ r+r) ijkm = gsm dej jk - de j + inn· jlc - jrm· ik •.• (2) 
r + r+s + where ijk = ij gslc. 
For 1 S i,j,k,m Sn we have that, 
+ _ r+~+l_ 
since g n+lm - 0 and IJ -0. 
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For the case where either k or m = n+ 1 we fmd that 
R;'(ei,a) = 0 
This follows from equation (2) since both r+jn+l = 0 and r;"+l = 0 
For the case where either i or j = n+l, again we use equation (2) 
and fmd that if i=n+ 1, then for 1 ~,k,mSn. 
R~(ei,a) = g:.(! (r+~)) 
=~(rtm) da J 
(For any of j k or m equal to n+l we have Rijkl(ei,a)= 0.) 
If on the other hand j=n+ 1 the by the same calculation we get 
l<i,k,m~ 
otherwise. 
Hence we have proved the required skew-symmetry in all 
cases, which completes the proof. 
Q.E.D. 
3.4.4. Note: The proof of this result also gives us a nice geometric 
view of the skewness tensor. It is simply one component of the 
curvature tensor for our extended manifold M+. Notice also that this is 
true for any Statistical manifold, we do not need conjugate symmetry. 
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We can now go back to our original motivating example of the 
Gaussian and Inverse Gaussian manifolds. We prove that they are not 
isomorphic despite having the same a-curvature. Since they are both 
conjugate symmetric spaces we only need to check that the sectional 
curvature tensors of their associated manifolds are not preserved by 
the map <Il, (see Theo~m 3.3.9 for definition of <Il). 
3.4.5 Example:The Gaussian manifold is given by the family of 
nonnal distributions N(J.I., ( 2) i.e. 
-;::==1 :::;:.exp(JX -lit) ~21t02 2.0 0>0 
with respect to Lebesgue measure on R. Following Lauritzen, we shall 
work in the (Jl, ( 2) coordinate system. The metric is given by 
1 [1 0] 
g = 0 2 02 
and the a-connection is given by the Christoffel symbols; 
r a1 - r a2 - r a2 - r al -0 11 - 12 - 21 - 22 -
r a2 =(l-a) r al -ral __ (l+a) 11 '12 - 21 -20 0 
The skewness tensor is 
Tlli = Tl22 = T212 = T221 = 0 
T1l2 = TI21 = T211 = 2/02, T222 = 8/03, 
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and the scalar curvature is 
The inverse Gaussian distribution manifold is given by the 
densities; 
Again following Lauritzen we use the parametrisation given by 
TI=x-1 and 9 ={f . The metric is given by 
o 
1 
e" 
The a-connection and skewness tensor are 
r
a l __ (1 + a) ra2 _ rat _ r al - 0 
11 - '11 - 12 - 21 -11 
1 3 
Tn2 = 0, Tnl = 11- 3, Tl22 = -2' T222 = --2-· 
e" 911 
So we get that the sectional curvature is 
a K (a12) = -( l-(2)/2. 
Lauritzen points out that the map Jl =-J29, a 2= 11 /2 is a 
Riemannian isometry. So, calling this map \}I we know from Theorem 
3.3.9 that if there where an affine diffeomorphism between the two 
associated manifolds then it would be of the form 
«m),a) ~ (<I>(m),a), 
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This map would preserve the V+ -curvature tensor. The vertical 
component of this is given by the skewness, and we see that this is not 
preserved by our map 4». Thus we find we do not have an affine 
diffeomorphism. This means that the two Statistical manifolds are in 
fact not isomorphic. 
3.5 The inverse problem. 
The natural question which now arises is, when you have a 
manifold with a connection, is it the associated manifold to a statistical 
one? We can now answer this with the following theorem. 
3.5.1. Theorem: If (M+,V+) is a trivial R-bundle over (M, g), an n-
dimensional Riemannian manifold, such that 
(i) M+1 are totally geodesic submanifolds for all a a=constant 
(ii) With respect to any coordinate system of the form (ei' a.) , 
where (ei) is a coordinate system for (M, g), we have the 
k 
identities that r+ ij= 0 if any of i,j or k =n+ 1. 
(iii)The component of the curvature tensor R n+ljlcm is a 
symmetric three tensor independent of a. 
(iv) At a=O, V+ restricted to the a=O submanifold is the Levi-
Civita connection for the metric g. 
Then locally the manifold (M+, V+) is the associated manifold to 
some unique Statistical manifold. 
Notes: (1) Lemma 3.3.6 tells us that (ii) is a natural geometric 
condition and does not depend on which coordinate system is being 
used on (M,g). 
(2) We shall denote the restriction of V+ to the submanifold 
given by a=constant by Va. Condition (i) tells us that this is well 
defined and the geodesics of V+ and Va agree. 
(3) Condition (iii) is essentially setting the value of the 
skewness tensor in the underlying Statistical manifold. See also Note 
3.4.4. 
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Proof: We shall show that if we define the tensor Tjkm to be equal to 
-2R l'km n+ J 
in our usual coordinate system then (M, g, T) is a Statistical manifold 
and M+ is the associated manifold. 
By (iii) if we deime T to be the tensor with coefficients Tijk in 
our coordinate system it is a symmetric 3 covariant tensor. Hence (M, 
g, T) is a Statistical manifold. 
We shall work out what the associated manifold with connection 
is for this Statistical manifold. We calculate the a-connection for (M, g, 
T) by using the fonnula 
g(V~ Y,Z) = g(V~ Y,Z) -~T(X, Y,Z) 
where VO is the Levi-Civita connection for the metric g. Hence from 
this we can calculate the Christoffel symbols for the (X-connection to 
be 
r a -rO aT .Ok - oOk - -2 °ik IJ IJ IJ 
The Christoffel symbols for the connection on the associated manifold 
will be 
1<· ° k < 
- 1, J, - n 
otherwise 
Note that we raise and lower indices on tensors in the usual way 
using the metric on the associated manifold. See Lemma 3.4.2. 
Now let us see what the Christoffel symbols are for the V+ 
connection on the manifold M+ with respect to the natural coordinate 
system. 
By (ii) we know they are zero if any of the indices are n+ 1 ,so 
we only need to work in the case when 1 ~ i j k ~ n. Since g+ is 
independent of a, and by (ii), we can use the calculation in Theorem 
3.4.3 which shows 
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= ! (r;".) 
Hence ! (r;...) is independent of a., by (iii), and in fact equals 
1/2Tjkm. So we have a set of ordinary differential equations to 
detennine r~ 
! (r;..) = Tjkm 
with the initial conditions from (iv) that at a = 0 
r + -ro ikm - "lan J J. 
We prove uniqueness by using Theorem 3.3.9 which states that 
if the associated manifolds are locally isomorphic then so are the 
corresponding Statistical manifolds. 
Q.E.D. 
3.6 Conclusion. 
We have found the geometric quantity which characterises a 
Statistical manifold. It is not surprising that it is related to the curvature 
tensor, and it is an interesting result that the essentially new 
component to our invariant is the skewness of the Statistical manifold 
(see 3.4.4). Our method of proof was to describe a construction which 
enabled us to embed the Statistical manifold structure into a more 
classical differential geometry structure. We do this by turning the 
Statistical manifold into a Riemannian manifold with a single 
connection. This procedure would hopefully work for other related 
geometric questions about Statistical manifolds. 
We have also solved, for completeness, the inverse problem, 
where we classify the conditions when we can find a Riemannian 
manifold which corresponds to a Statistical one. 
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Chapter Four 
Equivalences of Statistical Manifolds 
4.1 Introduction. 
Lauritzen (in [Lauritzen]) introduces the concept of a 
Statistical Manifold as we have seen in Chapter 2. We continue to 
look at the series of questions which he posed at the end of that paper. 
We quote: 
'Some Statistical manifolds are alike locally as well as 
globally. Various types of alikeness seem to be of interest. Of course 
the full isomorphism, i.e. maps from M 1 to M 2 that preserve both the 
Riemannian metric and the skewness tensor. But also maps that 
preserve some structure, but not all of it could be of interest, in 
analogy with the notion of a conformal map in Riemannian geometry. 
The are several possibilities here. I sometries that preserve the 
skewness tensor up to a scalar or up to a function. Maps that 
preserve the metric up to scalars and do and do not preserve 
skewness etc.' 
This chapter starts to explore the area of maps between 
Statistical manifolds in the context of Amari's expected geometry on 
exponential and curved exponential families. We look at the relevance 
of confonnal mappings to Statistical manifolds. We see also how 
statistical properties of these manifolds fix their geometric structure. 
4.2 Statistical Framework. 
We shall in this section set up the statistical framework in 
which we work. 
It is not sensible to study the complete set of maps between 
Statistical manifolds since most of these will have no statistical 
significance. We have restricted our attention to the most natural map 
from a statistical point of view. 
We look at the maximum likelihood estimator as a natural 
map from the sample space X to the manifold, S, of exponential 
distributions. We know that, with repeated sampling, the mean of the 
sample is a sufficient statistic. We shall use this and identify the space 
of repeated samples Xn with X using the mean. Further let us assume 
that the Fisher information matrix is everywhere nonsingular. Thus we 
,.. 
have 9 : X ~ S is locally a bijection (see below). So we have a 
natural correspondence between X and S. Let us suppose we have 
two equidimensional exponential families S 1 and S2 with the same 
sample space X and their denote their m.l.e.s by 
,.. 
9 i : X ~ Si (i= 1,2), 
Using the natural correspondences between X and SI and X and S2, 
we can produce a natural correspondence between S 1 and S2 simply 
by using the map 
We shall call \{I the natural map between S 1 and S2. For the rest of 
this chapter we shall assume we are working in the framework above. 
We are using the maximum likelihood estimator in both cases. 
All the map, \{I, does, of course, is to compare the different estimates 
from the same sample in two different exponential models. There are 
alternatives, for example we could use a different estimation procedure 
in each family. 
The general case is going to be complicated by the fact that 
different models will give different sets of ancillary submanifolds in the 
sample space, xn. We here are dealing with the very special case 
where the mean is a sufficient statistic in each model thus the 
ancillaries are the same. 
4.3 First Order Equivalence. 
4.3.1 Lemma: 'JI is a diffeomorphism. 
Proof: This is an application of the Inverse Function Theorem. To 
prove that a smooth map between equidimensional manifolds is a 
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diffeomorphism it is sufficient to show that its derivative is non-singular 
everywhere. 
We can study the derivative of 'I' by seeing it as the 
composite of the derivatives of the maps ( 9 )-1 and (9 ). Thus it is 
1 2 
sufficient to show that the derivatives of the maps (a ) and (a ) have 
1 2 
full mnk. 
Since we are in an exponential family we know by a simple 
calculation that the Fisher infonnation is equal to minus the hessian of 
the log-likelihood function. But this is also equal to the second 
derivatives of the maximum likelihood estimator. Therefore, since by 
assumption the Fisher information is non-singular we have the result. 
Q.E.D. 
A confonnal map, i, between two manifolds with metrics, 
(M bgl) and (M2, g2), is one which preserves angles measured in the 
corresponding metrics. 
From this definition we get the idea of two metrics being 
confonnally equivalent. 
4.3.2. Definition: Let v and w be any vectors in the vector space 
TM 1 (x) then gl and g2 are conformally equivalent if there exists a 
diffeomorphism f(x) from Ml to M2 such that for all v ,wand x we 
have; 
* * gl(v,w) = f(x).g2( f (v), f (w» 
where f* is the induced map between tangent spaces, (see [Spivak]). 
This definition means that gl and g2 differ by a function from 
Ml to R. 
We can now apply this idea to Statistical manifolds. We shall 
quote here a result from Amari about the first order efficiency of an 
estimator in an exponential family. We defined this in Chapter 2. The 
framework for this theorem is that we have a full exponential family M 
with a curved exponential family N as a submanifold. Amari looks at 
the class of estimators on the submanifolds N as being defined by the 
set of ancillary manifolds which cut N transversely. He then studies the 
estimators by looking at the geometric properties of these ancillary 
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submanifolds. For more details about this see Chapter 2. We shall just 
quote the results we need. 
4.3.3 Theorem: A consistent estimator is first order efficient when 
and only when the associated ancillary family is orthogonal. 
4.3.4 Definition: We shall define two Statistical manifolds (Ml,gl,T1) 
and (M2,g2.T 2) to be first order equivalent if the natural diffeomorphism 
between them is such that the class of first order efficient ancillary 
families of (Ml,gl,T1) are mapped onto the class of first order efficient 
ancillary families of (M2, g2,T 2)' 
Then we have the result 
4.3.5 Theorem: (Mt,gt,TI) and (M2,g2,T2) are first order equivalent 
(by 'I' the natural map) iff gl and g2 are confonnally equivalent. 
Proof: Since we are dealing with the natural diffeomorphism we know 
that consistent estimators are mapped to consistent estimators, so that 
the correspondence between ancillary submanifolds and estimators of 
curved exponential families inside (M 1 ,gl,T 1) and (M2,g2,T2) are 
preserved. 
First we shall assume gland g2 are confonnally equivalent 
by '1'. Since angles are preserved by '1', orthogonal families are 
mapped to orthogonal families. Hence we have first order equivalence. 
Conversely, if we have first order equiValence, then gl and 
g2 agree on orthogonal pairs of tangent vectors at any point x, {v, w}x. 
Thus our diffeomorphism 'I' will take an orthogonal pair and map it to 
an orthogonal pair. This is because given any such pair we construct 
the geodesics through the point x in the directions v and w. Then we 
can treat one of these geodesics as an hypothesis and the other as a 
ftrSt order efficient estimator. This will be mapped by 'l' to another first 
order efficient estimator whose tangent vector will be the image of w, 
i.e. 'I'*(w), while the image of the hypothesis will have as its tangent 
vector, 'I' * (v). Since the first order efficiency is preserved by 'l' we 
must have by Theorem 4.3.4, that 'l'*(w) is orthogonal to 'I'\v). 
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4.3.6 Lemma: Up to conformal equivalence a metric is determined 
by its choice of orthogonal pairs. 
Proof: We have shown that our two mebics gl and g2 agree on 
orthogonal pairs, i.e. 
* * gl (v,w) = 0 iff g2('1' (v), 'I' (w» = o. 
Since the gi are both symmetric bilinear fonns it is possible 
to pick an orthogonal basis such that g 1 has the representation 
o 
o 0 A. n 
Let this basis be {v 1, v2, ... ,v n}. Then, with respect to the 
basis ( 'I'*(VI)' 'I'*(V2)' ... , qs*(vn)} g2 must have the representative 
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o 
o 0 Jln 
because orthogonal pairs are preserved. 
Consider the pair 
Clearly these are gl orthogonal, hence g2 orthogonal. Therefore, 
0= g2«lNA.t)·v t +(1/VA.,).v2' (l/...JA.t)·v 1 - (1/...J~).v2) 
=Jll/A.I - Jl2/A.2 
and by the same reasoning for the other indices we find at x the 
matrices for gl and g2 just differ by a constant multiple, f(x), say. 
Hence 
g2 =f(x).g 1, 
or g2 and glare conformally equivalent. 
Q.E.D. 
This proves the lemma and hence the theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
4.4 Second order equivalence. 
The second order equivalence problem is i~ fact not very 
interesting due to the following theorem by Amari. 
4.4.1 Theorem: A bias-corrected first order efficient estimator is 
automatically second order asymptotic efficient. 
Following Amari we shall only deal with the class of bias-
corrected estimators. We define two manifolds to be second order 
(unbiased) efficient if the natural diffeomorphism 'P between them is 
such that the class of second order efficient estimators are mapped 
onto the class of second order efficient estimators. Hence we have the 
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following easy corollary of Theorem 4.4.1. 
4.4.2 Corollary: (M 1 ,g 1) and (M2, g2) are second order equivalent 
iff they are confonnally equivalent 
4.5 Third order equivalence. 
Again quoting from Amari we have the following result. 
4.5.1 Theorem: An estimator is third order asymptotically efficient 
when and only when the associated ancillary submanifold has zero 
mixture curvature (see Chapter 2). 
4.5.2 Definition: We shall defme two manifolds to be third order 
equivalent if the natural diffeomorphism between them sends the class 
of third order efficient estimators onto the class of third order efficient 
estimators. 
Then we have the following result connecting two Statistical 
manifolds. We use the notations for Statistical manifolds which we 
discussed in Chapter 2. 
4.5.3. Theorem: Let (M, gl' V~-I» and (M, g2' V~-I» be two 
Statistical manifolds with confonnal Fisher infonnation metrics. Then if 
these two are third order equivalent then V~-l) completely detennines 
V(-I) 2 . 
Further if gl = g2 then we know that V~-I) = V~-I). 
Note: This theorem shows that two isometric Riemannian manifolds 
(M, gl) and (M, g2) will give isomorphic Statistical manifolds (M, gl' 
V~-I» and (M, 82' V~-l) if and only if the Statistical manifolds are third 
order equivalent. However it does point out that two Statistical 
manifolds can be third order equivalent without being isomorphic if 
their metrics are only confonnally equivalent rather than isometric. 
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Proof. By theorem 4.5.2 clearly ~, gl' Vi-l) and (M, g2' V~-l» are 
first and second order equivalent. 
Let our hypothesis in M be given by H(v),and the ancillary 
family by A(u) (see figure). Further we shall denote vector fields in the 
ancillary directions by d~ and along the hypothesis submanifold by o<Xj. 
H(V) 
Now the mixture curvature of A(u) in M is defmed to be 
(Vat dA j,dai) 
where < ,> denotes the metric on M. So clearly if V~-l)and V~-l) are 
the same then we have third order equiValence. 
Conversely let us suppose that the two manifolds are third 
order equivalent then that would imply that 
(V l)ai j dA j,dai) =0 iff (V 2)aij dA j,dai) = 0 
for all vector fields dA and aa such that 
<ani, dAj> = 0 for all i and j. 
This condition implies that both V~-l)and V~-l)have the 
same autoparallel submanifolds. This is because a submanifold, N is 
V ~ -1) -autoparallel if for all vector fields X and Y we have the property 
that V~-l)y lies in the tangent bundle of N. Now for symmetric 
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connections we know that autoparallel is equivalent to totally geodesic 
(See Spivak). Since all our connections are torsion free, and therefore 
symmetric we have that V1-1)and V~-l) have the same totally 
geodesic submanifolds. In particular they have the same geodesics. 
To finish we note that a torsion free connection is determined 
by its geodesics and the parametrisation on them (see [Spivak]). We 
are dealing with torsion free connections thus the V~-l) connection is 
completely detennined by the V~-l) connection. 
Q.E.D. 
4.6 Conclusion. 
We have seen in this chapter some results on classifying 
maps between Statistical manifolds. One of the important ideas here is 
that we should not look at all maps between such manifolds since they 
will not all have statistical significance. We defined the natural map 
between two exponential families. This is sensible here because of the 
nice properties of these families. In general it would be interesting to 
extend this definition to a wider class of Statistical manifolds. 
The results we have proved here have a useful role to play 
when we are considering the general theory of how to apply geometry 
to statistics. They show that, at least for the exponential case, a 
Statistical manifold is detennine by third order information. Therefore 
to get more detail about the statistics we would have to extend the 
structure. In the rest of the thesis we start to study a new geometric 
structure which does this. 
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Preferred Point Geometry 
Chapter Five 
Introduction to Preferred point geometry. 
S.1 Introduction. 
In this chapter we shall introduce the essentially new concept of this 
thesis. In the previous chapters we have explored the current state of statistical 
geometry and looked at some of the open problems in Lauritzen's Statistical 
manifold theory. We shall now diverge from these standard theories by introducing 
the idea of a preferred point geometry, and thereby produce several new 
generalisations of the current theories. We shall begin by studying some of the 
weaknesses of Statistical manifold theory and also some of its more unexplained 
and more unnatural features. By following these problems we find that we are led 
in a geometric way to our new structure. We should point out that while the path 
we follow seems to be a natural one in a geometric sense, from a statistical point 
of view there are questions about which is the best approach. We find that we 
produce several generalisations of Amari's and Bamdorff-Nielsen's ideas each of 
which will contain certain statistical information. In later chapters we shall start to 
examine the statistical uses of each of our new structures. 
Let us describe the work previously considered in earlier chapters as 
Statistical manifold theory. There seem to be two main questions concerning this 
theory as we shall now see. The ftrSt is a geometric one and the second statistical. 
The first problem is the question of how natural is the Statistical manifold 
structure (M, g, T) (see Chapter 2) from a purely geometric viewpoint. The idea is 
certainly new to differential geometry. There are many examples of manifolds with 
metrics and their corresponding metric connections. Also there are many 
examples of non-metric connections being used, particularly in Theoretical 
Physics. What is new, however is the way in which the metric and non-metric (l-
connections are related. This is certainly unusual and it would be interesting to find 
some purely geometric examples of this structure. That is examples with no 
statistical information at all. This would explain whether the underlying structure is 
forced by statistical considerations or is more independent. The main point which 
needs to be explained is; what produces the one parameter family of connections? 
We would like to know what further geometric information we need to impose on 
a Riemannian manifold to produce the new structure. 
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The second question which needs to be clarified is a purely statistical one. 
We have seen the uses of Statistical manifold theory in three main areas. The first 
of these is inference, using the geometry to measure distances on a manifold, also 
the related problem of fmcling divergence functions (see Chapter 2). The second 
area is that of the reparametrisation of parametric structures i.e. using particular 
affine coordinates to our advantage. The third is the higher order theory of 
asymptotic analysis, using curvature to interpret the higher order terms of 
asymptotic expansions. In all these areas we fmd the same statistical manifold 
structure being useful. The question is why should three essentially different types 
of problems give the same geometric structure? Is there some underlying principle 
which would unite them and which forces the geometry to Lauritzen's theory? 
If we look at the geometric basis underlying these three areas we see 
certain problems and questions which force us towards our new geometry. 
In the area of inference we have found applications to the theory of 
divergence functions. However there is a major difficulty here in trying to apply 
standard differential geometry. Many examples of divergence functions have been 
proposed which are fundamentally non-symmetric. That is the divergence of e 1 to 
92 i.e., d(9 1,92), does not equal that of 92 to 9 •. The typical example of this is the 
Kullback-Leibler divergence ( see [Chentsov]). 
However, almost all of classical differential geometry has a symmetric structure. 
The geodesic distance from 91 to 92 in any Riemannian manifold will always equal 
that of 92 to 91, Indeed much of the application of classical differential geometry to 
theoretical physics has been based on the fact that geometric quantities are 
independent of the observer, i.e. all points are treated equally. Thus, maybe we 
should be trying to fit the inference problem into a non-symmetric differential 
geometry. 
Another strong argument for the use of a non-symmetric geometry for 
the modeling of inference theory is the fundamental Neyman-Pearson Lemma 
which in effect recognises the fundamental asymmetry of statistics by 
distinguishing between size and power in inference theory. In particular we note 
that the power function itself is not a symmetric one. 
Consider now the case of applying differential geometry to asymptotic 
analysis. If we study the heuristic justification for using the Fisher metric which 
was proposed in [Amari] we see that there is a problem. The reason for using the 
Fisher metric is simply that as the sample size increases in probability the 
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Preferred Point Geometry 
maximum likelihood estimator tends to the true parameter value. Further the 
asymptotic distribution of the m.l.e. is nonna! with a variance which is the inverse 
of the Fisher information at the true parameter. This is a reasonable justification 
for using the Fisher information as a metric at the true parameter, but surely only 
there. There seems little justification in this argument for using the Fisher 
infonnation at other points. 
The implication of this remark is simply that maybe we should study a 
geometry which is dependent in some way on the true parameter value. In other 
words unlike classical differential geometry where all points are treated equally, 
we should perhaps be studying a geometry where one particular point is singled 
out from the manifold as being different. To stretch the analogy with the 
application of geometry into physics we should like a geometry which is dependent 
on the observer. This is a completely natural approach in the classical statistical 
context where the true parameter value has a preferred role. 
5.2 Preferred point Geometry. 
Following the previous rather vague discussion we shall now try to use 
the ideas which have come up to produce a new, purely geometric, structure. The 
main points we require for this structure are firstly that there must be some 
inherent non-symmetry reflected in the geometry, and secondly that there is some 
special or pre/erred point. In application to statistics this point will be maybe the 
true parameter or some estimate of it from the observed data. However here we 
shall work purely geometrically. The ideal result will be that having produced such 
a purely geometric system we will find that it has parallels with the Statistical 
manifold structure. In fact we produce a purely geometric structure which is a 
clear generalisation of a Statistical manifold, i.e. the Statistical manifold is a first 
order approximation to our new preferred point geometry. 
Let us consider any Riemannian structure whose metric is smoothly 
. ~ dependent on one (preferred) POlOt. We shall denote this by (M, g ,90), where M 
a 
is some fmite dimensional manifold, 90 is the preferred point in M, and g 0 is the 
metric whose value depends on 90, 
Thus we could view the whole preferred point manifold as a set of 
a 
Riemannian manifolds (Mao, g 0) indexed by the points of the manifold itself. 
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However in most of the following work we shall consider 90 fIXed and work in just 
one point of this set 
o 
It will be helpful to view the preferred point manifold (M, g 0,90) in a 
different way. We shall take an underlying Riemannian manifold (M, g) and 
consider the preferred point metric as a perturbation of g, where the perturbation 
o 
depends on the preferred point. Thus we shall also use the notation (M, g, 90, h 0) 
for a preferred point manifold, where M is our manifold, g a fixed metric, 90 the 
8 
preferred point and h 0 a symmetric 2-Tensor which depends on 90 and is the 
8 0 
perturbation of g. The relationship between (M, g 0,90) and (M, g, 90, h '1 is given 
by the fonnula: 
9 
We shall (for the moment) assume that the perturbation is such that g + h 0 is 
always non-singular and positive defmite. 
In application we shall often have g, the underlying metric, as the Fisher 
8 
infonnation and h 0 will be a small perturbation which is zero at 90• In this case 
we note that, since g is both non-singular and positive definite, then our assumption 
that this is also true for the perturbed metric will always hold in a neighbourhood of 
90• 
We see that this structure has both the dependence on a preferred point 
and also the lack of symmetry which we require. The reason for this lack of 
symmetry is clear if we define the preferred point geodesic distance d 00(90,9) to g 
be the geodesic distance from the preferred point 90 to any other point 9 measured 
in the g 80 metric. If we now reverse the role of the two points to get dgo(9, 90), we 
will get a different distance since we are now measuring in the gO -metric rather 
80 • than the g -metric. 
We shall now do some elementary differential geometry on our preferred 
point manifold. First we shall calculate the Levi-Civita connection. 
The Christoffel symbols r ijk for a metric gij on a p-dimensional manifold 
are given by 
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r.~ =.!.( dgjk + dgjt _ dgij ) 
1 2 de· de· dek 1 J 
Thus for our preferred point metric 
r + Ti~ = ijk iJA (1) 
We can immediately see a parallel with Lauritzen's connection if for 
e 9 • 
instance T 0jjk is the skewness tensor. However, in the above defmition T ° is not 
9 
symmetric nor is it a tensor since it is the Christoffel symbol for the h 0 
perturbation. To show how to recover Lauritzen's structure from equation (1) we 
need to consider the perturbation as being a small one and then consider the 
theory of asymptotic approximations on a manifold. 
5.3 Power series expansions 
Let us consider an expansion in a power series fonn, i.e. 
80 • where g ij IS a tensor. 
Let us see how this expression behaves under a change of coordinates 
e -+ cp, 
9 
say. Since g 0jj is a tensor we have, in cp coordinates, that it is expressed as 
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Thus the expression becomes 
aaa aeP 9 aaa aaP k asa asP 
;u. ·~·gaP =;u. .;u. .g~ + (S - 90) -;-.~. Tapk + ... 
v'I'i V'I' j V'fi V'f j U~i u~ j 
however, for consistency, we want the power series in tenns of (~- ~O)k • Since 
we see that the fonnula becomes, 
Thus we see that if we look at the coefficients of the linear term before 
and after the coordinate transformation, i.e. T ijk and ae
a 
. ae~ . aeA • Taf3A then this 
de!> i de!> j de!> k 
particular coefficient transforms like a tensor. Therefore the first order 
9 
approximation of g \ is gij + (~ - q,O)k Tijk where Tijk is a tensor. Because of this 
we shall consider our perturbation of the metric as a power series. Thus we set 
80 k· h ij = (S - So) Tijk + higher order tenns. 
Calculating the Levi-Civita connection we see that 
80 r ijk = r ijk + l/2(T kij + Tkji - Tijk) + first order terms. 
If we impose the extra condition that Tijk be a symmetric 3- tensor we fmd that, 
90 r ijk = r jjk + l!2(Tijk) + first order terms, 
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where T is a symmetric 3-tensor, Le., the first tenn of the expansion of the 
Christoffel symbol is precisely an a--connection in the Lauritzen sense. This means 
that the structure that we have developed does in fact have some of the properties 
of Lauritzen's. The curvature at the point is measured by a connection which is 
different from the Levi-Civita connection of the underlying (unperturbed) metric. 
Also, at least as a first approximation, the two structures agree. 
We shall say that if two tensors agree up to the fIrSt tenn of such a power 
series then one is a first order approximation of the other or they are equivalent to 
the first order. 
The above calculation raises an important point. Even though two metrics 
agree to the first tenn at a point their respective connections do not. There exists a 
zeroth order correction tenn due to the first order difference between the metrics. 
Thus we can see that we can view the skewness tensor of Lauritzen as this 
correction tenn. 
We shall sum up the above discussion in the following theorems. 
5.3.1 Theorem: Consider the perturbation of a metric gij which is a power series 
in some coordinate system around 90• 
9 
g °ij = gij + (9 - 90lTijk + higher order tenns in (9 - 90). 
where Tijk is a symmetric 3-tensor. 
This is a geometrically well defined perturbation, i.e. the definition is 
independent of the coordinate system modulo the (9 - 90)2 terms. 
Proof. We have seen that the coefficient of the (9 - 90) term transforms as a 3-
tensor. Thus in any coordinate system its coefficient will be the symmetric 3-
tensor Tijk• 
Q.E.D. 
9 . 
5.3.2 Theorem: If g °ij is dermed as above then the corresponding Christoffel 
symbols are: 
90 r ijlt = r ijk + 1(2 (Tijk) + first order tenns. 
Where r ijk are the Christoffel symbols of the unperturbed metric g. 
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We have seen that a first order perturbation of the metric produces a 
zeroth order perturbation (that is a perturbation of the constant term) of the 
Christoffel symbols. We call this the first order correction term. 
5.3.3 Corollary: The first order correction tenn of the Christoffel symbols is 
geometrically well defined and is the tensor 1/2T. 
Thus we have produced a purely geometric example of a structure which 
is a generalisation of Lauritzen's structure. We note that the relationship between 
the two structures is much stronger than just an approximation. In most of the 
uses of Amari's geometry we only use the geometric structures evaluated at 90• If 
we are only interested in the geometry at this point then the two structures are 
the same. The reason for this is that when 9 equals 90 then the first order 
approximations are exact. Thus at 90 the exact metric is the unperturbed gij but 
the exact curvature is given by r ijlc + 1/2Tijlc. This is not the connection which you 
would have expected if you only had knowledge of the unperturbed metric. Thus 
we have produced a purely geometric structure which as far as the theorems of 
Amari are concerned are actually identical. Also since we have also said that the 
justification for the Fisher metric is strongest at the true parameter it is not 
surprising that away from this point a perturbation of the Fisher metric is possible. 
The following lemma shows that the first order correction behaves nicely 
as a tensor with respect to the operation of raising and lowering indices. 
9 
5.3.4. Lemma: Let r ijk and r °ijk be the Christoffel symbols for the metrics g 
9 
and gO, where to first order 
Let Tjjk be a symmetric 3-tensor. Then the first order difference between r ijk and 
r90ijk is Tijk, and the first order difference between r 1\ and r 90\ is T\. 
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where gij is the inverse of gij. 
Thus, 
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= <f1 + (9 - 90)SSkIs +higher terms).(riji + 1/2 ( Tiji ) + 0(9 - 90» 
Q.E.D. 
5.4 Examples. 
We shall now give two examples, from statistics, of the previous ideas. 
We shall look at their statistical motivation and importance in later chapters. Here 
we shall use them as an illustration of the theory of preferred point geometries. 
Consider the expression 
where 0i =o! o9i , and where we are working in some fmite dimensional parametric 
system of distributions { p(x,9) lee RP). 
We point out that the important difference between the Fisher information 
and g 90• With g 90 the expectation is always taken over our fixed preferred point 90 
whereas when using the Fisher information as a metric we use 
9 
From a classical statistical point of view our expression g 0 is a very 
natural object to take since all expectations are taken over the true parameter 
which will of course be fixed in any particular instance. 
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8 
5.4.1 Lemma: In a neighbourhood around 90, g 0 is a metric. 
8 8 
Proof. We see that g 0 is symmetric and transfonns like a tensor. Since at 90 g 0 
9 
is equal to the non-singular Fisher infonnation, then locally g 0 must also be noo-
singular. 
Q.E.D. 
We shall now see, by expanding p(x, 90) around 90, that g 80 is a power 
series perturbation of the Fisher infonnation. This is the sort of construction which 
was considered in the previous section. 
g~O= f ~;) .Inp(x,9). dd
9 
.. lnp(x,9).p(x,90).dJl 
xu91 J 
where Jl=Jl(x) is the measure on the sample space X. 
Writing a/a9 j as a j we have 
g~O = f ~.Inp(x,9).~.InP(x,9).p(X,90).dJl 
IJ a9. a9· x 1 J 
= ! dj Inp(x,9) d j ln P(X,9){ p(x,9)- (9 - 90)k ~k p(x,9) +o( (9 - 90)2) }dl1 
a a 
= f-·In p(x,9)·-a .In p(x,9). p(x,9).dJl-
xa9i 9 j 
= g ij - (9 - 90 ) k Tijk + 0 ( (9 - eo) 2 ) 
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where Tijk=Ee[(dilnP)(djlnp)(dklnp)] which is precisely Lauritzen's skewness 
tensor, (see Chapter 2). 
Thus we have the conditions of theorem 5.3.2. Hence the Levi-Civita 
a 
connection of g 0 is 
Which to frrst order is the -I-connection of Lauritzen! Amari. 
It is important to note again that while in general the Levi-Civita 
a 
connection of g 0 is only first order equivalent to the -I-connection, at the 
preferred point 90 the two connections agree exactly. Thus if we are just using the 
connection to measure the curvature at 90 then the two measures agree. 
There are many examples of preferred point metrics. Let us consider the 
following set of metrics. 
9 a 
5.4.2 Lemma: g 0' is a metric in some neighbourhood of 90 for all Cle R 
ao,a 
Proof As in the previous lemma g transforms as a tensor. Locally near 90 it 
will be non-singular since, at the preferred point, 
information. 
ao,a g equals the Fisher 
Q.E.D. 
ao,a 
Thus g is another preferred point metric which we shall view as a 
perturbation of the Fisher metric. As before we shall expand p(x, 90) as a Taylor 
series to produce a power series approximation of the Fisher information. 
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8 a. 
5.4.3 Theorem: To first order the Levi-Civita connection of g o· is the (a-l)-
connection. 
Proof. Recall that 
( )
Q 
Bo,a p(x,9) () () gij = J -;-.lnp(x,9).-;-.lnp(x,9).p(x,90)·dJ.1 
x p(x,90 ) o9 i 09 j 
(t) 
Therefore using 
(t) expands to: 
Q 
k al al al 
= J aj In p(x,9).o jln p(x,9)p(x,9)dJ.1 + (9 - 90) f -;-;-(a -1)- p(x,9)dJl + 
x x 09 i 09 j a9 k 
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k( J in 01 01 J ( 2) 
=gij +(9-90) (a-I) 09
i 
o9
j 
09
k 
p(x,9)dJl +0 (9-90) 
So, again, this is a power series expansion of the fonn of Theorem 5.3.2. Hence 
the Levi-Civita connection of the perturbed metric is 
where r ijk are the Christoffel symbols for the Fisher infonnation metric and Tijk is 
Lauritzen's skewness tensor. 
Q.E.D. 
Hence we have shown that there exists a one parameter family of 
preferred point metrics each of which has a connection which equals one of the a-
connections at 90• In general the a-connection is a first order approximation of one 
of these preferred point metrics. Thus the theory of Statistical manifolds can be 
looked at as a first order approximation to a more general theory of preferred point 
geometry. To see if this is a useful generalisation or not we shall, in the rest of the 
chapter, study various aspects of Statistical manifold theory in the larger context of 
preferred point geometry. 
5.5 Applications to Asymptotic Analysis. 
One of the main criteria for whether we have a good generalisation will 
be the extent to which the preferred point view answers the questions which we 
posed at the beginning of this chapter. Specifically, will the preferred point 
geometry be the unifying principle which connects the three different applications 
of the a-connections? In this section we will study its application to higher order 
asymptotic analysis. We shall show that this does fit naturally into a preferred point 
context. As before we shall be able to identify the skewness tensor as the first 
order correction to the curvature. 
We shall review the justification for using the Fisher infonnation first. The 
reason comes from looking at the asymptotic expansion of the maximum likelihood 
estimate as the sample size, n, increases. The first term of the asymptotic 
expansion shows that to order (ll..Jn) the distribution is normal with a variance 
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which is the inverse of the Fisher information at 9o, (see Chapter 2). The 
theorems of the previous section tell us that in calculating the curvature to a 
particular order, say O/,"n), we have to be careful of higher order tenns in the 
expansion of the metric. We can see that at 90 we would like to have the Fisher 
infonnation as the metric but elsewhere what the metric should be is less clear. 
We shall consider the role of the metric of Example 5.4. 
For the moment we shall not look at any theoretical justification for using 
9 
this apart from noting that at the true parameter g 0 is equal to the Fisher 
infonnation. Thus the justification for using the Fisher information equally applies to 
g 90. We shall see that working in the preferred point system brings a considerable 
clarity to some of Amari's results. We shall not, in this section, prove anything 
new. Rather we shall just reinterpret some of Amari's results in a preferred point 
context. We shall show how doing this gives much more geometric insight to the 
theorems. 
We shall work in the same framework as [Amari], and to aid comparision 
of the results we shall use his notation. 
5.5.1 Definition A family q(x,u) of distributions parametrised by a vector 
parameter u is said to be a curved exponential family when the density function is 
q(x,u) = exp{ 9i(u)Xi - 'V(9(u»} 
( 9 = 9(u) is a (vector-valued) function of u). 
We let u =(UU ) ( ex = 1,2, ... ,m) be an m-dimensional parameter, while 9=(9 i ) 
(i=I,2, ... ,n ) is an n-dimensional one and m<n. In this case M is an (n,m)-curved 
exponential family. 
5.5.2 Definition: M is a curved exponential family embedded in some full 
exponential family, S. To each point u E M we attach an (n-m)-dimensional 
submanifold A(u) in such a way that A(u) is a local foliation of S,which is 
parametrised by M. The set A(u) is called the ancillary family. 
A(u) is a local foliation so we can use it to define a local coordinate 
system in S. We let u = (Uk) ( k = m+ 1, ... , n) be a coordinate system in A(u). lne 
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origin u = 0 is put at 9(u) on M. Then we choose u for each A(u) such that u 
varies smoothly enough such that the pair 
w = (u,u) 
is a local coordinate system in S. 
We shall use the indices a,b,c, ... running from 1 to m to denote quantities 
related to M, and the indices le, A., Jl, ... running from m+ 1 to n to those relating to 
A(u). 
We shall now consider the inference problem for a point in Me S. Let a 
denote the maximum likelihood estimator in S. We shall consider how the value in 
S should be used to draw inference on a point in M. We can consider our 
estimation procedure as being a function from S to M. Thus any procedure u * can 
be defined by the inverse image of its corresponding function 
A(u) = (11 E SI u = u*(l1)} 
i.e. to each estimate we can associate an ancillary family. Amari then uses the 
geometry of this ancillary family to study the efficiency of the estimator. We shall 
quote his relevant theorems. 
5.5.3 Theorem (Amari): An estimator u* is consistent when and only when 
every point 11 (u)e Me S is included in the associated ancillary family. 
Proof. Page 129 [Amari]. 
5.5.4. Theorem (Amari): A consistent estimator u* is first order efficient iff its 
associated ancillary family meets M orthogonally in the Fisher metric. 
Proof. page 131 [Amari]. 
Amari then shows that unbiased first order efficient estimators are 
always second order efficient. Finally he proves the following. 
5.5.5 Theorem (Amari): An estimate is third order efficient when and only 
when the associated ancillary family A(u) has zero -I-curvature at v=O 
Proof. Page 134 
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Thus in going from first to third order efficiency Amari uses first the 
Fisher infonnation (O-connection), and then the -I-connection. Thus here is an 
example of the mixing of two different types of geometric structure which we 
spoke about at the beginning of this chapter. We shall see how we can interpret 
5.5.4 and 5.5.5 in one preferred point structure. The structure we shall use is the 
Eeo[dil.d}] geometry where 90 is the true parameter. 
5.5.6 Lemma: If A(u) is orthogonal to M at 90 in the Fisher metric then it is 
orthogonal to M at 90 in the Eeo[ dil.d} ] metric. 
Proof. At 90 the two metrics agree. 
5.5.7 Lemma: At 80 the Levi-Civita curvature of the metric agrees exactly with 
the -I-connection. 
Proof. We have seen that they agree to first order in (9-90) thus at 90 they 
agree exactly. 
Thus in view of the above two Lemmas we can rewrite Theorems 5.5.4 and 
5.5.5 as the more natural geometric theorem. 
5.5.8 Theorem: Let us use the Eeo[ dil.d} ] geometry. An (unbiased) estimator 
is first (second) order efficient if A(u) cuts M at 90 orthogonally and is third order 
efficient if A(u) also has zero curvature. 
The result of this theorem can be interpreted geometrically in the 
following way. We are looking at estimators on the curved exponential family N as 
being projections from the full exponential family M in which N lies. If we are 
working in the Eeo[ dil.djl ] geometry then the natural projection is where each 
point in M goes to the point 80E N which is closest in the E90[ Oil.d} ] geometry. 
This means that the estimate is mapped to 90E N via the Eeo[ dil.O} ] geodesic 
which cuts N orthogonally. Since all geodesics have zero curvature everywhere 
this one has zero curvature at 80, Hence this projection is third order efficient. 
Thus we can see that in the preferred point geometry the most natural geometric 
projection is also the best statistically. 
We leave as an open problem the question whether this natural geometric 
estimator is in fact better than third order efficient. 
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5.6 Divergence Measures and Preferred Point Geometries. 
In this section we shall consider the relationship between general 
divergence functions and divergence functions which are derived from geodesic 
distances. In this second group we shall compare two types. The first is based on 
the geodesic distance for a fixed Riemannian geometry. In the second group we 
shall look at the geodesics of a preferred point geometry. 
By the tenn divergence function we shall mean any function 
d:MxM--+R 
which acts as a distance measure. We shall require that d be smooth and we shall 
assume that the derivative of d has full rank apart from at the points (9,9). Because 
d has an interpretation as a distance we shall also require that d satisfies the 
condition that, 
d(x,y) ~ 0 for all (x,y)e M2 and that d(x,y)=O iff x=y. 
Note that we will not have, in general, a triangle inequality. 
Many divergence functions that we shall study will be quadratic in the 
following sense. For a fixed point x and a path yet) which goes through x, at t=O 
say, then 
d 
dt d(x, y( t»1 t=O = 0 
This is a very common condition on many divergence functions which are used in 
statistics. Clearly for any divergence function d we can find a quadratic divergence 
function which will be equivalent by considering d2• 
In [Rao] it is shown that at a point 90 certain well known quadratic 
divergence functions can be linearised and the result is a metric in the tangent 
space at 90• In the following sections we shall see how this type of result can be 
generalised to find a metric at every point of the manifold. Thus we shall bring the 
tools of differential geometry to the study of divergence functions. 
Let us consider first the relationship between Riemannian geometry and 
divergence functions. We have the natural question; given a general divergence 
function, d( , ), is there a metric whose geodesic distances agree with those of d ? 
In general the answer to this question is no. If we have no restriction on d( , ) then 
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there is no reason to think that it is a symmetric function, whereas geodesic 
distances always are i.e. it will not be true in general that 
d(p ,Q) = d(Q,P). 
This non-symmetry is a reasonable property to consider. One of the most widely 
used divergence functions, the Kullback-Leibler divergence, is obviously non-
symmetric. 
It is the fact that the geometry of statistical spaces does not possess a 
natural symmetry that gives rise to the need for using preferred point geometry if 
we want to use differential geometric methods. The lack of symmetry is a very 
deep property of statistical modeling as we can see if we consider, for example, 
the Neyman-Pearson Lemma, (see [Cox and Hinkley]). There the lack of 
symmetry is expressed in the fundamental difference between size and power. It is 
the assumption of which element of the parametric family is the true distribution 
that is critical in the analysis behind this lemma. Our new geometric structure also 
reflects this fact whereas Riemannian geometry does not. 
If, however, we only restrict our attention to symmetric divergences we 
still see that there won't be a one to one correspondence between divergence 
functions and geodesic distances. The following arguments demonstrate this. 
Firstly, we can see that for a Riemannian based geometry the triangle 
inequality always holds for geodesic distances. at least in a small enough 
neighbourhood. This is certainly not true of general divergence functions. Also the 
two types of function are fundamentally different in the following sense. Any 
geodesic distance is essentially a finite dimensional object. Once p points have 
been fixed on a p-dimensional manifold then the metric at any other point is 
determine by the p geodesic arcs joining it to the others. This is not going to be 
true of a general function d(,) which should be seen as a family of real valued 
functions on the manifold which has been parametrised by the manifold itself. Thus 
it is essentially an infinite dimensional object. 
We can therefore conclude, from all these arguments, that there is no one 
to one correspondence between divergence functions (even symmetric ones) and 
Riemannian geometries. 
Now let us consider the relationship between divergence functions and 
preferred point geometries. We shall pick eo as our preferred point, that is eo 
corresponds to the true distribution. Further, let us suppose that d( , ) is our 
divergence function. We shall consider the following: 
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We shall call this restricted function the preferred point divergence, (or just 
divergence if the preferred point is clearly understood). 
Note also that we could have defmed 
d'eo (e) = d(e, eo}. 
All the following theory will work with such a definition. Often with statistical 
examples of divergence functions there will be a natural choice of which of the 
two fonns is preferrable For example with the Kullback-Liebler divergence we 
would want to take expectation with respect to the true distribution. 
The function cleo is completely detennined by the level sets 
If cleo (9) is clearly understood we shall define 
S(c)=Sdeo (c). 
We call these sets the divergence c-spheres based at 90. 
5.6.1. Note: There is an equivalence relation on the set of preferred point 
divergence based at 90• It is defined by: 
dao (9) -- d'eo (e) iff for all c>O there exists c'>O such that Sdeo (c) = Sd'90 (c'). 
That is to say that two divergences are equivalent if their level sets agree, 
as sets, but not necessarily on the value which is put on each set. This equivalence 
relation is clearly important but we do not follow up this idea here. 
We shall now show that given any preferred point divergence we can find 
a preferred point metric which is compatible for all distances measured from the 
preferred point. This is equivalent to showing that there exists a complete 
preferred point geometry which is equivalent to any divergence function. Note that 
all geodesic distances are measured from the relevant preferred point, i.e. if we 
talk about the geodesic distance from a 1 to 92 we measure it in the a1-geometry. 
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We shall in fact show that there are many such preferred point metrics and we 
shall discuss what extra infonnation is contained in a metric system over a 
divergence function. 
We start by describing a construction which enables us to generate a 
preferred point geometry from a divergence function. This is not a canonical 
construction and contains a number of choices. We shall explore the statistical 
significance of these choices later in this chapter. 
5.6.2. Theorem: Let deo (9) be a divergence function, then there exists a 
preferred point metric ~o(,) which is compatible with <leo (9), i.e. if d,(9) is the 
90-geodesic distance of 90 to 9, then 
for all 9 in some neighbourhood of 90• 
Proof: First we choose a vector field X(9) which has a singularity at 90 and is 
otherwise nonsingular in some neighbourhood of 90• We choose X such that DX is 
a +ve definite matrix. Such a singularity is called a source. This field can be 
chosen arbitrarily with the restriction that it must be nowhere tangential to the 
level sets Sic). For a reference to basis vector field theory on a manifold see 
[Palis& deMelo]. 
By the usual existence and uniqueness theorems for the existence of 
flows along vector fields (see Abraham, Marsden and Ratiu, [A,M&RD we know 
that we can locally find a set of integral curves to the vector field which pass 
through 90• 
Thus we can put on our manifold the 'polar coordinates' defined 
by the flow lines of X(9) and the level sets of deo. In a neighbourhood of 90 this will 
be a proper coordinate system for a neighbourhood of M around 9 0 , as the 
following argument shows. 
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integral curves 
level sets of the divergence 
function 
We define a map <I> from our manifold M to R P, where p is the dimension 
of M. This map will only be defmed in the neighbourhood of 90 where we have the 
'polar coordinates' defmed. 
integral curves 
level sets of the divergence 
function 
We first map 90 to the origin of RP. We then choose a basis of RP and a 
basis for TMeo' the tangent space to M at 90• We write down the isomorphism <l> 
between these two vector spaces which maps one basis to the other. To extend 
the map away from 90 you pick a tangent vector v E TMeo. This is mapped to 
<l>(v) E RP. Then we map the flow line in M which starts at 90 with initial direction 
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v to the line in RP spanned by ~(v). This will be well dermed by the uniqueness 
theorem for flows. 
We can then completely derme 4> by letting the level set S(c) map to the 
Euclidean sphere of radius c centred on the origin. Thus all we have done is to 
map the nonlinear 'polar coordinates' on M to the standard polar coordinates on 
RP. Since the vector field X is never tangential to S(c) we see that the derivative 
of 4> is always of full rank. Hence by the inverse function theorem 4> will be a 
diffeomorphism and so will define a genuine coordinate system. 
We now derme a metric on M by pulling back the standard metric on R P 
via the map 4>. Thus we derme g( , ) by 
where < , > is the standard Euclidean inner product on RP, and cI>*:TM~RP is the 
lift of <1> to the relevant tangent spaces. 
We shall show that the gao-geodesic distance from 90 is equal to the 
divergence from 90, This is straightforward since by construction gao is isometric to 
the standard metric on RP via <1>. Hence 4> maps gao-geodesic spheres centred at 
90 to Euclidean spheres centred at the origin of RP. However, we know that <I> 
maps the level sets of dao to these same Euclidean spheres. Thus we conclude that 
S deo(c) must be a gso-geodesic sphere of the correct radius. This completes the 
proof. 
Q.E.D. 
5.6.3. Corollary: For any divergence function doo there is a flat preferred point 
metric compatible with deo' i.e. the metric has zero Riemann-Christoffel curvature 
for each 90, 
Proof: We have constructed this metric in the previous theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
We can see therefore that the theory of divergence functions fits very naturally 
into a preferred point geometry context. The correspondence is far from one to 
one however. The proof of Theorem 5.6.2 can be changed to produce a metric of 
any curvature we want. Also there is still room for choice about the vector field 
used in the construction. We would therefore like to know what extra infonnation 
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is contained in a preferred point geometry in comparison to one based on a 
divergence function. We would also like to know if this infonnation can be fixed by 
statistical considerations. 
5.7. Choice of vector field. 
First we shall discuss the choice of the vector field XeS) which is used in 
our construction of a compatible metric in Theorem 5.6.2. We recall that there are 
two conditions needed for X(9) to be used. The first is that X(9) is non-singular in 
some open neighbourhood of 90, apart from at 90 where the singularity is a source, 
see [Palis&deMelo]. The second condition is that the vector field is always 
transverse to the level sets of <leo' This second condition can be expressed as the 
fact that XeS) does not lie in the tangent space to Sd80( deo(S». So at each point S 
(*90) by the nondegeneracy of deo we have a hypersurface Sd90( deo(S» and a 
vector XeS) which does not lie in its tangent space. See figure below. 
vector field X(9) 
Hypersurface 
We can now see what the vector field does in our construction of the 
metric. At each point S it defmes a direction which will be the orthogonal direction 
to Sdeo( cleo(S». We shall show this in the following theorem. 
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5.7.1. Theorem: Let X1(9) and X2(9) be two vector fields with the following 
relationship 
where f is a positive real valued smooth function on M. 
Replacing X1(9) with X2(9) in the construction of Theorem 5.6.2 does 
not change the metric constructed. 
Proof: We shall show that the choice of metric depends only on the flow lines of 
the vector field used. We shall therefore prove the result by demonstrating that the 
two vector fields give the same flow lines. 
The construction of the metric is only dependent on the construction of 
the map <I>:M~RP, and the construction of this map followed the fonnula; 
(i) Defme the isomorphism from the tangent space at 90 to De RP. 
(ii) Map the flow lines of the vector field to lines through the origin. 
(iii) Define <I> on each flow line by letting deo correspond to the standard 
Euclidean distance on R p. 
Thus the vector fields are only used in the construction via the flow lines. 
We see that X 1(9) and X 2(9) have the same flow lines as they are 
related by a simple reparametrisation. 
Q.E.D. 
This result can be interpreted as saying that it is the choice of direction of 
the vector field which is relevant to the construction of the metric. We note from 
the proof of the theorem that we have the following 
5.7.2. Corollary: If two vector fields generate the same flow lines then they 
generate the same metric. 
5.7.3. Lemma: The flow lines of the vector field used in the construction are the 
geodesic lines from 90 in the induced gao-metric. 
Proof. By a well known result of the calculus of variations or by taking geodesic 
normal coordinates (see for example [Auslander]) we see that the geodesics 
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starting at 90 are all orthogonal to the geodesic spheres centred at 90 , By 
construction, the geodesic spheres are the level sets of deo' Further since it is true 
that lines through the origin of R P are orthogonal to the Euclidean spheres centred 
at the origin then our construction ensures that X(9) is orthogonal to these level 
sets of deo' Hence we see that since the level set is a hypersurface we must have 
that X(9) is parallel to the geodesic through 9. Thus the flow lines of X(9) are 
geodesics. 
Q.E.D. 
This observation gives an alternative view of the choice of vector field. 
Rather than viewing the choice as one of direction we can view it as a choice of 
which lines are to be the geodesics from 90 in our gso-metric. 
From the above result we can see that we can further extend the result 
of Corollary 5.6.3. We shall show that not only can we pick a compatible metric 
which is flat, i.e. one which has a set of affine coordinates, we can in fact choose, 
under certain regularity conditions, which coordinates we would like to be affine. 
5.7.4. Theorem: For any divergence function dso( ) and any non-singular 
coordinate system 9, there exists a flat metric compatible with dso and whose 
geodesics from 90 are given by the lines {90+ A(9-90)1ge M} given that these lines 
are always transverse to the level sets of deo' 
Proof. We can see that the tangent field to the lines {90+ A(9-90)1ge M} satisfy 
the conditions of the construction. Thus if we use this vector field we have the 
result by Lemma 5.7.3. 
Q.E.D. 
We shall now look briefly at the statistical implications of these 
considerations. Since there are two ways of looking at the choice of the vector 
field we shall give two possible statistical 'natural' choices. 
We can view the choice of vector field as a choice of which lines we 
want to be the geodesics from 90, If we did this and there were a natural statistical 
set of coordinates then these could be used as our choice of affine coordinates. For 
example in the exponential family (exp(9 ixi+<!>(9»} the coordinates 9 could be 
used. 
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H however the choice of vector field is to be decided by which direction 
we wish to consider orthogonal to the level sets of deo then we can take the 
following defmition. This defmition is however purely ad hoc. There are clearly 
many possible defmitions of orthogonality. We include this one as an example. 
Take the preferred point viewpoint and let 90 represent the true 
parameter. Suppose that T1, ... ,Tp-l span the tangent space of the level set of dao at 
9. Then we can defme the vector field X(9) as the solution to the following 
equations: 
Eeo[ Ti·X(9)] = 0 for all i=l, ... ,p-l. 
5.8 Choice of curvature. 
We still have a lot of choice over our construction of a compatible metric 
even if we have decided on the choice of vector field. For instance it is quite easy 
to see that the choice of curvature of our preferred point metric is still completely 
unconstrained. We can interpret the results of 5.6.2 and 5.6.3 as telling us this. It is 
therefore natural to to ask what extra information do we have to add to a 
divergence function to make a unique choice of compatible (preferred point) 
metric? We shall proceed by trying to answer this question in the abstract and then 
trying to apply statistical considerations to fix which is the best choice for our 
requirements. 
The construction of our metric relies on producing a map ~ from our 
manifold to some target Riemannian manifold T, say. We note that in any actual 
example you would have to know a closed form formula for the geodesic distance 
on T. This is why RP is an ideal choice. However the proof of Theorem 5.6.2 
would go through with the natural modifications for any target Riemannian 
manifold. It is by choosing this manifold that we achieve the choice of curvature 
for the metric. The construction forces the metric to have the curvature of the 
target manifold. 
We shall look at what extra information is carried by a metric compared 
to a divergence function when they are compatible. We know that they agree on 
lengths as measured from 90• However a metric can measure more than just the 
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lengths of paths. Given a metric on a manifold there is an induced p-dimensional 
volume measure. In (91, ••• , 9P) coordinates this is given by 
(*) 
if gij is the metric. 
Furthermore, if N is an n-dimensional submanifold of M, then the metric 
on M induces a metric on N. Thus by applying (*) to N we see that the metric gij 
in fact induces an n-dimensional volume form on N. 
Thus a metric tells you how to measure volumes on the manifold M and 
on all its submanifolds. 
We shall now study the situation on a two dimensional manifold. 
S.8.1. Theorem: Let S be a two dimensional manifold and dao(9) a divergence 
function on S. Let Jl(9) be an area measure on S. We select our vector field XeS), 
and choice of metric at 90, gao(90). Then there exists, locally, a unique metric 
geo(9) compatible with the above in the sense that 
(I) gao(9) agrees with the choice of metric at 90• 
(II) X(9) is orthogonal to the level sets of cleo when we use the gao(9) 
metric. 
(llI) The geodesic distance from 90 to 9 agrees with the divergence. 
(N) The area measure induced by gao(9) agrees with Jl(9). 
Proof. We shall use the coordinate system defined by the level sets of cleo and the 
vector field X(9). I.e. at 9(*90) we shall defme the basis of the tangent space to be 
{dl'X(S)}, Where d1 is the tangent to the level set S deo( dao(9». By assumption d1 
and X(9) are linearly independent. 
By condition (II) we can see that with respect to this coordinate system 
the metric is of the form: 
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Consider the geodesic nonnal coordinates for a metric around the point 
90, These are defined by the geodesics from 90 and the geodesic spheres centred 
at 90, By a well known theorem (see for example page 179 [Auslander]) we see 
that in these coordinates for ggo the metric has the fonn: 
By (ill) we see that the geodesic balls centred at 90 agree with the level 
sets of the function cleo. We can deduce that gll(9) = g'11(9) for all 9:;t:90• The 
reason for this is that the normals to the level sets of deo are parallel to the 
tangents to the geodesics from 90 , Hence the vector field X(9) defines the 
geodesics because they are its integral curves. Therefore to find the geodesic 
distance we must integrate along the level curves of X. Thus we get the geodesic 
distance as 
Therefore condition (III) determines gll' 
We have not yet fixed g22 however and it is this which determines the 
curvature of the metric. To do this we use condition (IV). We have that 
This equation is enough to fix the metric uniquely 
Q.E.D. 
Thus in the two dimensional case we must add an area function to the 
divergence to fix the metric uniquely. If we wish to apply these ideas to statistics it 
means we must define a statistically sensible area measure to our parameter 
spaces. 
In the general p-dimensional case the information needed to specify the 
metric is similar. We can see that we would need to define a p-dimensional 
measure as well as a measure on all the submanifolds in a consistent way. This is 
however not easy to do without using a metric type notation. Thus the p-
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dimensional equivalent to Theorem 5.8.1 is not nearly so useful. However we do 
have the following result. 
5.8.2 Theorem: Given the conditions of 5.8.1 except we now work in p-
dimensions. Consider the coordinates defined by the vector field X(9) and the 
coordinates on the level sets of cleo. We shall defme a p-l dimensional metric gt on 
the level sets of cleo. Then there is a unique metric which satisfies (I),(ll,) and(m) 
of theorem 5.8.1 and also 
(IV) &0 agrees with gt when restricted to the level sets of <leo. 
Proof. The proof is simply that with respect to the coordinates we have taken 
the metric cleo must be of the fonn 
[~] 
Then condition (m) fixes gn and (IV) fixes g*ij = gtij. 
Q.E.D. 
Thus we have the viewpoint that the essential infonnation needed to fix a 
preferred point metric to make it compatible with a divergence function is a set of 
metrics on the level sets of cleo. We can see that these metrics will fix any area or 
n-dimensional volume measures in the manifold. 
We have therefore shown how the two structures of divergence functions 
and preferred point geometries interact in general. In [Amari] there are connected 
results on the relationship between the a-connections structure and some families 
of divergence functions. These results hold in what he defines as a-flat families of 
distributions of which the exponential families are examples. It would be interesting 
to find the connections between his work and the results of the previous few 
sections. We refer forward to Chapter 6 for a powerful result in this direction. 
Amari's theorems produce results connecting the Kullback-Leibler divergence 
with the -I-connection. In Chapter 6 we produce the preferred point metric which 
corresponds to the -I-connection and then in the exponential family case we show 
the exact geometric relationship between the Kullback-Leibler divergence and the 
geodesic distance in this preferred point geometry. There would seem to be 
considerable scope for further results along these lines. 
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5.9 Conclusion. 
At the start of this chapter we asked some questions about the geometric 
and statistical naturalness of the Statistical manifold structure. In trying to produce 
a more natural one we have defined a new geometric structure which we feel is 
closer to the natural framework in which the geometrisation of statistics can take 
place. This is true both from a geometric and from a statistical point of view. 
Following this idea we have produced results in two main areas in which 
we show the power of the preferred point idea in applications. These areas are 
divergence function theory and asymptotic analysis. 
It must be said, however, that this analysis is very incomplete, and much 
further work remains to be done. In particular we have not looked at the area of 
reparametrisation in which the Statistical manifold theory has important results. 
Also there are aspects of Statistical manifold theory which have not yet been 
understood in the preferred point context. One very important example of this is 
the powerful ideas of duality which exist in Statistical manifold theory. We feel that 
there are parallels to this idea in preferred point geometry. For instance if we have 
two points, one the true parameter and the other some estimate, then there is a 
form of duality if the roles of these two point are exchanged. It would be 
interesting to develop this idea and see if we can use it to find the statistical 
significance of the geometric theorems of Lauritzen concerning duality. 
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Chapter Six 
Examples of Preferred Point Geometries 
in Statistics. 
6.1 Introduction. 
This chapter is concerned with looking at explicit statistical examples of 
preferred point geometries. We have already seen a couple of these. We shall, in 
each case, define a particular metric and discuss the statistical motivation for its 
use. To get a set of explicit examples we shall apply each metric to an exponential 
family. Often the simplicity of the representation of the exponential family will 
allow us to gain considerable statistical and geometric information. 
We will bring out in each example the relationship, which we have 
already, seen between the preferred point geometry and Amari's results using a 
Statistical manifold structure. 
We shall also consider the particular nature of the metric, from its 
particular preferred point nature. These observations will be the start of some 
basic preferred point geometry theory which we shall look at in Chapter 7. 
6.2 The Embedding metric g 90• 
The first example is the natural preferred point extension of the Fisher 
information I(9). We recall that we dermed the Fisher information as, 
where dj = d/a9j • 
The preferred point viewpoint is that one distribution, 9o, is on a different footing 
than the others. Hence if we are viewing 90 as the true distribution then it is 
natural to consider 
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as a candidate for a preferred point metric. We shall denote this quantity by gOO 
and call it the preferred point expected information metric. 
6.2.1 Lemma: gOO a metric in a neighbourhood of 90, 
Proof. See Lemma 5.4.1 
The local restriction on g 90 should be noted. It is a common property of 
preferred point metrics. It would be interesting to study the set of singular points 
for gOo.This set will of course vary for each 90, However we will not develop this 
idea any further in this thesis. 
We cannot yet produce any direct statistical arguments which are fully 
convincing for the introduction of any of our preferred point metrics. We refer 
forward to Chapter 8 for some possible lines of approach. For the moment we 
shall defend their use by two types of argument. We shall present some heuristic 
justification firstly, and secondly the usefulness of the results which the metrics 
generate will act as their justification. 
We start with a heuristic argument. A metric is a quadratic fonn on each 
tangent space of the manifold. Thus we can follow Amari in considering the 
tangent spaces to be spanned by {ail } i=l ..... p. Eeo[ ] is a natural quadratic fonn on 
this tangent space. It is telling us the second moment matrix of the vectors in the 
tangent space which would be generated at 9 when eo is the true distribution. In 
this viewpoint it is considerably more natural to use Eeo[ ] rather than Eo [ ] to 
generate the matrix. 
We have, in Chapter 5, already noted that the first order approximation to 
the Levi-Civita connection of g90 is given by the -I-connection of Amari/ 
Lauritzen. Hence the preferred point metric inherits the results on asymptotic 
theory which use the -I-connection. 
We shall now go on to calculate the precise form of the connection. 
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6.2.2 Lemma: If we let ri~ denote the Christoffel symbols for the Levi-Civita 
connection of gOO, then 
Proof. This is a simple calculation using the fonnula that defines the Christoffel 
symbols for a metric. Thus 
Since 
= J a i l(e).a jl(e). p(x,eo)dx 
x 
(*) 
By differentiating through the integral sign which the regularity conditions of 
Chapter 1 allows us to do, we get 
Hence, substituting into (*) we get 
rir: = J aijIn p(x,e).ak In p(x,e). p(x,90) dx 
x 
Q.E.D. 
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The form of the Christoffel symbol is interesting. Suppose we consider 
our parameter space M as being embedded in the space C-(X, R). Where X is the 
sample space. Consider the function 
where 'P is the subset of (C-(X, R»2 on which Eso[ , ] is well defined. Now 
although Eso[ , ] dermed on this set '¥ is not necessarily positive definite we can 
still use it to project elements of the tangent space of 'P onto the tangent space of 
M, i.e. the function 
Eeo[ , ]:T'¥xTM~R 
(a , t) ~ Eso[a.t ] 
can be used to derme the orthogonal directions to TM by the space 
{a I Eso[a.t]=O Vte TM}. 
If we have a curved submanifold, N, isometrically embedded in a larger 
flat space, M, then the connection on N is defined by the embedding in the 
following way. The connection is simply the way in which we define the 
derivatives of the tangent fields on N. Let X(t) be such a vector field then its 
derivative with respect to t will not in general lie in the tangent space to N, but 
since M is flat it will lie in TM. Hence the connection on N is simply a way of 
projecting the tangent space of M down to that of N. 
By analogy with the above definition of embedding connection we can 
view the Levi-Civita connection of g~O as an embedding connection of the 
parametric family in C-(X, R). 
The definition of this embedding connection is simply to define the 
Christoffel symbols to be the projection under Eeo[ , ] of the first derivatives of the 
tangent vectors {ail } back down into the tangent space itself. Thus 
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This gives us an interpretation of the g 80 metric as the one induced by the 
embedding of M into a larger function space. 
Now note also that, if we are using this interpretation then the possibility 
arises that p(x,90), the true distribution does not lie on the manifold M at all. As 
long as p(x,90) is sufficiently close to M then g 80 will still be a metric. Hence this 
opens up more possible structures using the preferred point expected infonnation. 
Again we shall not develop this idea here. 
6.3 Example of g 80 in an exponential family. 
We shall now work out explicitly what the gOO metric is in an exponential 
family. 
We define 
p(x, 9 ) = exp{ ti(x)9 j +a(x) -b(9)} (i= 1, ... ,p) 
to be our exponential family M. 
Thus, 
1(9) = In p(x,9) = ~(X)9i +a(x) -b(9) 
hence the tangent space to M is spanned by 
We can, therefore, calculate the coefficients of g 80 in the 91, ••• ,9P coordinates. 
The following calculation is due to Dr. F. Critchley. Note that 
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J exp{ ti(X)ei + a(x) - b(e)}<Ix = 1 
X 
By differentiating with respect to 9i we get 
Thus, 
J (ti(x) - 0i b(e») exp{ t i(x)9 j + a(x) - b(e)}<Ix = 0 
x 
Ea[ t(x) ] = 0i b(9). 
If we denote Ea[ t(x) ] by Jli(e) we see that, 
0i lnp(8) = ti(X) - Jli(9) 
= ( t(x) - Jli(90» -( Jli(9) - Jli(90» 
and so, 
Eao[di lnp(9)Oj lnp(e)] = 
Eeo[(ti(x) - Jli(90»(tj (x) - Jlj(90»] -Eeo[( ti(X) - Jli(90»( Jlj(9) - Jlj(90»] 
-Eeo[( Jli(9) - Jli(90» ( tj(x) - Jlj(90»]+Eao[( Jli(8) - Jli(8o»( Jlj(8) - Jlj(8o»] 
Note that the metric gaO has a particularly neat fonn: 
g90 = Eao[(ti(x) - Jli(90»(tj (x) - Jlj(90»] +( Jli(9) - Jli(90»( Jlj (8) - JJ890» 
=Ieo + (Jl(9) -Jl(eo».(Jl(9) - Jl(eo»T 
where leo is the Fisher infonnation and T denotes transpose. 
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6.4. Maximum Likelihood Estimate geometry. 
In the previous section we generalised the Fisher infonnation 
to a preferred point version 
g 9°(9) = Eeo [ ai10 p(x,9).oj1o p(x,9)]. 
Often, the Fisher infonnation is written as Ee [ - 0\10 p(x,9)]. However, the 
natural preferred point generalisation of this, Eeo [ - a\ln p(x,S)], is not a metric. 
The reason for this is that it does not transform correctly under a change of 
coordinates. It is only a tensor at points where 0iln p(x,9)=O, there the correct 
change of basis formula holds. In detail we see that if we change from 9-
coordinates to ",-coordinates then 
en oak 01 
-=--
a", i a", i as k 
so, 
Thus we can see from these equations that it is appropriate to use the 
hessian of a function as a metric as long as the condition ailn p(x,9)=O holds. The 
observed geometry of Bamdorff-Nielsen uses 
as a metric. This works because it is evaluated at the maximum likelihood estimate 
e where the condition on the first derivative will hold. 
The observed geometry has the property that it is dependent on knowing 
some ancillary constant (see Chapter 1). If we wish to have an ancillary free 
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geometry we must integrate out the dependence on the ancillary statistics. Let us 
defme 
A(9) ={xeX I the maximum likelihood estimate ofx is 9 } 
where X is the space of repeat samples for some i.i.d. distribution (see Chapter 1). 
Then we define 
90 - f a2 1(9) (gml(9»ij - - a9. a9 .. p(x,90 ) dx 
A(9) I J 
6.4.1 Lemma: g~l is a preferred point metric in an open neighbourhood of 90, 
Proof. We first show that g~l transforms as a tensor. If 'II are the new 
coordinates. Then the change of basis will be given by; 
since at the m.l.e. ailn p(x,S)=O for all i. Therefore the formula obeys the correct 
change of basis rule for a metric. 
We need to show that g~l is positive defmite to complete the proof. This 
follows because 9 is the maximum likelihood estimate. Hence the Hessian of the 
likelihood is -ve defmite. 
Q.E.D. 
6.4.2 Note: We point out that there is a non-preferred point version of this 
metric given by 
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J a21(e) - d d .p(x,9)dx 9· 9· A(9) 1 J 
We shall not however follow this up here in any detail. 
The maximum likelihood metric tells us the expected (from a 9 0 
viewpoint) precision of the maximum likelihood estimator. Hence, in a sense, the 
geometry is a geometry which reflects the expected behaviour of the maximum 
likelihood estimate. So all geometric or statistical results from this geometry will 
reflect the interaction of the manifold with the estimate e. From this viewpoint we 
can see that in comparing the g~l-geometry with, say, the previous g90_geometry 
or even the Fisher geometry we are assessing the performance of the estimator on 
our particular manifold. These ideas are very informally expressed here. We have 
not been able to produce any direct results from them yet. However we consider 
them in Chapter 8 where we have listed a series of intuitive ideas and conjectures 
on the relationship between this geometry and the behaviour of the maximum 
likelihood estimator. 
6.5 Application to an Exponential Family. 
As in section 6.3 we shall work out explicitly g~l on the exponential 
family, 
p(x, 9 ) = exp{ ti(x)9i +a(x) -b(9)}. 
Then if 9 is the maximum likelihood estimate for the sample x, we have 
Thus 
or 
dJn p(x,9) = o. 
ti(x) - dib(e) = 0, 
ti(x) = dib( e). 
Further we see that, 
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Therefore we see that the metric in 9-coordinates is given by· 
= J -dijb(9). p(x, 9 0) dx = -dijb(9). J p(x, 9 0) dx 
A(8) A(8) 
Where ll1eoA(B) is the measure of the ancillary manifold in X which maps onto B 
under the maximum likelihood estimate. This is measured of course with the 
preferred point eo-measure. 
6.S.1 Lemma: g~l is conformally equivalent to the Fisher metric in the full 
exponential family case. 
Proof. By definition the Fisher metric g(B) is given by 
gij(B) = Ee[ diln p(x,9).d}n p(x,B)] 
= Ee[ - d\b(9)] 
= -d\b(9). 
Thus we have that; 
8 gmi(B) = IlleoA(B).g(B) 
Therefore the two metrics are confonnally equivalent. 
Q.E.D. 
Lemma 6.5.l has a couple of important consequences. The first is that it 
gives a nice interpretation of the g ~l metric as being a scaling of the Fisher metric, 
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where the scaling depends on the likelihood that if 90 is the true parameter we 
actually use 9 as our maximum likelihood estimate. 
The second consequence is contained in the following lemma. 
6.S.2 Lemma: g~l and the Fisher metric are first order asymptotically equivalent 
in the sense of chapter 6 
Proof: This follows directly from lemma 6.5.1 and theorem 4.3.5. 
6.6. The Expected Log Likelihood Surface. 
We now come to an excellent explicit example of a preferred point 
manifold. Although it is an example from statistics it does give a good geometric 
feel for the properties of a preferred point geometry. 
We define the 8o-expected log likelihood manifold (E.L.L.(8o» to be the 
graph defined by 
(*) 
We look at the preferred point geometry as being induced by the 
embedding of E.L.L.(8o) in RP+l 
This preferred point geometry is a little different from the others we have 
been studying up to now. There is, for example, much less relevance to inference 
or infonnation theory and also it is not a direct generalisation of Amari's structures. 
6.6.1. Lemma: If (*) defines an embedding of E.L.L.(8o} in RP+l • Then the 
induced metric on E.L.L.(8o} is defmed in the 8-coordinate system by 
where 0·· =1 IJ 
=0 
if i=j 
otherwise. 
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Proof. At a point (9h ••• , 9p, Eeo[ In p(x,9) ]) on the E.L.L. manifold the basis for 
the tangent space of E.L.L. which is induced by the O-coordinates is 
{(1,0, ... ,0, a1Eet,[ In p(x,9)]), (0,1,0, ... ,0, d2Eeo[ In p(x,9) ]), ... 
, (0,0, ... , d~oo[ In p(x,9) ]) } 
We shall call this basis { t1, ••• , tp }. 
By the regularity conditions of Chapter 1 section 3 we see that 
We are going to use the metric on E.L.L. which is induced by the 
embedding in standard Euclidean space. Thus the i-j th term of the induced metric 
is given by the Euclidean inner product of the ith and the jth element of the above 
basis [do Canno]. If we denote the standard Euclidean inner product by < , > we 
see that 
eo (g eU)ij = < ~ , tj> 
= Oij +di Eeo[ In p(x,9) 1.djEeo[ In p(x,9) 1 
= Oij + Eoo[ ailn p(x,9) ]Eeo[ djln p(x,9) ] 
Q.E.D. 
We can now see how this preferred point metric differs from the others 
we have been studying. The metric at 90 is not given by leo the Fisher information 
at 90, Instead it is just the identity matrix. Thus the metric, at least from this point 
of view would seem to have little to do with any inference based metric. 
We shall now look at some of the properties of E.L.L.(90) 
6.6.2. Lemma: E.L.L.(90) has a maximum at 00, 
Proof. We note that for all i E {I, 2, ... , P } 
diEeo[ In p(x,9) ]le=6o = Eeo[di In p(x,9) ]19=eo 
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= J d i P{x,90) ( 9) dx 
------.;;..... p x, o. 
x p(x,90 ) 
=0 
This is a maximum since 
a
2 
E90[ In p(x,9) ]19=90 = -Fisher information at 90 
a9·d9· 1 J 
which is positive defmite by assumption. 
Q.E.D. 
9 
The connection induced by g 0 ell has the Christoffel symbol given by the 
following lemma. 
9 
6.6.3. Lemma: In the S-coordinate system the connection induced by g °ell has 
the Christoffel symbols given by 
Proof. We simply apply the formula 
(
a 90 "\ 90 a 90 J r.~o = 1 gkj + ugkj _ gij 
IJk 2 as. de· aek 1 J 
Q.E.D. 
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6.7 The Exponential Family Case. 
We shall now look at this metric in the exponential family case as before. 
Letting 
p(x, 9 ) = exp{ ti(x)9i +a(x) -b(9)}. 
6.7.1 Lemma: In the exponential family case 
00 .... (g eU)ij = aij + Ol(9) -J.e(90».(JlJ(9) - JlJ(90» 
where Jli(9) = Eo[ t(x)] = di(b(9». 
Proof. From the basic definition 
In p(x,9) = ti(x)9 i +a(x) -b(9) 
Therefore, 
Eoo[ In p(x,9)] = Eoo[ ti(x)9 i +a(x) -b(9)] 
= 9 iE oo[ti(x)] + Eeo[a(x)] - b(9) 
Thus, 
Q.E.D. 
By comparing this fonnula to that for the gaO-metric in section 6.3 we 
notice an interesting similarity. We see that we get 
Because of this likeness we can propose a new metric, particularly for the 
e 
exponential family, which is related to g Dell' Instead of embedding E.L.L. in RP+l 
with the standard metric we can embed it in RP+l with the metric 
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(~) 
This is still of course flat since it is constant metric. We have simply 
rescaled the first p-coordinates by the Fisher information at 90, We shall call the 
. ELL -90 induced metnc on ... , gen. 
6.7.2 Lemma: The exponential family with the metric g:~ is isometric to the 
exponential family with the metric g 90 via the identity map. 
Proof. We simply calculate g:~ as in lemma 6.6.1. We fmd that 
( g!8)ij = leo + (1l(9) -1l(90».(IlC9) - 1l(90»T 
Q.E.D. 
This isometry throws an interesting light on the relationship between the 
g 90 -metric and the divergence function given by 
d k1 (60' 9) = Eso[ In p(x, 9) -In p(x, 90)] 
We first recall that the g 90 -metric is the natural generalisation of the -1-
connection of Amari. We also recall Amari's theorem concerning the relationship 
between the a-connections and the a-divergences. The -I-divergence is precisely 
dkl , as above. Hence we would expect there to be a relationship between dkl and 
gSo. We can see what this is in explicit geometric terms if we consider gSO as the 
embedding metric g:i as we have shown we can above. 
In the R p+l embedding we see that ~ is simply the height between the 
two point 90 and 9. While the gSO-geodesic distance is simply the g!~-geodesic 
distance which is of course simply the shortest path from 90 to 9 on our manifold. 
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In the exponential case, therefore, we have found a direct geometric 
relationship between a divergence function and a corresponding geodesic distance. 
We can compare this result with both Amari's results on a-geodesics and a-
divergences, and also our results in Chapter 5 on the relationship between 
divergence functions and preferred point geometries. 
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Chapter Seven 
Preferred Point Geometric Theory. 
7.1. Introduction. 
In the two previous chapters we have seen some of the motivation for 
using a preferred point geometric structure as our basis for applying geometry to 
statistical theory. We have also studied various examples of preferred point 
geometries in statistics. The aim of this chapter is to develop some general 
theory of preferred point geometry and to show the similarities and differences 
with standard Riemannian geometry. 
7.2. Comparison of Riemannian and Preferred Point Geometries. 
Firstly there is an interesting relationship between the amount of 
structure of a preferred point geometry in comparison with that of a Riemannian 
structure. The complete preferred point structure (M, gaO, eo) has more 
geometric information than its Riemannian counterpart, (M, g). This is because 
we can look upon (M, g 90 ,80) as a family of Riemannian manifolds indexed by 
the manifold itself. 
In applications, however we will often be looking at the preferred point 
geometry with eo fixed at some value. Hence, in this way, we can say that the 
preferred point geometry is, under these common circumstances, precisely a 
Riemannian manifold and has exactly the same structure. 
There is, however, another way of looking at the comparison. Suppose 
we have fixed eo at some value. Then for certain purposes we are only going to 
be concerned with using geodesics which are measured from eo rather than all 
the geodesics in the manifold. If we view the preferred point manifold in this 
way we see that it actually has a lot less structure than its Riemannian 
counterpart. We shall show this in detail in the next section where we consider 
the role played by curvature in a preferred point system. 
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7.3. Curvature in Preferred Point geometries. 
The different aspects of a preferred point structure come out clearly in 
the consideration of the significance of curvature in a preferred point geometry 
context. 
We will first review the role of curvature in standard Riemannian 
geometry. It has, of course, many uses but we shall recall just two of the most 
important ones. 
First, as we saw in Chapter 6 it is an indicator of whether two 
Riemannian manifolds are isometric. For more details of this see Theorem 4.2.1. 
Essentially, if the manifolds have corresponding curvatures then they are 
isometric. So the first use of the curvature is that it distinguishes between two 
Riemannian manifolds. 
If, in particular, the tensor is everywhere zero then we know that the 
manifold is isometric to flat space. Thus we can say that there exists an affine 
set of coordinates. Hence this is our second use of curvature and it is this 
property of the curvature which has been used in statistics by Amari and by 
Kass (see [Kass]). 
Let us consider the first of these two uses in a preferred point context. 
The obvious and natural generalisation of curvature is that of preferred point 
curvature. This is defined as the curvature of the manifold (M, gaO) once we 
have fixed on our choice of preferred point 90. In Chapter 4 it was shown that in 
contrast with the Riemannian case two Statistical manifolds can have identical (l-
curvatures while not being isomorphic. There is an analogous result concerning 
the relationship between preferred point curvature and a preferred point 
manifold. We shall show the result later in the chapter but essentially it states 
the existence of two distinct preferred point manifolds which have the same 80-
curvature for each value of 90, 
This is an example of where the greater amount of structure in a 
preferred point geometry when we have not fixed the preferred point induces 
more complicated behaviour than that of the Riemannian case. 
We shall now look at the second use of curvature in the preferred point 
context and we shall see how preferred point structures can sometimes exhibit 
simpler behaviour than Riemannian ones. 
If (M, g) has non-zero Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor then we 
know that there does not exist an affine set of coordinates. However if we are 
only concerned with geodesics from the fixed preferred point 90 then we see 
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that we can always fmd an 'affme' type of coordinate system. By this we mean 
all the geodesics which pass through the preferred point are defmed by linear 
maps in this coordinate system. This follows from the following well known 
theorem. 
7.3.1 Theorem: (Existence of geodesic normal coordinate system) 
In a Riemannian manifold (M, gOO) there exists coordinate system (9) such that 
the curves { 90-t(91, ••• ,9p) } are all geodesic for any vector (91, ••• ,9p). 
Proof. See [Sternberg] 
Q.E.D. 
The theorem states that there will always be a coordinate system such 
that the linear paths from the preferred point 90 are precisely the geodesics 
based at this point. Frequently it is only these geodesic based at the true 
parameter that we are interested in. Thus we can see from this use of the 
curvature that once we have fixed 90 we have in fact more freedom than the 
Riemannian model since we can find coordinates in which the geodesics which 
we are interested in are easy to calculate, no matter what the curvature is. This 
fact can greatly aid calculations since many general formulas reduce to their 
simplest form under these circumstances. 
Although the curvature does not effect the existence of affine 
coordinates we can find an interpretation for it in terms of the measure of sets 
inside geodesic spheres based at 90, We have already seen an example of this in 
the 'divergence' section of chapter 5. Loosely, the following theorem states that 
once you have fixed 90' then the curvature tensor fixes the measure inside the 
geodesic spheres around 90, 
7.3.2 Theorem: Let the manifold M have two preferred point metrics g 90 and 
gOo• Suppose also that around 90 the geodesic spheres of the two, centred on 90 
agree. Further let us assume that at 90 the metrics agree. If we define 
<1>: M ~ M 
by 
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then <I> is well defined in some neighbourhood of 9 0 • Further if in this 
neighbourhood, <I> preserves the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor for the 
gOO and gOO metrics, then the measure of the gOO -geodesic sphere of radius r is 
equal to that in the corresponding gOO-geodesic sphere. 
Proof. From Theorem 7.3.1 we see that there exists a neighbourhood in which 
the map <I> is well defmed. 
Further by theorem 3.2.2 we also see that q, is an isometry. Hence the 
induced measures agree. 
Q.E.D. 
If we combine theorems 7.3.1. and 7.3.2. we see how curvature can 
play a different role in a preferred point structure to the one it plays in a 
Riemannian one. It can be seen as a function which describes the 
interrelationship between distance and the measures of sets around 90 rather 
than being an indicator of the existence of nice sets of coordinates. 
This use of the curvature shows how using a preferred point analysis 
can sometimes actually produce simplier results than that of a Riemanian model. 
7.4 Uncertainty. 
In the previous section we have seen how, once the preferred point 80 
has been fixed, a simplification of the geometric structure occurs. In this section 
we shall see that if the preferred point 9 0 is not fixed then we do have to 
understand the full structure of the preferred point geometry. We have already 
given an example of the greater richness of this structure in comparison to a 
Riemannian geometry. In many ways the strength of preferred point geometry in 
statistics is that the difference of information between the case when you know 
the true parameter and the case when you don't can be made explicit. Using the 
preferred point idea we can start to study the interrelationship between these 
two distinct cases. This section is just the start to such a study. 
Let us start by considering how to use a preferred point system to 
study statistics. We would begin by picking 90 and then using the corresponding 
fixed geometry to study inference or efficiency in the ways made clear by 
Amari et al. However often we are trying to solve these problems when we do 
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not know the true distribution exactly, or indeed at all. In fact we may often be 
faced with the problem of rmding what the true parameter is. In this case we 
must, if we are to make use of preferred point geometry, make a choice of 
which point to fix on. Of course the geometric information which we are going 
to extract from our model will depend critically on 90, We shall therefore derme 
the differences in information generated by different choices of the preferred 
point as the uncertainty of the preferred point geometry. 
One of the main examples where the uncertainty of a system is 
important occurs in the studying of an estimation problem. Very often since 90, 
the true distribution, is not known it is assumed that 9, the maximum likelihood 
estimator is a good estimate of the true parameter. The standard derivation of 
the Wald Test for example uses the assumption [see appendix]. 
" 
In our terms this assumption would mean working in the (M, g9) 
9 geometry rather than the (M, g 0) geometry. We must therefore have ways of 
studying the difference in these two systems. It is, therefore, the uncertainty of 
the replacement of 90 with e that we must look at. We know that as the 
sample increases, then 9 converges in probability to 90, We will therefore have 
convergence in the geometries (M, g 6) and (M, g 90 ). It is one of the aims of the 
rest of this chapter to look at some of the ways in which these geometries differ 
and the statistical implications of the various forms of these differences. 
We shall start by studying the ways in which we can understand the 
relationship between (M, g 91) and (M, g 92). Clearly they are the same geometry 
if and only if the identity map 
is an isometry. We can therefore make the following definition. 
7.4.1. Definition: The preferred point geometry given by (M, g90 , 90) has zero 
uncertainty if for all 91, 92 EM the identity map 
i:(M,g91) ~ (M, g92 ) 
is an isometry. 
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Thus we can trivially view Amari's expected geometry as a preferred 
point system with zero uncertainty. We shall now review a few fundamental 
concepts from Riemannian geometry which will be useful in the following work. 
7.4.2 Definition and Notation: Let (MIt gl) and (M2t g2) be Riemannian 
manifolds, V I and V 2 be the associated Levi-Civita connections, and let 
<p:(M1. gl) -+ (M2, g2) 
be a smooth map which has full rank. Let us also assume that 
Dim (MI) =Dim (M2)' 
Then. 
(i) <p*(~) is the pullback of g2 to MI' 
(ii) <p*(V ~ is the pullback of the Levi-Civita connection of g2 
to (MI. gl) 
(iii) V I - <p*(V 2) is the second fundamental fonn (TI.f.f) of the 
embedding. 
For references to these defmitions see [Spivak]. 
7.4.3. Definition: Using the same notation as above. except that now we 
assume that Dim (M I ) ~ Dim(M2). If the geodesics of (MI , gl) are mapped to 
the grgeodesics in M2, then <p(MI) is said to be a totally geodesic submanifold 
ofM2• 
7.4.4 Lemma: If Ml is the same manifold as M2 and <p is the identity map, then 
the following are equivalent: 
(a) <p has zero second fundamental fonn. 
(b) <p(M1) is totally geodesic in (M2, g2)' 
(c) <p is an isometry. 
Proof. Ref [Spivak]. 
Thus we have various criterion for the preferred point geometry to 
have zero uncertainty. Each of which can be useful in different contexts. 
However in most preferred point geometries we will not be in the zero 
uncertainty case. Thus we need to have ways of understanding the uncertainty 
and its statistical significance. 
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We shall begin this study by looking at some maps between manifolds 
which preserve some but not all of the Riemannian structure. We have already 
studied the strongest condition on maps between Riemannian manifolds, i.e. 
isometries, and seen how they correspond to the zero uncertainty case. 
Therefore by studying maps which preserve less structure we shall see how 
they carry information about the uncertainty of a more general system. 
7.4.5. Definition: With the notation of 7.4.2 we have the following definitions. 
(C) <p:(M, g9) ~ (M, gOO) is a conformal map if 
gl = f(9)<p*(g2) 
where f if a real valued smooth map from MI to R. 
(M) <p is an measure preserving map if the induced measure of <P*(g2) 
equals the induced measure of g I' 
Note: Condition (C) means that <p* preserves the angle between tangent 
vectors, but not necessarily their lengths. 
We recall that we have already seen both these .conditions used earlier 
in this work. In Chapter 4 we showed that condition (C) is important to the 
study of the first order equivalences of exponential families (see Theorem 
4.3.5). In Chapter 5 and 6 we have discussed the signifcance of the measure of 
a statistical family. 
The first observation to make about (C) and (M) is that they can be 
looked at as complementary conditions in the following sense. 
7.4.6 Lemma: Let (M}, g}) and (M2 ,g2) be equidimensional Riemannian 
manifolds, and let 
be a smooth map of full rank. Then, 
<p is an isometry if and only if (C) and (M) both hold. 
Proof. 
=> :This is clear. 
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<= :If (C) holds then gl = f(9)cp*(g2)' Thus the induced measures are related 
by the following; 
Since (M) holds, 
almost everywhere. 
Hence (f(e))p = +1 almost everywhere. 
Thus, by continuity and by the positivity of any metric, we see that 
f(e) =1 for all e. 
In other words gl = CP*(g2) , i.e. cp is an isometry. 
Thus (M) and (C) are complementary aspects of the idea of zero 
uncertainty in our preferred point manifolds. We can also use maps of type (M) 
or (C) to begin to classify various types of (non-zero) uncertainty in our theory. 
7.4.8. Definition: We shall say that (M, gaO, eo) has zero first order asymptotic 
uncertainty if for all eo E M the metric gaO is confonnally equivalent to the 
Fisher metric. 
7.4.9 Lemma: If M is an exponential family and (M, gaO, 90) has zero first 
order asymptotic uncertainty then, for any pair of preferred points, eo and e'o,tbe 
relevant geometries, (M, gaO) and (M, g9~), are first order equivalent (in the 
senses of definition 4.3.4.) 
Proof. If the preferred point structure has zero first order asymptotic 
uncertainty then all the metrics are confonnally equivalent to the Fisher metric. 
Hence they are all confonnally equivalent to each other. Thus by Theorem 4.3.5 
we have the result. 
Q.E.D. 
Therefore in an exponential family, if the preferred point structure has 
zero first order uncertainty, then up to the first order it does not matter which 
point you choose as the preferred point. This justifies replacing eo the 
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(unknown) true parameter with 9, the (known) maximum likelihood estimate. 
We could then make the calculations in the a-geometry and know that they 
would be correct to first order. Alternatively any calculation which only involved 
angles in the tangent space would be an exact one. An example of this would be 
the orthogonality calculations for which Amari shows fIrSt order efficiency. 
7.4.10. Example: The expected maximum likelihood geometry g90m1 has zero 
first order asymptotic uncertainty on an exponential family. For a defmition and 
proof of this see section 6.5. 
How can we compare two geometries which both have zero first order 
asymptotic uncertainty? We can see that Lemma 7.4.6 gives us one measure of 
the difference. A preferred point system can have zero first order uncertainty 
and yet not have zero total uncertainty. We can use the difference between the 
induced volume measures for each geometry as a measure of the difference 
between the metrics. Thus we can propose a measure of the total uncertainty of 
a system with zero first order uncertainty to be 
9 9 Uncertn(M, g 0,90) = (det g O)/(det g) , 
where g is the Fisher metric. 
7.4.11. Lemma: If (M, g9o,90) is a system with zero first order uncertainty 
and Uncertn(M, g 90 ,90) = 1 then the system has zero uncertainty. 
Proof. By Theorem 7.4.6 we see that (M, g90 , 90) is the same as the standard 
Fisher metric structure. Hence it has zero uncertainty. 
7.5 Local Measures of Uncertainty. 
We have, so far, looked at cases where we have either zero 
uncertainty over the whole preferred point structure or where we have zero 
uncertainty up to first order. We now consider the problem of how to deal with 
the general case where there is non-zero uncertainty of some kind. The 
approach we follow is to look at various geometric objects and see how they 
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behave as we alter the value of the preferred point. In this way, we produce 
various measures which can give indications of the reliability of the values 
attached to each of these geometric quantities. The statistical relevance of each 
of these is that they give some indication of how much the uncertainty of our 
knowledge of the true distribution matters in our analysis. 
We shall now list the geometric quantities which we have previously 
considered. We shall then take each in tum and see how it behaves with a 
change in preferred point. 
(I) Measures of lengths of tangent vectors. 
(II) Measures of angles between paths or between tangent 
vectors. (This will of course include measures of orthogonality.) 
(III) The induced p-dimensional volume measure of a metric. 
(IV) Measures of the covariant curvature of curves in our manifold. 
We have seen in previous chapters how (II) and (IV) have already 
been used in statistical theory, and we have given some indications about (I) 
and (ill) although we have not explored these last two in the same detail as the 
others. Note however that all 1: distributions are measurements of type (I). 
We now consider how the uncertainty of a preferred point geometry 
behaves at a single point. We will assume that we have some fixed point e on 
the manifold. We shall however not assume that it is the preferred point, or true 
distribution. Rather we shall see how the geometry around e changes as we 
select different preferred points. We shall often take as our measure of 
uncertainty of a particular geometric quantity its rate of change with respect to 
a change in preferred point. Clearly there are other measures possible and this 
section should be viewed as only as the start of a complete study of uncertainty. 
One particular case will often be of interest. This is when our fixed 
point e is the maximum likelihood estimate and we look at the uncertainty 
involved with making the assumption that the maximum likelihood estimate is 
the true parameter. The derivative of our geometric quantity will be evaluated at 
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a itself. Since this is a common assumption in statistics it is important to 
understand the uncertainty under these circumstances. 
7.S.1. Case (I): Lengths of tangent vectors. 
Let vET M 8 be a tangent vector in the tangent space of some 
arbitrary, but fIXed, point 9. We know that the length of v is a geometric quantity. 
If the preferred point metric is given by g 90 , then the length of v is given by 
Let us write g9°(9) as g(90,9). We distinguish between the fixed 
(observed) point 9 and the preferred point 90 by denoting 90 by ~. The preferred 
point metric will then be g(~, 9). 
Thus we see that a measure of the uncertainty of the length is given by 
the rate of change of.E:te ~quared length. For convenience we shall consider this 
quantity i.e., letting di = dld<l>i' and di =dld9i 
We must show that this definition is going to be a useful one. We first 
show how it behaves with respect to a change of coordinate system. 
7.S.1.1 Lemma: If we define Uijk as above then it obeys the following 
transformation rule as we change from 9 to 'JI coordinates. 
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where 
Proof. Let the new coordinate system be 'JI(9). Then g 90 transfonns as 
Thus by applying the chain rule we see that the full transfonnation rule is 
B~( 4> )a(Bj(9). B~(9)·grs) = B~( 4». Bj(9). B~(9). agrs 
Q.E.D. 
7.5.1.2 Lemma: The object UijkV~j transforms like a tensor. 
Proof. Since gij(4),9)v~j is independent of the coordinate system for each fixed 
4> we can view it simply as a function of $. Thus its derivative UijkV~j behaves 
like a I-tensor. 
Q.E.D. 
We can also look at the important special case where the observed 
point 9 is also the preferred point, 4>. This in fact is in many ways the most 
important case since if we are treating 9 as the maximum likelihood estimate 
then this case means that the maximum likelihood estimate is treated as the true 
distribution. This is often the best that we can do. 
7.5.1.3 Lemma: If 9 = 4> then U transfonns as a three tensor. 
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Proof. We apply the transfonnation rule of 7.5.1.1 at 9 =~. This gives the 
result. 
Q.E.D. 
Suppose that, as in Chapter 5 the preferred point metric is given by a 
power series perturbation. 
g 90ij = gij + (9 - 90)kTiJk +(9 - 90)k(9 - 90isijkl + ... (*) 
7.5.1.4 Lemma: If the preferred point metric is (*) then the uncertainty tensor 
U ijlc evaluated at 90 is given by the skewness tensor -Tijk. 
Proof. We see that by defmition 
U ijk = ai(g~jk) 
= 0i (gjk + (9 - ~)lTjkl + (9 - ~)1(9 - ~)mSjklm + ... 
= Tjlci + 0«9 - 4») . 
since gij' T,... are all independent of ~. 
The result follows if we evaluate U by setting 9 = ~, and noting that T 
is symmetric. 
Q.E.D. 
This lemma therefore gives us an important insight into role of the 
skewness tensor. If we are making calculations at the point 9 assuming that 9 is 
the true parameter then the skewness tensor gives us a measure of the 
uncertainty involved in using that geometry. As we have stated before this is a 
very common situation in statistics, particularly if 9 is the maximum likelihood 
estimate. Thus the size of the skewness tensor clearly gives us direct statistical 
information. 
We can now see what U looks like in some of our examples of 
Chapter 6. 
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7.5.1.5 Lemma: If we consider the metric given by gaO = E80[oil.ojI], then for 
this case we have that 
Proof. This is a simple calculation, using the regularity conditions of Chapter 1 
and 2 to justify the swopping of partial derivative and integral signs. 
Q.E.D. 
7.5.1.6 Lemma: For the metric gaO of section 2 in Chapter 6 we see that the 
tensor U is given by 
Eo [ 0 i 1. a j 1. 0 k 1], 
i.e. Lauritzen's skewness tensor. 
Proof. Again this is a simple calculation. 
Q.E.D. 
7.5.2 Case(II): Angles. 
We shall now consider the case of the amount of uncertainty when 
measuring angles between tangent vectors. Again let 9 be our arbitrary point on 
the manifold M. Also let cj) denote the preferred point which we shall consider 
as varying while 9 is fixed. We shall let VI and V2 be any two tangent vectors in 
™o. Now if we are working in the cj)-geometry let us define 
v· J.li = _1-Ilvi"~ for i = 1,2 
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where IIvll. = vg·(v,v) is the Donn on the tangent space at e in the , -geometry. 
So that for each i, Ili is the Donna! tangent vector parallel to Vi. We use these to 
defme the angle between the two vectors. If we let this angle be 8 then we 
know that by defmition 
Thus we can consider as a measure of uncertainty of the angle between v I and 
v 2' the measure 
= a( g~(Vl' v2) ) 
IIv III~· IIv 211~ 
= a( "~:,i,~~~:U 
= U ijk( v l' v2)·IIv III!IIv 211! - gij( v l' v 2)(U ijk II V 211! + U ijkll V III!) 
IIv III! ·Iv 211! 
Thus we see that the uncertainty here is a function of U iJ'k which was 
defmed in the previous section (7.5.1). It is therefore in both cases (I) and (II) 
going to be a useful test of uncertainty. 
We note that if the original measurement of the angle between VI and 
V2 was a right angle then the fonnula for the uncertainty reduces to the simple 
U ijk(V l' v 2) 
IIv III~·lIv 211~ . 
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This is a result which applies directly to Amari's efficiency calculations of 
Chapter 2. In particular we recall Chapter 5 where his asymptotic results where 
refonnulated in a preferred point geometry setting. Thus if we work under the 
assumption that the maximum likelihood estimate is the true parameter then 
again we fmd a direct interpretation of the Skewness tensor of Amari as the 
uncertainty that two paths cross orthogonally. 
7.5.3 Case(III) Area. 
We shall now consider how the total measure of a preferred point 
manifold changes under a change of preferred point. We have already seen how 
a preferred point metric induces p-dimensional measure on the manifold using 
the following formula: 
We shall therefore consider the rate of change of det( g'ij ) as our measure of 
uncertainty, i.e., 
As in the previous chapters we must understand how this uncertainty 
statistic depends on the parametrisation. Since the determinant function is 
merely a polynomial function we see that det( g'ij) is a well-behaved geometric 
object. In particular under the assumption that 8 the observed point is the true 
parameter then it will be a tensor. 
In general, however it is better to take the measure of uncertainty to be 
the related object 
(t) 
The reason for looking at this is that Jl(8) is independent of the parametrisation 
and thus is just a function on the manifold. Since d is a normal differential 
operator then dJl will always be a tensor. As the I-forms d9i are all independent 
of <I> then equation (t) reduces to 
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- - - , d).1(9) - ( ddet( g ij) ) d9 t ••• d9p• 
7.5.3.1 Lemma: If the preferred point metric is given by g~ of section 6.4 and 
we are in the exponential family case 
p(x,9)= exp{xi9i +a(x) - b(9») 
then the uncertainty is of the form 
- t 2 dm(cp,9).mp- (cp,9).det d ijb(9) 
where, 
m(cp,9)=J p(x,cp)dx 
A(9) 
and A(9) is the subset of the sample space which maps to 9 under the 
maximum likelihood estimator. 
Proof. In section 6.5 we see that in the exponential family case, 
g~1(CP,9) = m(cp,9).g(9) 
where g(9) is the Fisher information which is independent of the preferred point. 
Taking determinates we see that 
From Chapter 6 or by a simple calculation we see that 
g .. = d2 .. b(9) IJ IJ 
Thus we get the result from the independence of g with respect to cp. 
Q.E.D. 
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7.5.4 Case(IV): Geodesic curvature. 
Amari shows how the geodesic curvature of curves in a manifold can 
be important statistically. Here we shall look at the uncertainty of measuring this 
using a preferred point geometry. The tool for measuring geodesic curvature is, 
of course, the Levi-Civita connection of the metric. Since this is dependent on 
the Christoffel symbols we shall look at their rate of change, with respect to cj>, 
as a measure of the uncertainty involved. Thus we consider 
- , ar ijk(9) (tt) 
as a choice for a measure of uncertainty of curvature. 
Here, as with the Christoffel symbols themselves, we have to be careful 
about the behaviour under changes of coordinates. We recall that the Christoffel 
symbols are not tensors. 
7.5.4.1 Lemma: The change of basis formula for (tt) is given by the following 
where 
Proof. The change of basis formula for a Christoffel symbol is given by, 
-,s ,k j j -s a2 9 j - s r qr=r ij.Bq(9).B r (9).Bk (9)+ .Bi(9) 
aWqaWr 
hence the result comes from the chain rule and the fact that B is independent of 
the preferred point. 
Q.E.D. 
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We can see what (tt) looks like in our examples of preferred point 
geometries. We shall take the case of the gaO-geometry. 
7.5.4.2 Lemma: In the gaO_geometry of section 6.2 where 
then the fonnula (tt) reduces to 
Proof. We have seen in section 6.3 that for this geometry the Christoffel 
symbols are: 
rijk = E~ [a\lnp(x,9).aklnp(x,9)] 
= J o\lnp(x,9).oklnp(x,9).p(x,<\» dX 
x 
Assuming the usual regularity conditions (see chapter 1) that we can swop the 
derivative and integral signs, and noting the usual fact 
op(x,<\» = olnp(x,<\> ).p(x,<\» 
the result follows. 
Q.E.D. 
We again should point out the special case where we have e =<1>. In this 
case the uncertainty (tt) is given by the fourth order cumulant 
Note that the uncertainty of the Christoffel symbol is a fourth order 
object rather than the third order objects we have seen when considering 
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previous measures of uncertainty. This is a reflection of the higher order of the 
Christoffel symbols. 
7.6. Uncertainty and Reparametrisation. 
Let us consider a preferred point metric g(cp,9) as usual. If we consider 
the estimate, 9, as being fixed then we would have in general that g will vary 
with cpo The amount that it varies will, as we have seen above, depend on which 
coordinate system is being used. Thus we can ask the question, which 
coordinate system gives us the least variation over the whole choice of different 
possible preferred points? We can rephrase this question to see if by 
reparametrising can we reduce the dependence on the parameter cp? 
For fixed cp the function g(<j>,9) is a metric on the manifold M. We shall 
take the reverse point of view, and study the function g( cp,9) with 9 fixed and 
see how the two compare. 
7.6.1 Notation: If we consider 9 fixed we use the notation that 
Now, although ge is a family of positive definite quadratic forms which 
are parameterised by M it, is not a metric and we must be careful about the 
subtle relationship between ga(CP) and the preferred point metric g'(9). The 
difference of type between the two functions becomes clearer if we consider 
the spaces on which each one acts. 
7.6.2 Definition: We consider the two functions given by ga(CP) and g'(9). 
Then, 
for all 9,cp E M 
and 
for all 9,ep EM 
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where both the maps act in the obvious way. 
We note that g·(9) acts on a different space for each value of 9, while 
go(cp) acts on a fixed space. 
We consider their form under a change of basis. If we let the change of 
basis matrix at the point 'I' be Bij('I') then we have that 
and 
Note that if gO(CP)ij were a metric then it would have a change of basis formula 
like 
We see that the roles of e and <\> are not at all symmetric. There is 
however a fonn of duality between the two functions. It is not clear what the 
relationship is between this duality and the duality of Amari's a-connections. 
We shall now see how reparametrisation effects go and if we can 
choose coordinates to best effect. 
From Definition 7.6.2 we see that, under reparametrisation of the 
manifold M, for each value of <\>, the function go(<\» is acted on by the same 
change of basis fonnula, i.e. 
This is clearly independent of cf>. Indeed, as e is fixed, this change of basis is 
just a fixed quantity. Therefore we see that there is a large difference between 
the two cases of ~ and g •. In the second case under the correct conditions (i.e. 
zero curvature) we can find a change of basis which will make the metric a 
constant. However in the dual case of go we see that the only effect of a change 
of basis is to multiply ~ by a fixed matrix. Thus if go depends on <\> in one basis 
then it will in all the others. The result of this is that a measure of the uncertainty 
of the preferred point system will only be trivially effected by a change of 
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coordinates. Thus we can define a measure in any coordinate system and obtain 
an easy change of basis fonnula. 
7.7 a-Flat Coordinate Systems in a Preferred Point Manifold. 
In this chapter we have compared the structures of Riemannian and 
preferred point geometries. We have also looked at the theory of preferred point 
manifolds in their own right. In this section we will compare the structure of a 
Statistical manifold (following Lauritzen) to that of the related preferred point 
one. 
In Chapter 5 it was shown that the non-metric connections of a 
Statistical manifold can be explained geometrically and generalised in tenns of a 
larger preferred point geometry. For example it was shown how the -1-
curvature of Amari, at the true distribution, is simply the geometrically natural 
(Levi-Civita) curvature of a statistically natural preferred point manifold. We 
shall now look at the relationship between these two structures more closely. 
One of the most interesting of Amari's results is that a full exponential 
family forms a -I-flat manifold. Amari uses this result to greatly aid his 
calculations in many cases. However the statistical meaning of this result does 
not seem to have been fully explored. We shall see in this section what the 
condition of being -I-flat implies about the preferred point manifold which 
generates the Statistical manifold. 
Let (M, gaO ,80) be a preferred point manifold, we shall define the 
corresponding Statistical manifold by the following procedure. Recall that a 
Statistical manifold is made up essentially of a Riemannian manifold and a single 
non metric connection, the -I-connection. We construct the Statistical manifold, 
which corresponds to our preferred point manifold, in two parts. The 
Riemannian manifold defined by (M, gO(9» is the Riemannian part of the 
statistical manifold. By this we mean at the point 8 we take the the metric 
which assumes that 9 is the preferred point. The -I-connection at 8 is defined 
to be the Levi-Civita connection of the metric gO. 
We recall from Chapter 5 that if we use this construction then Amari's 
Statistical manifold is precisely the one generated by the preferred point 
geometry g 90 studied in section 6.2. 
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7.7.1 Theorem: The above procedure is well defmed. 
Proof. All we need to check is that (M, gO(S» is a Riemannian manifold, 
therefore it is sufficient to check that geeS) is indeed a metric. Clearly it is a 
positive defmite quadratic form on the correct tangent space. It is a smooth 
function of e from the defmition of the dependence of the metric on the preferred 
point. Hence all that we need to do is check that it transforms as a 2-tensor. 
This is clear since gO is a metric in the Riemannian manifold (M, ge('If», where 
'If is any point in M. 
Q.E.D. 
Let (M, gaO ,90) be a preferred point geometry and let M* be the 
corresponding Statistical manifold. We shall now see what the implications are 
for the preferred point manifold if M* is -I-flat. 
By the -I-flatness there exists a coordinate system on the manifold M 
which is -I-affine. We shall call this coordinate system 'If, say. Thus, on this 
coordinate system, the linear curve 
{ A('If 1) +(1-"-)('I'2)} 
is precisely the -I-geodesic joining 'If land '1'2' Now we shall see the geometric 
significance of this coordinate system in (M, gaO ,90), Pick a preferred point 90, 
then the set of lines through 90 given by 
are not of course geodesics, but they all have zero curvature at the preferred 
point 90. 
Hence the line A('I'I) +(1-"-)('1'2) has the property that if you pick any 
point on it to be the preferred one then at that point the line will have zero 
curvature. We compare this to its property in the Statistical manifold where at 
each point it has zero -I-curvature. 
We could therefore sum up this difference in roles by saying that in the 
preferred point case the line has zero curvature at each point whereas in the 
Statistical manifold case it has zero curvature everywhere. Certainly a vast 
difference. 
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7.8 Preferred Point Curvature and Classification. 
In section 7.3 we stated that knowing the preferred point curvature at 
each point of a manifold was not enough to characterise the preferred point 
structure. This is an analogous result to that of Chapter 3 concerning Statistical 
manifolds. In this section we shall give an example of two distinct preferred 
point manifolds which have corresponding preferred point curvatures. This will 
prove the assertion in section 7.3. 
We recall we defined the preferred point curvature of (M, gOO ,90) by 
the curvature of the manifold (M, g 90 ) once we have fixed on our choice of 
preferred point 90, Consider the following two examples of preferred point 
manifolds. 
7.8.1 Examples. (i) (R~O,O), lI(x,y)II.I, (x,y» where the manifold is the plane 
minus the origin and the metric is the identity matrix, I but scaled by the 
distance of the preferred point (x,y) from the origin, measured in the standard 
Euclidean norm. 
(ii) (R~O,O), I, (x,y», where we have the same manifold but 
the metric is independent of the preferred point (x,y). 
Example (ii) is clearly simply the standard Euclidean plane but here we 
are viewing it as preferred point manifold with zero uncertainty. 
We see by inspection that for any fixed value of the preferred point 
(x,y) the curvature tensor in both cases will be identically zero. However these 
two example are certainly not isomorphic as preferred point metrics. 
We shall return to this matter in Chapter 8. 
7.9 Conclusions. 
In this chapter we have just started to explore the theory of preferred 
point geometry. We have mostly concentrated on comparing the preferred point 
structure to both the Riemannian and the Statistical manifold structure of 
Lauritzen and Amari. 
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There clearly remains a lot of work to do until this comparison is 
complete. There are two areas, at least, which we have not even touched on. 
The first is the significance, in the preferred point structure, of the duality on the 
non-metric connections of Lauritzen. The second, which relates to this, is the 
significance of the one parameter family of connections which Amari generates. 
Formally we can, of course, see that these aspects of Statistical geometry play a 
part in preferred point geometry theory. However it would be nice if we could 
produce a clear geometric interpretation of these constructions. We shall return 
to this discussion in the next chapter. 
The main part of this chapter which relates to the theory of preferred 
point geometry in its own right are the sections on uncertainty. This seems to be 
an aspect of our structure which is new and has nothing corresponding to it in 
either Riemannian or Statistical manifold theory. The measures of uncertainty 
which we have produced are of a local nature, since they are based around the 
derivative of an object at a point. It is clear that different measures of 
uncertainty can be produced, either using higher derivatives or something which 
would gives a more global measure. This again is work which remains to be 
done. 
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Future Work. 
In this chapter we shall detail some ways in which we think this work 
may be developed. Much of what will be described will not be completely 
worked through. Because of this we shall quite freely state conjectures which 
have not been proved and certainly all of the sections here are incomplete at 
best. 
8.2. Some Questions Raised in this Work. 
We start this chapter by looking at some questions which have been 
raised in earlier chapters. In particular we would like to look at some issues 
which we have dealt with either incompletely or not at all. We shall start with a 
review of what was achieved in Chapter 5. 
In the beginning of that chapter we raised some questions about the 
structure of Statistical manifold theory and we questioned why this same 
structure seemed to be useful in various parts of statistics which were 
apparently different. We tried to find a more natural geometric structure which 
unified the various applications and would point the way to further 
generalisations. The result of this brought about the definition of a preferred 
point geometry. We showed in what way this new structure was a 
generalisation of Lauritzen's Statistical manifold structure, and then we 
completed the chapter by showing how in fact a preferred point structure was a 
natural one for the study of divergence measures and a useful one for the study 
of asymptotic theory. We can now see what we have to do before the questions 
which we asked are fully answered. There seem to be two main areas where 
work needs to be done. The first is that we must show why a preferred point 
geometric structure is natural for all the applications which statistical geometry 
has been put to. The second issue is to explain all of the properties of 
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Lauritzen's statistical manifold structure from a preferred point geometry 
viewpoint. 
Taking the first question first, we shall explain the areas which we feel 
need working on and review the work so far. In Chapter 5 we stated that the 
three areas which so far have used the Lauritzen! Amari structure were 
asymptotic analysis, divergence functions and reparametrisation. The area of 
divergence functions is the one which we feel is covered most thoroughly by 
our current work. We have shown that the preferred point set up is a natural 
framework for many divergence functions and have extended the paper of Rao 
connecting differential geometry and divergence functions. In the area of 
asymptotic analysis we feel we have been partly successful. We have shown 
that the results of Amari fit very naturally into a particular preferred point 
structure. What needs to be done is to find some more basic reasons why the 
results that we do have are correct. It is not clear to us that, if we started with 
a preferred point structure, an application to asymptotic analysis would have 
been a natural one without the work of Amari to start with. We need compelling 
geometric reasons which comes from the nature of the asymptotic analysis 
itself which will force the preferred point structure upon us. In section 8.5 we 
shall indicate a possible solution to this question although the work there is very 
incomplete. Also the section 8.3 will be relevant to this discussion. It would be 
interesting to see if the preferred point geometry actually extended Amari's 
results to higher order asymptotic theory than third order. 
It is the last of these areas in which most work needs to be done. We 
have not tackled at all the way in which preferred point geometry is appropriate 
to the question of reparameterisation to which Amari applies the a-connections. 
We quoted his theorem on this subject in Theorem 2.9.4. He finds statistical 
meaning for affine coordinates for values of a= 0, +1, +(113). Thus we have the 
question of finding a preferred point geometry which explains each of these 
results. We do have, as we have seen, preferred point geometries which 
correspond to these values of a. However, their application to the 
repararnetrisation issue is not clear 
The second issue to which more work must be done is the question of 
how much the pure preferred point structure explains the structure of the 
Statistical manifold. One particular area that is interesting is the question of the 
duality of Lauritzen's structure. For example we know (see chapter 2) that an 
exponential family is I-flat and a mixture family is -I-flat and that these two 
families are dual. There is no real understanding of why this is true or what the 
statistical implication of these facts are. An open question is, therefore, can 
preferred point geometry throw any light on these facts? We have explained in 
Chapter 7 the significance to preferred point geometry of a-affine coordinates, 
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it is not yet clear how this helps. Also it is not clear if the duality structure of the 
Statistical manifold extends to the preferred point structure in any way. 
8.3. The Role of Geodesics. 
In this section we wish to consider what the possible significance of 
geodesics are in a Riemannian structure when it is applied to statistical theory. 
In particular we shall consider their possible role in estimation theory, i.e. by 
using them to construct geodesic distances between points and using these 
distances as divergence type measures, as in Chapter 5. We shall not be able to 
construct a metric which is able to do that in an unambiguous way. In fact most 
of this section will show constraints on possible statistical metrics. The main 
point could be summed up by proposing that the existence of a metric which 
has statistical importance does not imply that the geodesics that it produces will 
have a direct statistical interpretation. We do hope however to list the conditions 
which need to be fulfilled if we are to obtain geodesics with such direct 
interpretations. 
Although the idea of using some kind of geodesic distance on the 
manifold which corresponds to a parametric model is an intuitively nice one, 
there are some hidden assumptions and implications which must be noted in the 
statistical context. One example of these implications which we have already 
seen is the symmetry of geodesic distances. This is a consequence of the fact 
that all points on the statistical manifold have been given equal importance. 
This is known as the homogeneity of the manifold. We have seen that this is not 
necessarily correct or plausible statistically. Such considerations led us to tum 
to the added structure of a preferred point geometry. However the symmetry of 
the geodesic distance is not the only implication to be considered. We shall 
therefore review the definitions and structure of a Riemannian manifold and see 
what statistical considerations force upon us. 
8.3.1. Linearisation and Geodesics. 
The key to the idea of Riemannian geometry is that of the linearisation 
of the curved manifold at each point. In a Riemannian structure we note that all 
the local geometric information is stored in the tangent spaces. That is to say, if 
you understand what is happening on each tangent space then you know 
everything about the local geometry. The only infonnation you don't know is 
the global topological infonnation which, as we said in Chapter I, we shall not 
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be dealing with statistically anyway (see section 8.7). This localisation is done 
via a metric, we then have enough information to measure path lengths, 
curvature etc, in the standard ways via integration and solving differential 
equations. Thus the geodesic distance is detennined entirely by the information 
put on the tangent spaces and by integration theory. 
We see that, therefore there are two points to be considered. The first is 
that we can encode all our statistical infonnation in the linearised manifold at 
each point. The second is that our concept of distance is based on one of path 
length i.e. our infonnation can be meaningfully integrated along smooth curves. 
It is not clear that statistical information has this property. We must therefore 
consider both these points in the statistical context to which we want to apply 
the geodesics. 
8.3.2. Statistical Implications. 
If we are considering the relevance of geodesic distance to inference 
theory, then the previous two points both present difficulties. 
The first point raises the question of why should (or how can) 
information relevant to inference be contained in the tangent spaces at each and 
every point of the manifold? To put the question another way, why is the 
inference question one that can be localised at each point? To study this issue 
we shall look at a couple of the most common views of the tangent space to a 
manifold and see that unfortunately neither viewpoint gives us a clear path to 
solving the problem. They do however bring to the fore the points that need 
answering. 
I) The first interpretation of the tangent space is that it is the space of 
all tangents to all smooth paths on the manifold which go through the relevant 
base point. The reason why this is not a useful point of view for our inference 
problem is simply that there are no relevant smooth paths which the problem 
naturally brings up. We have, in general, just the null-hypothesis eo and an 
estimate e. We may in fact have a sequence of estimates en. However we do 
not get a smooth path of estimates which the definition would seem to require. 
There is a different type of measurement going on here. The metric on each 
tangent space will give some indication of the rate of change of distance along 
the path, however the only place where the concept naturally arises is when 
measuring the rate of convergence to the true parameter. It is the lack of a 
natural differentiability in the convergence that cause the difficulty. Thus we 
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have the situation where the definition of the metric is clear at the true 
parameter but much less so at other points on the manifold. 
IT) The second interpretation of the tangent space is that of the best 
linear approximation to the manifold at each point. This is, clearly, only a good 
approximation for some small differences from the base point. If this is going to 
be a useful concept there are a couple of points to be considered: 
Firstly, to be useful in inference problems, the linearisation must be a 
sensible thing to do in this context, i.e., the inference problem must be easier to 
be solved in a linear manifold. 
Secondly we must take into account the fact that the approximation of 
the manifold by a linear tangent space is only good for small differences, i.e. in 
the inference problem we must find a reason for only being interested in small 
difference from each point. As in I) there is an intuitive case for using small 
differences around the true parameter since we get convergence in probability 
to this point but for points away from the true parameter the question seem less 
clear cut. 
The second point from the previous section also needs to be looked at in 
the statistical context. This is the fact that the geodesic distance is one based on 
path integrals. The point here is that having a direct statistical interpretation to 
the value of the metric at each point of the manifold does not insure a statistical 
interpretation to a path integral using this metric. To insure this the local 
statistical information would have to be additive, in some sense, to allow us to 
integrate. An example of where this does not happen is the following case. We 
can construct a metric which is based on the locally most powerful test which 
distinguishes 8 from 8 +08 However it would not be appropriate to integrate 
these results over a path since each calculation of the metric is based on a 
different assumption of the true parameter. Thus, although the linearisation is 
meaningful the result is not integrable. 
In the previous discussion although we haven't proved anything and we 
have been rather negative we have brought out the need for two principles to 
be considered for a direct interpretation of a geodesic statistic. These are 
linearisation and integrability. A direct interpretation of the geodesic is not of 
course a thing which we must have. Geodesics can just be considered tools 
which can produce useful results for the statistician, as we hope the survey of 
results in Chapters I and 2 have shown. Nevertheless we would prefer to 
achieve some sort of interpretation and this is one direction in which future 
work can go. While this section can be looked at as a list of the reasons why 
we have not achieved our aim, in the next couple of sections we will outline 
ways in which we feel progress may be made. The ideas proposed here, we 
have to say, have not been worked through and much research needs to be 
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done. The ideas do however indicate the direction that we feel our future work 
should take. 
8.4. The Maximum Likelihood Estimator Geometry. 
In this section we shall propose a geometric model for the behaviour of 
the maximum likelihood estimator under certain circumstances. This model is 
based on one of the preferred point metrics which is proposed in Chapter 6. We 
will not compare this model, either in a theoretical or an empirical way, with the 
actual behaviour of the m.l.e. This is work which remains to be done. What we 
will do is explain heuristically why the preferred point geometry appears to give 
the possibility of a good working model. In particular what we actually do is 
show how this model does fulfil the conditions of section 8.2 that we need to 
obtain a justification for the direct understanding of geodesic distance as a 
statistical quantity. Again we must stress that what we propose here is merely 
a possible model and finding ways of evaluating its performance remains a 
major open question. 
We are going to consider the maximum likelihood estimator (m.l.e.) and 
try to present a geometry in which it lies in a natural way. The idea is to 
describe a geometry which fits the way that the m.l.e. behaves locally as 
repeated samples are taken. We shall then produce a stochastic model of its 
behaviour which lies in the global geometry which is defined by the preferred 
point metric that we have produced. 
Apart from the natural interest in doing this for its own sake we hope in 
following up this idea, to illustrate the discussion in the last section. In this 
discussion we recalled that a use of geodesics in a statistical way implies that 
we are using two principles. The first is that of linearisation of our information, 
i.e., that whatever infonnation we are interested in can be encoded easily into a 
local approximation of our manifold, for example the tangent space. The second 
principle which we noted is that of the integrability of the localised data, i.e., 
once we have localised our information the linearisation process is such that it 
enables us to sum or integrate it over, say a path, to regain the global 
information. The following discussion should help to give some context to this 
subject. As we said in the previous section these issues seem to be far from 
resolved here or in any of the literature. 
In the process that we are trying to model we shall assume that we 
have the following situation. We are taking i.i.d. samples from a sample space 
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x. The maximum likelihood estimates for the total sample after n obseJVations 
will lie in a finite dimensional manifold of distributions given by 
M = ( p(x,<p) I <peRP J. 
We shall denote the estimate by <P(x(n». We have here that x(n) is the total 
observation after n repeated samples which are generated by the true 
distribution given by the coordinate <Po. So we have the sample x(n) and we 
shall take another sample to get x(n+l). We shall see how the position of <P 
changes as we do this. 
Assuming the regularity conditions of 1.3.2 we see that we have, by the 
definition of m.l.e., two equations corresponding to the sample sizes n and n+ 1 
(C(n» 'V ie {I, ... , p} 
and 
(C(n+l» 'V ie {1 , ... , p} 
We shall use the notation that 
and that 
,.. ,.. 
<Pn = <P(x(n». n~1 
We than want to see the difference between <Pn and cPn+1. We shall 
derme this difference to be 
We see, therefore, that we can write (C(n+l» as 
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u+l 
= diLlnp(Xj,cPu +8cPu) 
j-l 
u 
= di~)np(xj,<pu +&i»u) + dilnp(xu+I,cPu +&i»u) 
j-l 
u 
=diL(lnp(xj,<pu) + dkInp(xJ,cPu)&;>k + 0«&;>k)2») 
u u 
= diL(lnp(xj,q,u »)+dIL(dklnp(Xj,q,u )&Pk) + 0«&$k)2) 
,i-l j-l 
2 ~( j...) ~;~k 
= dik~ In p(x , 'PD) "'t' 
j=1 
Here we have used equation (C(n» to eliminate some of the constant tenns. 
We can therefore write the above in matrix form as 
Because of the previous observations we can propose a model for the 
behaviour of the m.l.e. for large sample sizes. 
Let us consider the following heuristic argument. We want to see how 
the m.l.e. cP n changes with n. If we now assume that n is large it is clear that 
the change from cPn to cPn+1 will, with high probability, be a small one. We can 
see this from the Central Limit Theorem. 
This is the essential part of the localisation argument. We are saying 
that if we are at any point of the manifold cP then the movement to the next 
point will be small because the sample size is large enough. Thus it is important 
to know what happens in the small region around each point of the manifold. 
This is of course our second way of looking at the tangent space in section 8.2. 
Hence it is possible to encode information about the behaviour of the m.l.e. in 
the linearisation around cP. That is in the tangent space at cP. 
We can use equation (t) to give us the local behaviour of the estimator. 
We shall assume that B <Pn is sufficiently small that we need only consider its 
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first order tenns. Then (t) tells us the relationship between 0 <Pn and the 
tangent vector in that direction i.e., Oil(Xn+1, <Pn+1). Thus we see that if we put 
the metric given by 
J 2 .. n A (0 ij In p(x, <Pn» p(X, <po) dX (lie) 
A( cpn} 
we have scaled the tangent vectors at each point to equal the expected jump in 
the m.l.e. 
Thus our model is given by the following. We consider the manifold M 
with the preferred point metric given by (lie). Then we model the m.l.e. by a 
point which moves by a Markov process on this manifold with its distribution at 
each point given by the distribution of the tangent vectors at each point scaled 
by the metric (lie). Their distribution is calculated from the true distribution which 
is given by p(x, CPo). Thus the point moves in a space whose geometry is 
preferred point. 
We must consider the question of integrability. At first sight there 
appears to be a problem here. Since the metric is scaled at each point of the 
stochastic process by the sample size n, it would appear that there is some 
consistency problem since as n changes we are effectively working on a 
different Riemannian manifold, i.e. (M,( n+ 1 )g) rather than (M,ng). Thus as the 
metric depends on the sample size it is not immediately clear on which 
Riemannian (or preferred point) manifold we should take our geodesics. 
However in this case the way that the Riemannian manifold is changing 
depends in a very simple way on the sample size, and in some ways this change 
is geometrically trivial. We can see that intuitively all that is happening is that 
the whole manifold is being scaled down with time. This scaling is just a simple 
linear one. It takes geodesics to geodesics and preserves angles. Thus geodesic 
spheres are taken to geodesic spheres. The main thing that changes is path 
length. 
We shall look at the case of a point which is moving on a Riemannian 
manifold which itself is being scaled down with time, i.e. we are on the manifold 
given by (M, (l/t)g) where t is time and we assume that t > 1. This will be the 
continuous version of our stochastic model where the sample size has been 
replaced by 1ft. If we understand how a path moves in the (easily) time 
dependent geometry of this system we conjecture this will help to understand 
our stochastic model and thus the real situation. In the time dependent case we 
have the following very useful lemma which indicates that the time dependence 
is geometrically trivial. 
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8.4.1 Lemma: If we measure the path length of a path y(t) in the time 
dependent manifold (M, (1/t)g) by the natural generalisation of the standard 
formula given by: 
then the curves which minimise I(y) are the geodesics of (M,g). 
Proof. We shall define 
We follow the standard calculus of variations argument which defines the 
geodesic equations. 
Let y( t) + eco( t) be a variation of the path which fixes the end points, 
then define 
I( e) = J: <p(y(t) + eco( t» dt 
to be the length of the perturbed path. Then the first variation of this length is 
ol(e) = ~I(e) = ~ r1 <p(y + ero)dt 
de deJo 
= ~ rl! <p(y + eco}dt 
deJot 
ill [ d<p i d<p. i]d = -~+-.co t Ot drl dyl 
-ill [d<p i] d [1 d<P] i d 
- -~ +- --. co t 
o t dy 1 dt t at I 
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Thus the path will be a • geodesic' if 
or, 
d2s 
•• j dg ij • j. k 1 dg ik • j • k • dt 2 t gij'Y + ayk 'Y 'Y - 2 ayi 'Y 'Y - gij'YdS 1 
dt 
where s is the path length. Then making the usual substitution for the Christoffel 
symbols we fmd that the condition reduces to, 
Thus if we parametrise by a parameter such that 
we see that the equation reduces to the standard one for geodesics on the non 
time dependent manifold. 
Q.E.D. 
The above lemma means that we can use a non-time dependent 
geometry (M,g) to give ~s a model o~ what happens in ~e time dependent case. 
In particular, the geodesIc spheres WIll be the same pOInt sets whether we use 
the time dependent or the independent version. 
In the context of our model of the m.l.e. the above discussion means 
that in our model we have the integrability condition that we need since the 
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dependence of the metric on the sample size turns out to be geometrically 
trivial. 
Assuming that this is an accurate model the geodesic spheres centred 
at the true parameter in the preferred point metric will be sensible contours to 
take for our inference measure. The reason for this is simply that we are 
viewing the estimator as doing a random walk on this manifold thus each point 
on each geodesic sphere has an equal chance of being the m.l.e. after n-
samples since the walk is random. 
We have found a direct statistical interpretation of the geodesic statistic 
in this case. The problem of localisation has been interpreted as an assumption 
that the sample size is large enough so that the movement in the m.l.e. is small 
and the tangent space approximation is a good one. The integrability condition is 
a problem but is at least partially resolvable by Lemma 8.4.1. The question 
which remains open is the verification of the model either in a theoretical way 
or using numerical methods. 
8.5 An Asymptotic Model. 
We shall propose another model here which is similar in spirit to the 
previous one but introduces a different preferred point geometry. We have seen 
9 
in Chapter 6 that the metric given by g 0 (see section 6.2) has good properties 
for its geodesic from an asymptotic point of view. We saw that the metric fitted 
well into Amari's asymptotic analysis and the geodesics produced third order 
efficient estimators. We said in section 7.2 that much work remains to be done 
on this metric, and to the application of preferred point geometry to asymptotic 
analysis. One open question is, do these geodesics in fact produce estimators 
which are better than third order efficient? If they don't, can we fmd a preferred 
point system which does improve on their efficiency? 
These questions again might be answered if we could find a direct 
interpretation for the geodesics or the geodesic distance. The discussion of 
Section 8.3 again applies, and we would like to propose another model with 
similar motivation to that of section 8.4 which might be able to give this 
interpretation. 
We again have the two questions of integrability and !inearisation to 
consider here. We shall in fact tackle both of them in the same way that we did 
in section 8.4. We shall work in a model which is doing i.i.d. sampling with 
sample size n. We shall not this time specify which estimator we are using but 
think of some idealised efficient estimator. Again we shall assume that the 
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sample size is large enough so that the distance moved by the estimate for size 
n and that for n+ 1 is so small that we can understand it by dealing with the local 
linearisation i.e. the tangent space. We then look at the distribution of the 
vectors in the tangent space and we work under the assumption that their 
distribution will determine the distribution of the estimator as it moves from each 
point. The Central Limit Theorem tells us that, asymptotically, the distribution of 
these tangent vectors is nonnal with variance given by 
J di In p(x, e). d j In p(x, e). p(x, eo) dx 
x 
where e is any point on the manifold where the estimate lies and eo is the true 
e 
parameter. This is of course the g 0 metric. Thus the limiting Brownian motion 
(maybe with drift) could be seen to be on a manifold with the metric given by 
e 
the g 0 metric. Lemma 8.4.1 again takes care of the integrability condition for us 
just as in the previous case. 
Again this is only a conjecture and this model needs careful study to 
see if there is any justification possible. The results showing high order 
efficiency in the curved exponential case do suggest that there might be some 
hope. 
8.6. Preferred Point Geometry and Comparison of Estimators. 
Working under the assumption that the model of section 8.3 is a good 
one for the understanding of the behaviour of the maximum likelihood estimator, 
we can apply some of the preferred point geometry theory which we developed 
in Chapter 7 to understand this model. In particular it might be possible to 
construct a similar type of model for estimators other than the maximum 
likelihood. If so the preferred point geometry can give us new ways of 
comparing estimators apart from the traditional one of efficiency. 
We recall that the construction of the preferred point geometry model of 
the behaviour of the m.l.e. depended on the assumption that we had a large 
sample size and also on the assumption that the small scale behaviour of the 
model was all that was important. Thus we could sum up the behaviour at each 
point by the metric in the tangent space at that point. If this' is a useful thing to 
do then we could repeat the procedure with other estimators using their small 
scale behaviour to define a metric at each point. For example, we could use the 
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method of moments estimator and construct a geometry which models its 
behaviour. This would similarly be a preferred point geometry. 
We can now see how our understanding of preferred point geometry 
can enable us to compare the behaviours of various estimators. Since we are 
dealing with preferred point geometries the exact geometry will of course 
depend on the exact value of the preferred point. Therefore any infonnation 
which we get from the estimator (via our model) has to be understood in 
context of our assumption of the true parameter. A measure of this conditioning 
is what we dermed to be the uncertainty of the preferred point system, (see 
Chapter 7 for details). We recall that in the geometry which we are using to 
model the behaviour of the m.l.e. we calculated the uncertainty and found the 
nice result that in the exponential family case, for example, the geometry had 
zero first order uncertainty. However the total uncertainty was certainly not 
zero. We can, therefore, put forward the following question. For particular 
examples can we find estimators whose modeling preferred point geometries 
have smaller uncertainty than the m.l.e.? Does the method of moments 
geometry have this property for example? Thus the preferred point geometry 
analysis of estimators raises the question of whether there exists an estimator 
which, while it might be less efficient than the m.l.e., might possibly have smaller 
uncertainty under certain circumstances. Hence, in some conditions it might be 
preferable. The circumstances which we have in mind here include the situation 
when there is a misspecification of the true parameter. Again as with all the 
other issues raised in this chapter this question has to remain open and requires 
further study. 
8.7. Global Geometry and Singularities. 
In Chapter 1 we stated that all our geometry was of a local nature. In 
doing this we were following the literature. This gives various possible paths for 
the generalisation of this work. The first possible path is while working locally 
we can relax the regularity conditions of Chapter 1 which ensure that we are 
always working on a regular p-dimensional manifold. We could extend our 
possible geometries to include manifolds with singularities. There has been 
some work in this direction already. We in particular note the well known result 
which equates a nonsingularity in the Fisher information matrix with problems 
with identification in the parameter space. We see that it is the non-singularity 
of the metric which is implied by the fact that we are working on a manifold 
without singularities, (see section 1.4). In the context of our preferred point 
manifolds we see that the question of this non-singularity of the manifold is a 
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very natural one. We notice that whenever we proved that our preferred point 
manifolds were metrics then it was always a proof of non-singularity in some 
neighbourhood of the true parameter. Therefore non-singularity outside of this 
open set would easily fit into our structure. We should point out that the points 
of nonsingularity themselves depend on the value of the preferred point. 
Another fonn of non singularity which could be studied is a more basic 
one which gets away from the singularity of the metric and looks at the local 
topological structure of the underlying geometric space. An example of this is a 
family of distributions given by the mixture of two identical one dimensional 
exponential families 
p(x,A,9, ",) = Aexp(a.x + a(9)} + (1- A)exp(",.x + a(",)} 
where a,,,, E R and AE [0,1]. 
We can show, although we shall not do that here, that the underlying parameter 
space is not a manifold, but rather a manifold with singularities. In fact it is a 
copy of the half space {(x,y,z) I z> 0) C R3 with a copy of R glued on. The line 
of singularities represents the points in the space where the identification 
problem caused by either a = '" or by A = 0 or 1 causes the parametric family to 
cease to be three dimensional. It would be interesting to study other parametric 
spaces which contain singularities and classify these singularities. Then it might 
be possible to get a better understanding of the identification problem from this 
geometric viewpoint. 
The second possible path which can be taken in the generalisation of 
the geometric work is, while staying on regular manifolds, to work globally 
rather than locally. Thus we can consider spaces which have a more complex 
topology than just Euclidean space. It would appear however that developments 
here would be dependent on the work on the role of geodesics in parametric 
space which we discussed in some of the earlier sections. Some of the 
questions which could then be asked would be: What would the non-uniqueness 
of geodesics, which a non-trivial topology often brings mean from a statistical 
point of view? Also what are the implications of the non-trivial topology for the 
existence of sufficient statistics and possible ancillary statistics? 
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8.8 Expected and Observed Geometries. 
Another area which could be developed is the relationship between 
expected and observed geometries particularly in the preferred point context. 
Although Bamdorff-Nielsen has produced observed versions of the a-
connection it is not clear yet whether we can produce the corresponding 
observed preferred point structures. One possible approach is to view the 
observed metric as fonning part of a metric type structure on the sample space 
rather than on the parameter space and then studying maps between this space 
and various preferred point geometries on the parameter space. 
8.9 Numerical Work. 
There is one line of approach which has to be tackled if this type of 
analysis is going to be properly useful in applications as well as in theoretical 
statistics. This is the actual solving of the differential equations which the work 
on differential geometry always throws up. In particular the calculation of 
geodesics and the related problem of constructing affine coordinates, where 
they exist, is very important. We are, therefore, interested in finding good 
algorithms and the writing of computer programs for solving these problems 
quickly. 
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On the Differential Geometry of the WaId Test 
with Nonlinear Restrictions 
This appendix is a copy of the joint paper [CM&Sl]. We include it since it is an 
example of the ways that geometric analysis can be used in practical statistical 
problems. Also it is an illustration of the discussion in Chapter 1 on the role of 
geometry in statistics and also of the discussion in Chapter 8 on the role of geodesics 
in inference. 
Appendix 
1: Introduction 
Several papers (in particular Gregory and Veall (1985)(1986) and LaFontaine 
and White (1986» have recently noted the existence of a serious difficulty in the 
application of the Wald test to nonlinear restrictions in finite samples. Essentially the 
problem lies in that a given hypothesis may be written in any number of ways which 
are algebraically equivalent under the null but differ nontrivially under any particular 
alternative. Since the Wald statistic is based on a first order Taylor series expansion of 
the function defming the null hypothesis the test statistic is not invariant to the 
particular algebraic form chosen to represent the null . Thus, in general, different 
algebraic expressions of precisely the same null hypothesis lead to different test 
statistics which have different rejection regions at the same asymptotic significance 
level. The corresponding tests therefore have different exact significance levels and 
different powers at the same alternative. Gregory and Veall (1986) conclude their 
Monte Carlo study of a particular nonlinear example by emphasizing "the need for an 
analytical resolution to the problem of Wald test sensitivity". 
In this paper we attempt to provide such an analysis through the use of 
differential geometry which has recently found considerable application within 
mathematical statistics (see for instance the references in Bamdorff Nielsen, Cox and 
Reid(1986) and Amari et aI. (1987». We have two distinct goals in this paper; one is 
to provide a clear theoretical understanding of why the Wald statistic behaves as it 
does in the non-linear case and the second is to produce practical solutions to the 
problem. Both of these objectives are most easily achieved using the techniques and 
insight provided by differential geometry. 
We start our analysis with a critical look at the assumptions and justification 
of the Wald test particularly in the non-linear context. We show how the Wald 
statistic corresponds to a hybrid geometric quantity, in that it considers a vector in a 
statistical manifold and yet measures its length using a metric which is only 
appropriate to a tangent space. We then follow this theoretical analysis by defining a 
truely geometric test in the correct space which is a direct generalistion of the Wald 
test to our non-linear case. This new geometric test we call The Geodesic test. We can 
therefore reach a theoretical resolution of the problems of the Wald statistic by 
showing how the dependence of the statistic on the form of the restriction function is 
viewed geometrically as a failure of the statistic to transform correctly under a change 
of coordinates of the underlying manifold. The geodesic test is shown to transform 
correctly and we can further show that the two tests coincide under the classical 
assumptions of the General Linear Model with linear restrictions and in this case the 
Wald test is reliable. The two tests are in any case asymptotically equivalent as we 
show below. We continue the geometric approach by using the tools of curvature and 
the related notion of the Christoffel symbols of a metric to compare the two statistics 
in general . 
As a first practical result we show how these Christoffel symbols can be used to 
compare different forms of the restriction function and hence how a best selection can 
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be made. As an example of these methods we consider the discrimination between the 
two choices of restriction function used by Gregory and Veall (1986). 
We continue by studying how the choice of restriction function effects the 
behaviour of the Wald statistic using graphical techniques suggested by the previous 
analysis. Finally we establish, under certain regularity conditions an inequality 
between the Geodesic and Wald statistics that indicates when reliable inference is 
possible using the Wald test. This last practical application of our geometric approach 
completes the paper. 
Three papers, in particular, have appeared recently that are related to our 
analysis. Moolgavkar and Venson (1987), have employed a geometrical analysis of 
Wald confidence intervals for a simple hypothesis in nonlinear regression and more 
generally curved exponential families. Their object is to reparametrise the model so 
that it looks as much like" uncurved" Euclidean space as possible. One way to achieve 
this is to use geodesic normal coordinates but as we shall see below, given the 
difficulty of calculating geodesics in practise they are forced to use approximations that 
while they improve on the Wald confidence regions they do not correspond with the 
geodesic regions that follow from the geodesic statistic we introduce below. 
Veath (1985) also considers the use of reparametrisation in the exponential 
model , however the restriction of his analysis to the one dimensional case avoids 
much of the difficulty of the multidimensional problem that we consider below.The 
results of both these papers are encompassed by in our more general geometric 
proceedures below. 
Phillips and Park (1988) have also considered the issue by means of calculating 
Edgeworth expansions to investigate alternative forms of the Wald statistic with 
nonlinear restrictions. These expansions are able to explain, to a degree ,the observed 
behaviour of the test as the higher order terms account for the deviations from the 
asymptotic distribution and also to provide corrections to the test that indicate 
transformations of the restrictions which accelerate convergence to the asymptotic 
distribution. However the analysis is limited to the 0(11) terms in the expansions and 
hence their correction factors are similarly limited unlike the geometric analysis and 
Geodesic test introduced below. 
2: The Wald Test 
The algebraic development of the Wald statistic may be found in any standard 
text such as Silvey (1975) or Cox and Hinkley(1973) and assumes a model summarised 
in a log likelihood function 1(.,9) together with an estimator 9 for the unknown 
parameter ge RP, which is distributed at least asymptotically as multivariate normal 
Np(S,Ie-
1). This happens of course in all regular likelihood problems where we can 
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identify Ie with Fisher's information matrix. The null hypothesis is specified as the 
zero level set of a vector valued function g; 
where e denotes the parameter space and g=(gt, ..... 'gr) is a vector of real valued 
functions, one for each restriction. The Wald statistic, W(g) , is then defined as 
in which the estimated variance covariance matrix of g(a) is given by 
where Dg(a) is the evaluation at e = a of the pxr matrix 
Dg(9) = ( a~~) J 
and Ia is the evaluation of Ie at e = e . 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Since W(g) depends solely upon quantities evaluated at a, it is particularly well 
suited for use in situations where the unrestricted estimate a is easy to compute but 
the restricted maximum likelihood estimate , e, under Ho is not. This is likely to be 
the case when the restriction function gee) is nonlinear and yet it is precisely in this 
case that the difficulties with the use of the Wald test appear. 
The distribution and properties of the Wald Statistic ,which is based on an 
expansion of the restriction function g(9), rest on three fundamental approximations: 
(i). Ignore any non-normality in the finite sample distribution of a, in other 
words work effectively only with the asymptotic distribution, 
where Be
o 
is the information matrix for a single observation, and 80 is 
the assumed true value of 8. 
(ii). Ignore all terms beyond the linear one in the Taylor expansion of gee) 
about 80 evaluated at e. 
~n(g(e)-g(9O>} = ~n[Dg(9o>]T(a-80) + O(vn 1 (a-80) 12) 
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in other words work effectively with 
(iii). Finally to gain an operational statistic, ignore the dependence in the 
covariance matrix of (g(e)-g(90» on the unknown eo and replace 
90 bye. In other words use 
~n (g(e )-g(e)} - N r(O,[Dg(9)] T Be1Dg(9)]) 
Under these conditions W(g) is asymptotically a X~ random variable under Ro. 
The applicability of the Wald statistic is critically determined by the validity of 
these approximations. In particular (i) covers any regular maximum likelihood 
problem and those where a central limit theorem may be applied. Approximation (ii) 
is exact only if g(e) is affine ,i.e. g(9)=A9 +b, and (iii) is exact only if gee) is affine and Ie 
is independent of e. This latter condition we refer to as the constant metric case below. 
Critically for our present concern it is the linearization in (ii) that leads to the lack of 
invariance with respect to reparameterizations. 
The previous argument leads to the standard Wald statistic as implemented 
empirically. However for our geometric analysis of the statistic we abstract from the 
final approximation which replaces the unknown eo by the observed a .While clearly 
necessary for practical impllimentation of the statistic this final step introduces 
unnecessary elements and complexities for our theoretical analysis .The source of the 
problems with the Wald statistic with which we are concerned lies in the first two 
approximations, hence we shall consider below a Wald statistic of the form 
(5) 
rather than the usual We which is defined as we have already stated as 
(6) 
where the covariance matrix of g(a) is evaluated at a. Both of the statistics (5) and (6) 
imply a fixed metric and having conducted our theoretical argument in terms of 
statistic (5) it can be easily shown that precisely the same implications apply to the 
empirical Wald statistic (6). Our recommendations for a practical solution to the lack 
of invariance of the Wald Statistic apply in particular to the applied statistic (6). 
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3: The geometry of the Wald Statistic and the Geodesic Test. 
3.1 An overview. 
As discussed above the construction of a Wald statistic enables a standard test 
for hypotheses expressed on some parameter space indexing a family of distributions 
to be performed. If we parameterise this space, 8, by (81, .•.. 8.,> then at least locally we 
may, without loss of generality, write the null hypothesis as the zero set of the 
restriction function, g, where, 
is a smooth enough function. So the null hypothesis is the subset of 9 given by 
For the generality we need in our analysis we take the space of distributions to 
be nonlinear or curved although even when it may be linear, as we shall see below, 
the effect of a nonlinear restriction is to introduce nonlinearity to the structure of the 
space. 
The Wald test attempts to measure the probability of deviations from the null 
by constructing contours ,using the mathematical form of the statistic, around the null 
hypothesis. The Wald statistic then takes positive values as the estimated value of the 
parameter lies outside some chosen contour. 
Null: g(9)=O 
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The problem with the Wald Test is that although many functions can equally be used 
to define the null hypothesis Ho the approximation that is used to estimate the 
probability contours depends on which particular function is used. The reason loosely 
for this is although two different functions gl' g2:8-+Rr may agree on their zero set, 
i.e. 
the sets that correspond to their other levels, {(glr 1(c)) and {(g2r1(c)} (~), can differ 
arbitarily. Moreover unlike the one dimensional case, considered by V~th (1985) , this 
problem cannot be resolved by a simple rescaling. 
This implies that the reason for the inconsistency in the performance of the 
Wald test stem from this difference in behaviour of the level sets away from the null 
hypothesis which is not taken into account by the Wald statistic. 
Geometrically we can see, given approximation (ii) above, that the Wald 
statistic has an interpretation as the squared length of a particular vector valued 
function, (g(9)-0), on the curved manifold describing the family of potential 
distributions. The metric used to calculate the length of this vector is however taken, 
as will be shown below, from the tangent space to the manifold at 80, The Wald 
statistic for a nonlinear restriction is therefore a hybrid quantity measuring a vector 
corresponding to a point in a nonlinear, non-metric, space (the statistical manifold) 
with a metric taken from a linear tangent space. Notice that the Likelihood Ratio and 
Lagrange Multiplier statistics do not suffer from this inconsistency. The Likelihood 
Ratio statistic being simply a comparision of values taken by the likelihood function 
on the manifold and the Lagrange multiplier measuring the length of a vector in the 
tangent space with a consistent metric. 
When the natural coordinate system defined bye is employed the lengths of 
tangent vectors are measured using the Fisher information metric, 181 at each point. 
The following diagram demonstrates the situation in general. The curved manifold 
corresponds to the nonlinear space of distributions indexed by the choice of 8 or 
alternatively the value of g(8) and for each point on this manifold there will be a 
tangent plane on which its associated metric is defined. 
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observed point 
Tangent space at g(90) 
Fig. 2 
Notice also that since we are free to choose any coordinate system to describe the 
statistical manifold and since the Wald statistic is itself indexed by the choice of 
restriction function g(9) it is necessary to consider the manifold in terms of a new 
coordinate system that involves g(9) rather than the natural coordinates {9i}' This 
change in coordinate system however also induces a change in form of the metric 
used to measure distance in the tangent space which the WaId statistic exploits. 
Choosing a particular algebraic function, g1 ,to express the restriction in effect then 
imposes a choice of (probably non-Euclidean) coordinates on the statistical manifold. 
Choosing a different function, say g2' therefore induces a change of coordinates, or a 
reparametrisation of the manifold and changes the fonn of the metric. 
From this geometric point of view it is then possible to see how the WaId 
statistic does not transform in the correct way under the change of coordinates which 
corresponds to a different choice of restriction function, thus causing the 
inconsistencies in its behaviour. The Wald statistic is essentially a quadratic form on a 
linear space, the tangent space, which is appropriate to measuring the length of 
(linear) vectors in this space.The statistic transforms appropriately for linear 
transformations but inadequately for nonlinear transformations induced by nonlinear 
restrictions. In addition any nonlinear coordinate system on the manifold implies a 
different metric will be appropriate for every point on the manifold while the Wald 
statistic implicitly assumes that there is a single metric for the entire manifold. It is 
only under this constant metric assumption that the Wald statistic provides a well 
defined measure of length. Given this geometric insight we can see that Wald 
statistics computed for different nonlinear restriction functions are not comparable. 
There are two main reasons why nonconstant metrics may come about 
in general. The first is that the underlying manifold has non-zero curvature and so 
there simply is no coordinate system which would give a constant metric. The 
variation of the metric may also be induced by the particular choice of coordinate 
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system. This distinction corresponds with that made earlier by Bates and Watts (1980) 
between "intrinsic" and "parameter effects" curvature, where intrinsic curvature 
cannot be removed by a reparametrisation of the problem. Notice that even for a 
space with no curvature at all most coordinate systems will not give the constant 
representation of the metric that the Wald statistic requires.The property of a constant 
metric representation leads to what is known as an Affine coordinate system. An 
example of a non-affine coordinate system on a flat space is the use of polar 
coordinates (reos'l',rsin",) on the Euclidean plane. Here the standard metric will be 
given by the form. 
which is a noneonstant metric since it depends on the point (r,,,,). 
In what follows we derive an alternative approach for calculating confidence 
regions in a space with such a varying metric. The resulting test statistic, the Geodesic 
statistic, has the advantage of behaving properly under changes of coordinates, and 
hence different choices of restriction function. This Geodesic statistic has a geometric 
interpretation as the length of a curve in the statistical manifold itself rather than in 
the tangent space and is invariant under coordinate transformation. We discuss cases 
in which it reduces to the standard Wald statistic and hence when the use of the Wald 
test will be free of its dependence on the form of restriction function. 
Figure 3 below demonstrates our strategy. Initially the statistical problem is 
formulated in the lei} coordinate system, and we change coordinates to a new 
coordinate system, (g,k), where g is the value of the restriction function and the 
remaining coordinates, k, are, without loss of generality, chosen orthogonally to g . 
Working in this particular, (g,k), coordinate system we can clearly see the geometric 
interpretation for the Wald Statistic as the length of some vector in a tangent space. 
Ideally this vector would correspond to the correct projection from the manifold to the 
tangent space of the point e, the unrestricted parameter estimate. This projection is 
achieved by what is known as the exponential map which preserves the correct length 
of the implied vector. We use this map to show how the Wald statistic does not 
transform properly with respect to changes in coordinates. 
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The following lemma shows how the choice of restriction function , g , 
determines a choice of coordinates. 
Lemma 3.2.1: 
(a) If eo is any point in e such that Dg(eo) has full rank, then in an open 
neighbourhood of eo there exists a local coordinate system of the form, 
(g1 (e),.·····gr(e),k1 (e), .... kp-r(9» 
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where g(8)=(gt(8)r ..... gr(8» represents the r-vector of restrictions and kt,k2r •• ,kp-r 
are real valued smooth functions on RP. Furthermore if F( , ) represents the 
Fisher information metric, then at any point on the level set of g to which 80 
belongs we have that; 
(7) 
where ~ and! form a basis for the coordinate system where the vector k(el is 
choosen such that the corresponding tangent vectors satisfies (7), as shown in 
the following diagram. 
a 
fig. 4 
(b) In the case where the null hypothesis is given by just a single restriction we have 
that the above orthogonality condition is true for any point in an open region 
around the level set of g(.) to which 80 belongs and not just on the one level set. 
Proof: All proofs are given in the appendix to the paper. 
The implication of this lemma lies in that we must consider how the Fisher 
information metric is transformed as the coordinate system in which the statistical 
hypothesiS is expressed itself varies with the change of form of g. Let Ie be the Fisher 
information matrix and (81/ •.•• ,8p) our original coordinate system on e then if we let 
G=(og/o8¥ we have the following result. 
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Lem71Ul 3.2.2: 
(a)In terms of the (g,k) coordinate system given above the matrix defining the 
Fisher Information metric at a point e is given by 
(8) 
where K=(dki/a8jl is the (p - r) x P matrix that induces the change in coordinates 
for vectors parallel to the level sets of g, i.e. the vectors {!}. 
(b) In the single restriction case the formula holds in an open region of the g 
level set of 90. 
Corollary 3.2.3: 
If X is a vector field always orthogonal to the level sets of g, then working in 
our (g,k) coordinate system we see that the squared length of X at all points 9 is 
given by XT(GT1e -lGr1x. This reduces to the either of our two forms of the 
Wald test statistic (5) or (6) , depending on where G and Ie are evaluated given 
that X equals gee). 
Notice in fact that the Wald test considers the length of the vector (g1"" gr'O, ... , 0) 
which is orthogonal to the level sets of g and hence lies in the vector field X which is 
defined above. Any vector in X then has its length measured by the formula given in 
the corollary. This corollary shows the difficulty with the use of the Wald test lies in 
that instead of being a measure of a length in the curved manifold it is in fact 
measuring a length in the flat tangent space. It is this confusion between the manifold 
and its tangent space at a point which is causing the statistic to be dependent on the 
choice of coordinate system, and through the coordinate system the statistic ultimately 
depends on the particular algebraic form of the restriction. The difference between the 
two spaces is that while on the manifold the form of the Fisher metric changes from 
point to point, the tangent space is a linear space with a constant metric. 
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To understand the relationship between these two geometric structures we 
need to introduce the notion of the exponential map between the tangent space at a 
point e and the manifold. 
exp:Te -+M. 
This exponential map is defined in the following way; expe(v) is the point which lies 
on the geodesic starting at e in the direction v which is a geodesic distance I v I from e. 
Fig. 5 
Where, 
Definition: Path length on the manifold 
If -y(t):[0,1]-+8 is the path starting at 91 and ending at 82 then the path length 
is given by, 
J 1 d d o H(dt yet), dt yet»~ dt (9) 
where H is the metric. 
Definition: A geodesic in the manifold with a metric is a curve -y(s) which has the 
shortest path length between two points, where s is the arc length parameter. It can be 
characterised locally in our manifold as being the solution to the set of second degree 
differential equations given by: 
i,tk =l, ... ,p (10) 
where r~ are the Christoffel symbols for the Levi-Civita connection ( see for 
instance (Amari 1985». These symbols are determined from the metric (hij)' and its 
inverse (hij),by the equations: 
(11) 
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Applying these definitions to our problem we have, 
Definition: Geodesic distance between e and a 
If 1<t):[O,l]~e is the geodesic starting at e e g-l(O) and ending at e then the 
geodesic distance (8,a) is given by, 
J1 Jl Jl o Fg(dt y(t), dt y(t» dt (12) 
where Fg is the Fisher information metric and t is a parameter on the geodesic which 
is zero on the null hypothesis and 1 at the observed point in the manifold. 
The Wald statistic defined in general as 
then represents the squared length of (g(8)-g(8» measured in the tangent space at a 
point 9. Whereas from the geometric point of view we would ideally wish to identify 
a point in the manifold corresponding to exp(g(8)-g(9». Notice in order to measure 
the length of exp(g(8)-g(8» we need to consider the sequence of metries corresponding 
to the sequence of tangent planes which are based on those points on the geodesic line 
to exp(g(9)-g(8» from 9. The Wald statistic however is defined at the one tangent space 
based at 9 and measures the corresponding length using the fixed metric from that one 
tangent space. The importance of this distinction arises when there is a change in 
coordinates such as that induced by a different choice of restriction function. The 
exponential map remains unaffected by this transformation since it considers the 
change of basis at each tangent space on the manifold. The Wald statistic is only 
determined by the change of basis in the one tangent space based at 9. Moreover the 
Wald statistic measures the length of a different vector and will not be comparable 
with that calculated using the original choice of restriction function. 
Following this logic we are naturally led to introduce as an alternative to the 
Wald statistic the Geodesic statistic which follows the standard differential geometric 
construction for measuring the distance betwen two points on a manifold with a 
metric, a geodesic. As discussed above this geodesic statistic has the advantage of being 
coordinate free thus escaping the problem of being dependent on the choice of 
restriction function. 
By changing the parametrisation on the geodesic to the value of the function g 
at each point we see that (12) is equivalent to 
(13) 
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Where ...4..1(g) is the tangent field along the geodesic Y(g) which we are using to dg 
measure the distance from the point 8. 
We can therefore now formally define the Geodesic Statistic. 
Definition: The geodesic statistic. For any point in our manifold, corresponding to 9 
we can measure the geodesic distance (13) to any point on the null hypothesis. The 
minimum such length provides the value of the geodesic statistic. 
The finite sample distribution of this statistic is uncertain but is considered in 
more detail in Critchley, Marriott and Salmon (1989b). However asymptotically at least 
we are assured that this statistic will be distributed X~ and this forms the basis for the 
proposed Geodesic Test. As we show below this limiting distribution follows since 
asymptotically as 9 converges to the null the distinction between the Wald and 
Geodesic statistics vanishes and indeed the Wald statistic itself becomes immune to 
the problems of reparametrisation in this nonlinear environment. Although as 
shown by Philips and Park the speed of convergence to the limiting distribution may 
be critically determined by the choice of restriction function. These conclusions follow 
from the fundamental property of the geodesic which generates the geodesic statistic 
which is that it starts perpendicular to the null hypothesis before reaching the point e. 
One essential difference between the two statistics in finite samples lies in that 
the Wald statistic ignores the component of the total information held in the k-
coordinates whereas the geodesic statistic exploits this ancillary information. More 
generally the following lemma establishes the conditions under which Wald and 
geodesic inference will coincide. 
Lemma 3.2.4: 
In the single restriction case the Wald test statistic will agree with the squared 
geodesic distance if 
(i) Fg , the matrix representation of the metric is constant throughout the 
manifold, 
(li) the geodesics between any e and the null hypothesis are 
perpendicular to the level sets of g. 
These conditions hold if we are working in Euclidean space and our restriction 
is just a linear function ( as in the general linear model) so that all the level sets are 
parallel lines and all the geodesics are just orthogonal straight lines. Note that because 
the restriction function is linear the metric will stay constant in the (g,k) coordinate 
system. It is the second condition in this lemma that eliminates the dependence of the 
information in the k-coordinates. 
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4: An Error bound for the Wald statistic 
In general it may be hard to calculate the statistic required for the geodesic test 
since it requires the solution to a set of second order quasi-linear differential equations 
(10), and then integrating along these curves. Both of these operations are, in general, 
difficult analytically although numerical methods are available to provide 
approximate solutions for a given example (Marriott and Salmon (1989». In the 
general linear model with a constant metric in the natural coordinate system and 
nonlinear restrictions it is however possible to find explicit solutions to the geodesics 
which may then be evaluated numerically . An alternative and completely general 
approach that we follow in this section of the paper is to calculate a bound between the 
Wald and geodesic statistics. In this way we are able to determine whether the Wald 
statistic seriously deviates for a given form of restriction function and in addition we 
obtain a formal basis to compare different forms of restriction function. Thus we wish 
to consider the two statistics given by (13) and 
The difference between these two statistics can be measured by 
where the two statistics are essentially of the same form, representing line integrals in 
the manifold expressed in the (g,k) coordinate system, except that the Wald Statistic 
reduces to its simpler form through its use of a constant metric at 90 and its 
independence of any information in the orthogonal direction given by th~ k 
coordinates. Hence the difference may be rewritten as 
By applying the mean value theorem for differentiable functions we see that; 
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g(9) d d ----~-jo-~s I max-d (~FgC!'Y(g)'!'Y(g})}dg =g(9)max{d~FgCfs'Y(g)'i'Y(g»} (16) o g g g g 
Hence we can see that the two statistics will be the same if Fg(,) is constant for all 
values of g and so a choice of restriction function that induces the least possible 
variation in the metric is clearly seen to be preferred. 
To make any further comparison we need to consider how the metric Fg varies 
with g and the rest of this section is devoted to providing an explicit bound on the 
difference between the two statistics based on the difference between the square of the 
geodesic length and the Wald statistic since the Wald statistic in fact represents a 
squared distance measure. For clarity we restrict our attention to the two dimensional 
case where e is a surface and the null hypothesis a curve although the analysis may 
easily be extended to higher dimensional manifolds, in particular if there is only one 
restriction function this is particularly easy. Working in the (g,k) coordinate system 
the Fisher metric is given by the matrix 
[Of11 0] f22 
where by lemma 3.2.1(b) f12=f21= F(%g,%k) =0 by definition of the (g,k) coordinate 
system. The geodesic, )'(g), is a curve parametrised by the value of the function g and 
therefore in these coordinates may be written (g,cp(g», hence we have that 
(17) 
Considering this expression in more detail it is clear that we need to 
understand both how the geodesic behaves with g and also how the form of the metric 
itself varies with g. We now take each of these questions in tum. 
For a general analysis, without an explicit form for the geodesic, we are forced 
to consider its dependence on g using the projection of the geodesic on R2 Euclidean 
space. This projection is defined by the (g,k) coordinate system as shown in the 
diagram below. Notice that although the geodesic itself will have zero curvature in 
the manifold its image will have nonzero curvature and we can use this fact to 
establish a bound on the behaviour of the geodesic. In addition the coordinates of the 
geodesiC and its image coincide although the relevant metric in each case will differ. 
We start by considering the curvature of the image of the geodesic using the angle CJ) 
as shown in the diagram. 
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We estimate the angle m in the standard manner; parameterising the 
image of the geodesic now by (a(s),~(s», where s measures arc length in the manifold, 
the curvature is given by, 
Since y(s) = (a(s),~(s» is a geodesic of the surface it will satisfy by definition the 
differential equations (10) given earlier as 
i,j,k =1,2 
(18) 
where r~ are , as above, the Christoffel symbols for the Levi-Civita connection of the 
Fisher metric, with respect to the (g,k) coordinate system.We show how to calculate 
these symbols for a specific example later in the paper, but for the moment it is 
sufficient to know that they are determined entirely by the Fisher information metric. 
It should be noted that the Christoffel symbols are not themselves geometric objects 
and depend on the choice of coordinate system. 
In order to calculate m we write 1(s) as (rcosm, rsinm) and hence we find the 
differential equations (10) defining the geodesic to be, 
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(19) 
Hence the curvature of the image of the geodesic given by (18) is found to be 
Ie = « a,P), (-sin 01, COSfil» = -COSfil ~ + sin fiI? (20) 
which with the explicit values of ii and P given in (19) substituted gives 1C as a function 
of the angle CI) and the Christoffel symbols , ( <,> denotes the normal Euclidean 
product). 
We are now in a position to consider how the geodesic varies with the choice 
of g, and this can be achieved even without an explicit form for the geodesic by 
considering bounds on the curvature of its image. A number of different bounds may 
be constructed and we present one simple and intuitive choice, others may in fact be 
tighter. The bound we propose exploits the maximum curvature of the image of the 
geodesic, however all such bounds are essentially determined by the values of the 
Christoffel symbols and so we show how these may usefully be regarded as criteria on 
which to base judgement about the particular choice of g function and its associated 
Wald test. 
If we let All and A,2 denote the maximum (in modulus) of the eigenvalues of 
the rna trices 
taken over the relevant region of e space. Then equations (19) and (20) give the 
maximum curvature lCmax, as 
(21) 
(22) 
We can now use Kmax to get an upper bound on co and hence bound the behaviour of 
the geodesic. Figure 7 shows the situation, the angle co which the tangent to the 
geodesiC makes with the g-axis will be less than the angle made by any curve whose 
curvature is everywhere greater than that of the image of the geodesic. In particular 
the circle of radius l/(Kmax), whose curvature is everywhere lCmax' 
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Some simple geometry then tells us that 
(23) 
and so 001 provides an upper bound for the variation of the geodesic with g. Notice 
that if "max was zero then the image of the geodesic would be a straight line in g-k 
space. From equation (22) it can be seen that this will come about if the Christoffel 
symbols are all zero. 
We now turn to consider how the whole expression (17) varies with g, 
including the metric using this bound on 00 that we have just established. 
Since (l,cp')=(rcosOl,rsinCl) we can see that cp'= tanOl and so using (17) 
Now as we are working in the g-k coordinate system; 
and is the (0,1) basis vector in the k direction 
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= tF( (Va1a1.a1)+ tF(tanCll.Va1a2• a l ) + tF(al(tanCl)a2 .al ) 
+!tanmF( (Va1al.a2 )+ ttanc.oF(tanCll. va1a2• a2 ) 
+ ttanCllF(al(tanCll)a2.a2 ) 
Considering the calculation of dCll/dg . If we let the unit tangent to the image 
of the geodesic in Euclidean space be T = (cosCIl,sinCl) then if we let s now be the arc 
length parameter in Euclidean space, we have that the curvature of the geodesic is 
given by 
1C = I (dT/ds) I 
= 1 (dT/dg) 1.1 (dg/ds) 1 
= 1 (-sinCll,COSCll)dro/dg) 1.1 dg/ds 1 
= I (dro/ dg) I. 1 (dg/ ds) I 
where I. 1 represents the Euclidean norm. 
Further since s parameterises by arclength, we have by definition that 
Idy/dsl = 1 
So 
1 = Idy/dgl. I dg/dsl 
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hence 
deo/dg = lCIdy/dg I 
and since dy / dg = (l,taneo) 
deo/ dg = 1C. I sec(eo) I 
Given that in the range we are interested sec is an increasing function we have finally 
that 
deo/ dg S lCmax.sec(eo) (26) 
Taking this result together with (23), that 
eo S arcsin(g(Eh. lCmax} 
and substituting into (25) we have the estimate; 
(27) 
If we denote the right hand side of this expression by Err(ri~ .g. Kmax) then from the 
.. k 
mean value theorem we can see that Fg(.) changes by less than g(9).Err(rij ,g, lCmax} as 
we move from the null to the estimated value of 9. 
Hence, I Fg(:g y(g}, :g y(g» - Fg(:g yeO), :g y(O» I sg(a). Err 
or 
andso 
1 
( Fg(fg yeO), fg y(O»- g(e).Err)! s; 1 Fg(fg y(g), fg y(g» 12 S(g(e).Err + Fg(~Y(O). fg y(O»)! 
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Thus integrating over the geodesic curve, we see that; 
therefore; 
(28) 
which is our final inequality bounding the deviation between our two statistics. 
Notice that the asymptotic distribution of the geodesic statistic follows directly from 
this inequality since on the null the right hand side tends asymptotically to zero as 
g(8) goes to zero , ensuring that the squared geodesic length is distributed as X~· 
Despite its apparent complexity the right hand side of this inequality may easily 
be shown to be zero when the Christoffel symbols are zero and monotonically 
increasing in the eigenvalues of the matrices ri i=1,2 given in (21). Notice that from 
(22) if the eigenvalues of these matrices are zero lCmax itself will be zero. Hence, as 
suggested above the Christoffel symbols may be used as powerful indicators of the 
degree of nonlinearity and hence the lack of invariance in the Wald statistic. It should 
also be remembered that the tightness of the bound given above is entirely 
determined by our use of the circle of maximum curvature to limit the curvature of 
the geodesic and as such is a very crude example of the bound between G2 and W. In 
any example better bounds might easily be found, using particular aspects of the 
problem. The common thread to all such estimates however will be the use of the 
Christoffel symbols as a measure of nonaffineness of a coordinate system. The 
calculation of these symbols alone will often be enough to indicate the validity of 
treating nonlinear systems as if they are linear and Euclidean. 
In a practical example, as in the one below, this analysis also indicates how, 
given several alternative forms for the restriction function the 'best' one may be 
chosen. Essentially to minimise the effects of a changing metric we should select the 
restriction function with the smallest Christoffel symbols. 
5: The Gregory and Veall Example. 
We illustrate the discussion of the previous section with a geometrical analysis 
of the problem considered by Gregory and Veall (1985) . As a first step we set up the 
(g,k) coordinate system as in lemma 3.2.1, and then using the error bounds arguments 
we explain the large differences between the performance of the Wald statistic with 
the two restriction functions considered by Gregory and Veall.This analysis, using the 
Christoffel symbols, also shows quite clearly why one of the choices of formulation for 
the null hypothesis is to be preferred. 
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The example is a linear regression model given by 
where (Et) is ii.d. N(O,al). The two formulations of the null hypothesis to be 
considered are given by; 
(A) 
(B) 
and we assume the Fisher metric to be; 
where A. is assumed to be independent of (~1'~2). 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
To apply the previous theory we need to construct the (g,k) coordinate system 
for both forms of restriction function and then calculate the Fisher metric and the 
Christoffel symbols for each case. 
Following the proof of lemma 3.2.1 ,we construct the integral curves to the 
vector field given by grad{g), this vector field is given by 
So for case (A) we have 
and in case(B) 
_ 1 og 1 og 
grad (g ) - (X· o~l 'X-. O~2) 
grad(gA) = (1/A.)(1,(1/P2~), 
grad(ga, = (1 /A.)(~2'P I). 
(32) 
To fmd the integral curves of these vector fields we have to solve a set of first 
order differential equations (this is usually much easier than the second order 
differential equations you would have to solve to fmd the geodesics) and in our case 
we may do it explicitly. 
Case (A). 
We want to find a curve ~t) = (X(t),Y(t» such that 
grad(gA) = (dX/dt,dY /dt) 
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given that gradegA) = (1/1Xl'(1/P2¥) 
In other words we need to solve the set of diHerential equations given by; 
dX/dt= 1/1, 
and dY / dt = (1/')J.(I/yj2 
Solving we find 
where A and B are arbitrary constants. Since -y(O) lies on the null hypothesis we see 
that A and Bare related by A.B = ).,2. 
So to write a point (Pl,J~2) in the (g,k) coordinate system we need to know the 
value of gA(Pl,P2)=(~-l/P2) and which of the integral curves (Pt,P2) lies on. In other 
words we must find A such that 
Pt=(I/A)(t+A) 
and P2=(1 /A)(3...J(t+()., 2/ A)3). 
Solving implies that (Pl,P2) corresponds to (Pr1/P2,3PrP23) in the (g,k) 
coordinates.Thus using the formula of lemma 3.2.2 gives us that the metric in the 
(g,k) coordinate system is: 
F A = /P2 2 = A /P2 [ 1 ~2rA. 01 1 -3] [1 + ~4 0] g -3 3P~ 0 A fp~ 3~ 0 9+9P~ (33) 
We can see immediately that the large deviation from a constant metric for 
small values of P2. This distortion shows up well in the Monte Carlo analysis reported 
by Gregory and Veal. 
Case (8): 
Now we need to solve the diferential equations given by 
dX/dt=Y/A, 
and dY / dt = X/A. 
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Solving gives X(t)=Aet/A+Be-t/A, and Y(t)=Aet/A·Be-t/l. Using the initial condition 
that at t=O we are on the null hypothesis,we get B = ~(A 2 -1). So in this case the (g,1c)-
coordinates of (~,P2) are given by (PIPrl,P12.P22). 
The metric is given by: 
(34) 
Next we need to calculate the Christoffel symbols in the two different 
coordinate systems. Using the formula which tells use the symbols once we know the 
metric given above as; 
Where (pj) is the inverse of the metric (fij) • 
Case (A) 
In this case we get the matrices; 
o 2 
2 0 
9(1+~)~ 
o 2~ (1+~~) 
i,j,k,h=l,2 
(35) 
We can see that for small values of P2 the eigenvalues will blow up thus 
,giving the indication of a large potential deviation between the Wald and Geodesic 
statistics . 
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Case(B) 
The Christoffel symbols are now given by 
(36) 
Again the eigenvalues will blow up as PI and ~2 get small, but not as fast as in 
case (A) . Once again this provides a clear explanation for the numerical results of 
Gregory and Veall. 
6 Graphical analysis and tools 
These observations on the effect of the different restriction functions may also 
be displayed graphically as shown in figures 8, 9 and 10 below. In figures 9 and 10 the 
level sets of the restriction functions for HA and HB are shown. In figure 8 we show 
the level sets for the "geodesic restriction function", by which we mean that algebraic 
formulation of the restriction that is equivalent under the null to those in cases A and 
B but whose level sets away from the null can be seen to be parallel in the sense that 
all points on a given level set are equidistant from the null throughout the parameter 
space. This "optimal" form of the restriction function for which the Wald and 
Geodesic statistics would coincide is in fact impossible to derive in closed form, in this 
case, but a general procedure for evaluating this function for the case of quadratic 
restrictions has been given in Critchley (1989). The converse of this argument for the 
optimality of the "geodesic restriction function " can be seen in the graphs for the 
other two forms of restriction function. In figure 9 the bunching of the level sets as ~2 
becomes small provides visible support for our theoretical predictions about the 
performance of the Wald statistic in this case. In figure 10 we see that non parallel 
behaviour of the level sets is found as either PI or P2 become large, as in fact is clear 
from (34) where the metric is found to be proportional to (Pr + ~~) . 
Another observation at this point lies in this question of the optimal choice of 
restriction function. The form He :P2 -..!.. = 0 is also equivalent under the null to HA 
~1 
and HB and its level sets will be the reflection of the level sets of HA around the line 
~ I = ~2 and hence will be bunched together as PI gets small. The obvious question 
arises as to whether a better restriction function can be formed by taking an optimal 
linear combination of HA and HB . While this operation may indeed reduce the 
bunching of the level sets in various parts of the parameter space the critical issue 
turns on where the observed parameter estimate lies and whether the metric is 
constant between this point and the null. While this may be quickly assessed 
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graphically the Christoffel symbols for this new resbiction function will clearly always 
provide this information analytically. 
5 
3 
2 
1 
1 2 3 4 
Fig.S 
The "Geodesic" restriction function 
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These graphical arguments can be rationalised formally and provide a general 
method of crudely examining whether the metric is changing in the relavant part of 
the parameter space. Notice that it will only be appropriate to use this simple approach 
if the metric in the natural coordinates is constant as in the linear regression case with 
nonlinear restriction functions. Consider how the variation of the form of the mmc 
in the (g,k) coordinate system can be understood in the (~1,~2) coordinate system in a 
geometric fashion. Lemma 3.22 tells us that in the (g,k) coordinate system the metric 
is of the form 
[
f1l 0] 
o f22 
Both of the terms in this matrix have reacilly observable geometric significance and for 
a constant metric we require both to be constant. First, by definition we have that 
fl1 = I grad g I and hence a constant value for f11 will imply that the level sets of the g 
function will be evenly distributed over the (~1,~2) space. For example compare the 
graph of the geodesic restriction function with thoses of either of the other two 
restriction functions above. 
To understand the behaviour of f22 we need to look at the k-constant lines 
where f22 can be seen as a measure of how far they are apart from one another. This 
can be seen from the formula 
[ f11 0 10) (0 1) 0 f22 1 = f22 (37 ) 
Since (0,1) is the tangent vector to the g-constant lines with the parameterisation given 
by the value of k at each point. So we can use (37) to tell us the speed at which the 
value of k changes as we move along the g-constant lines. The length of the segment 
of g-constant line between k1 and k2 is given by 
Thus the smaller f22 the closer the k=k1line is to the k=k2line and the faster k changes 
as can be seen from the following diagram. 
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So f22 essentially provides a measure of the curvature of the level sets of g with a 
small value indictating a high curvature and this is indictated when the graphs for 
the two restriction functions are compared with their metrics (33) and (34). 
Using this analysis we can see how a simple inspection of the level sets of the 
restriction function conveys information on how the metric changes through the 
parameter space and hence on the reliability of the Wald test. Obviously the ideal map 
for a restriction function that supports the use of the Wald statistic is a simple linear 
grid! More usefully, given the value of the estimated parameter, this sort of graphical 
analysis can indicate relevant regions of the parameter space in which particular 
resbiction functions will imply regular behaviour. An example of this can be seen for 
the restriction function of HA where good behaviour of the Wald test can be expected 
for small ~1 and large ~2 and this is confirmed by our Christoffel symbol analysis. 
7 A Useful Inequality 
So far in this paper we have provided a detailed discussion of how the Wald 
statistic behaves with different choices of restriction function and while the proposals 
we have made may be used to assess the sensitivity of the Wald statistic in the 
nonlinear case it can be seen from our analysis that there is fundamentally little that 
can be done to rescue the test in this situation. The introduction of the notion of a 
Geodesic statistic is one possible resolution and this is considered further in Critchley, 
Marriott and Salmon, (1989b). Another is to use the likelihood ratio test but this 
involves the calculation of the restricted maximum likelihood estimates which may 
in some cases prove troublesome. In general the Geodesic statistic may be difficult to 
compute, see Marriott and Salmon, (1989) but as we now show it is possible to 
establish an important inequality between the Wald and Geodesic statistics which will 
ensure reliable inference under certain conditions from the Wald test. 
To derive the inequality we need to establish some technical conditions, in 
particular we must first clarifiy what we mean by a function "increasing" in some 
direction on a manifold. 
Let h(~lt~) be a real valued function on our manifold. To talk about h 
increasing we really mean increasing along some regular path. In particular we require 
that we are in fact increasing along k constant lines i.e., the gradiant lines. 
Definition: A real function h is gradient increasing if it is increasing along all the k 
constant lines which cut the null hypothesis. 
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We can now produce a very useful inequality between the standard Wald 
statistic, W A evaluated at the unrestricted maximum likelihood estimate and the 
8 
geodesic statistic. 
Lemma 7.1: 
If fll is gradiently increasing towards the null, then G2 S W". 
8 
This lemma tells us that if the level sets of the restriction function are more 
dense closer to null then the standard Wald test gives us confidence regions inside 
those of the Geodesic test. Hence a non rejection inference with the Wald test would 
also imply non rejection under the geodesic test and this may re-establish some utility 
for the use of the standard Wald statistic in this situation. Notice that the condition 
underlying the inequality is quite weak and easily checked analytically and also from 
the graphical inspection of the restriction function . In addition this inequality applies 
for all sample sizes but as will be clear from our previous arguments becomes an 
equality asymptotically. 
8: Conclusions 
This paper has provided a geometric analysis of the Wald statistic and 
has shown why it is possible to obtain any value from the statistic by a suitable 
transformationn of the algebraic form used to express the nonlinear restriction being 
tested. We have shown that the essential problem with the Wald statistic is that it is 
not a true geometric quantity in that it is not invariant to a change in coordinates. 
Although there is little that can be done to rem eve the utility of the Wald test in the 
nonlinear environment and we have provided a number of tools, both analytic and 
graphical, that may be used to assess whether this problem with the Wald test is likely 
to be severe in any particular example. 
Moreover the geometric approach that we have adopted suggests the use 
of a new test in the nonlinear context based on the Geodesic Statistic that tranforms 
properly when the nonlinear restriction is re-expressed since it is a true geometric 
quantity. 
A bound has been established between the between the Wald and 
Geodesic Statistics that establishes the importance of the Christoffel symbols as 
indicators of the degree of nonlinearity in an inference problem and hence indicate 
the severity of the problem with the use of the Wald Statistic. Graphical methods are 
introduced to support this analysis that are particularly appropriate to the linear 
regression case. 
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Fmally we have ~~ a powerful inequality between the Wald and 
Geodesic statistics that enables UJi~guous inference to be achieved with the Wald 
test even in a nonlinear environment. 
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Awendix: 
Proofs of the various theorems and lemmas not given in the main text follow. 
Lemma 3.21 : Proof 
(a) A coordinate system such as (g,k) may be defined arbitrarily (see Thorpe(1979», the 
only issue of concern is the smoothness of the functions which we assume. 
(b) Since Dg(qO> has full rank we can use the implicit function theorem, locally around 
90' g-1(0), the null hypothesis, is an p-1 dimensional submanifold as are all g-1(c) for 
ce(-e,e). 
Since the null hypothesis is a submanifold we can put coordinates on 
it;parametrise by the coordinates (kq(8), .... kg..1(8». 
Since g:8-+R (9-+g(9» is assumed to be a real valued smooth function on 8 we are 
assured that the gradient function, grad(g) exists. 
The operation grad takes the function g to a vector field which has the property 
that each vector is perpendicular to the level set of g through which it passes as 
shown in the diagram below. 
null 
hypothesis 
level sets of g 
In Euclidean space grad g is given by the formula 
_ dg og dg 
grad(g) - (as' d9 , ... , :\9 ) 
1 2 C1 P 
I 
I k constant lines 
I 
and in a space with a metric given by (hij) it is given by 
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where (hi~ is the inverse of the metric matrix. 
Then because g is a C 1 function we see that grad (g) is a continuous vector field. 
Which means by the theorem on the existence of solutions to ordinary differential 
equations there exists (Yi{S» the set of integral paths to our vector field,see ( Arnol'd 
(1983» 
By flowing along these integral paths we may construct a diffeomorphism 
between g-l{O) and g-l(c). So we define on g-l(c) the coordinate system (kfr ... ,k~l) by 
pushing forward the original coordinate system (kP ...... k~l) along the "(5. Hence we 
o 
have local coordinates everywhere defined by (g(8),kl(8), .. ·.kp-l(8» and since og is 
parallel to grad{g) which is tangent to Ti(S) , we have that 
F(~.~) = 0 'Vi og okj 
Lemma 3.2.2 : Proof 
{a)The change of basis going from the (g,k) to e coordinate systems can easily be 
seen to be (G,K)T For vectors orthogonal to the level sets lies) are the integral curves 
for ~ then 
ogj 
g(1i(s»= (0 .... 0,s,0 .... 0) 
with the non zero element in the i'th position.Then differentiating with respect to s 
we find 
~ag~ k - = (0 ..... 0.1.0 ..... 0) 
j=1 dyj dt 
Hence G takes ~ to (0 ... 0,1,0 .... 0) and so G is a change of basis matrix. For vectors 
agi 
parallel to the level sets K is the change of basis. 
(b) The proof follows exactly the same from as in (a). 
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Lemma 3.2.4 : Proof 
By Lemma 3.2.2 I if the geodesics are orthogonal to the level sets we have 
F(l<s),l<s» is equal to the Wald Statistic at that point and since F is constant we see the 
geodesic distance 
J~Ng = ~ = cons tan t = .JWald 
Lemma 7.1: 
H fll is gradiently increasing towards the null then G2 S W 1\_ 
8 
Proof. Consider the length of the path v(g(9» from e to the null hypothesis which is 
orthogonal to the level sets of g. 
At each point of v the length of its tangent vector is clearly given by fll- Hence the total 
length lev) of the path is 
Jg(8) o ",f11(g) dg 
Now by defInition 
2 .. .. 
We = g (9)f11(9) 
Therefore if f1l is increasing towards the null we have that 
However, by definition the distance G is the shortest path length from the estimate to 
the the null hypothesis. Therefore we have 
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